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Portland tax ayers hit the roof
• By Eric Hamle/ius

On July 7, nearly 300 angry Casco Bay island resi-

dents packed the Peaks Island Lions Club Playhouse to
bemoan climbing property taxes. Some at the meeting
suggested seceding from the City of Portland.
People on the mainland are angry, too.
When the Portland City Council votes on a new property tax rate for Portland's 22,000 property owners on
August 5, that tax rate is expected to be set between $22
and $23 per $1,000 of assessed value. Considering the
city's recent revaluation of property, which has pushed
up the value of thousands of homes and apartments
since the last revaluation eight years ago, many property
owners will be hit with a property tax bill in September
that is more than double last year's.

Many Portland property owners say their property
taxes are already too high. They say their property tax
bills have been steadily climbing for the past 10 years.
With this year's increase - of 8 percent - and the
revaluation, more Portlanders are saying they can't
afford a home.
And for the first time in Portland's history, commercial property owners aren't paying the lion's share of
the property tax bill. Rather, residential property owners are paying the bulk of property taxes.
"Residential property owners in Portland ha ve been
hit with a triple whammy this year, which has put
many people in very bad shape," says Walter Gallant
of the Portland Taxpayers Association.
Many homeowners blame their high property taxes
on Portland City Manager Robert Ganley and Portland's

city councilors.
"We have been in a recession for the last three years,"
says Donald Foster, a Portland homeowner, who recently formed a neighborhood tax group. "We have had
to cut back to make ends meet but the city has not. They
just keep spending and asking us to pay for it."
But City Manager Ganley says he is running a "lean
ship" and blames Augusta.
'The state is the culprit in all of this," says Ganley. "If
they hadn't cut back the amount of educational aid they
were giving us we wouldn't be in this position, and we
could cut everybody's property tax bill by $600."
"It's easy to keep shifting the blame," says Foster.
"But many people are going to start keeping an eye on
the city council and the way they spend our money.
Because we've had it."
• Continued on page 8

•

Donald Foster addresses neighbors at a taxpayer meeting In the yard of his Irving Street home.

CBW{fonee Harbert

Funding the arts is out of whack at MAC
• By W. D. Cutlip

The delicate business of funding the arts in Maine
was made more difficult last month when the Maine
Arts Commission (MAC) released its list of grant
recipients for the coming year. A number of worthy
organizations - groups that had received grants in
other years - finished out of the money entirely.
Among those unfunded organizations were many of
Greater Portland's finest the Lark Society for Chamber Music, Maine Arts, Inc., Portland Ballet Company,
Ram Island Dance, the Spring Point Museum and the
Victoria Society, to name just a few.

Many people in the Maine arts communitygun-shy from recent encounters with Sen. Jesse
Helms and his pals - expressed concern. Is this,
they asked, yet another attempt by the powers-thatbe to manipulate the arts? Is MAC trying to tell us
something here?
The truth is that the decision to give fewer
organizations more money was made with the
knowledge and consent of most of the arts organizations in the field. And the amount of money lost in most cases, $3000 plus 1 percent of the applicant's
annual operating budget - is not that much,
relatively speaking.

However, MAC now awards grants biennially;
organizations that did not receive money this year
will also not receive money next year. This puts
unfunded organizations that much more at risk.
Also, in the current economic climate, potential
sponsors may think twice before giving money to
organizations which (apparently) did not pass muster
with MAC. Add to this the fact that most people have
less money to spend on art these days, and the future
of the arts in Maine becomes more uncertain.
To some extent, the Maine Arts Commission holds
that future in its hands. The question is: What will
MAC do now?
• Continued on page 10
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Passing the puck
on workers' comp

HOUR
& White Proces
24 exposures only $896

Photography SeIVice for
Amateurs & Professionals

6O

MINUTE
PHOTO
INC.

A review of the top news stories affecting
Greater Portland: July 2 through 9, 1991.

37 Ocean Street, South Portland 767-2007
157 Middle Street (Old Port) 761-2882
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Short Johns, Long Johns or Spring Suits your choice ..... $89.95 \....f:J
3/2 Full Surf Suits.................................................................. $149.95
Triathelete Speed Suits ......................................................... $159.95

Factory eps on hand to advise and assist you!

Suits for surfers, bodyboarders, sail boarders, waterskiers, jet skiers & ocean paddlers

I':"

3 BIG DAYS TO GET A DEAL ON THIS
YEARS HOTTEST SELLING WETSUlTS'"~

SURF EAST"

MASK· SNORKEL· FINS - ALWAYS 25% - 60% OFF

•

FOULWEATHER GEAR,
SEA GEAR & HIGH SEAS
260/. - 60% OFF

•

YACHT BOOTS BY DOUGLAS GILL
TOP QUAUTY • GREAT SELECTION
25% OFF

SLALOM WATERSKI - CLEARANCE FROM H.O. & O'BRIEN
26% -60% OFF
SPECIALLY MARKED SLALOM SKIS

•

AREA'S LARGEST SELECTION OF BODY BOARDS

•

ROLLER BLADES IN STOCK I CHILDREN & ADULTS

•

KAYAKS AND ACCESSORIES IN STOCK

tommy's kids' gear - Summer Clothing Clearance _

..- tommy-'s

Cotton clothing from Jeanine Mac. Widgeon. Cheny tree. Chuckroast. Flapjack, Flap Happy. Echo Reld. and more.

25%-50% OFF

E3

Everything for in, on and under the water
273 r.nnnr~'•• SI. • Portland 772-5357.

Man-Sat. aamoS

• FULL__COLOR •

PHOTO-TEES
Wear What You Dare

• Thurs. 'tila
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Fleet Street gets wider
Maine National Bank is history
Brushing aside antitrust concerns raised by the Maine
attorney general's office and others, federal and state regulators
have approved the plan by Rhode Island's Fleet Bank to take
over Maine National and the rest of the failed Bank of New
England empire.
State Banking Superintendent H . Donald DeMatteis peppered his approval order with praise for Fleet. He pointed to the
"seasoned bankers" at the helm of the institution, which he
predicted would use its new status as Maine's dominant
financial institution to "pass these gains onto consumers in the
form of improved services" and to "help revitalize the stagnating economy."
Neither DeMatteis nor the Federal Reserve Board addressed
the evidence presented by the Maine attorney general suggesting that Fleet does not pass gains onto consumers but consistently seeks to pay the public less and charge it more (CBW
6.27.91). DeMatteis dismissed this as "erroneous conclusions,"
saying that big banks like Fleet have to charge depositors high
rates in little states like Maine because costs are higher here.
Antitrust issues prompted two of the Federal Reserve
Board's five members to dissent from the order approving the
Fleet takeover. But the "serious anti competitive effects" they
cited involved Bangor and Pittsfield - not Portland. The
federal regulators found no adverse effect on competition in
southern Maine.
The bottom line is that Fleet's Maine operation will become a
53.8 billion bank, according to Federal Reserve data. Fleet
officials have announced that Maine National will begin
disappearing as a separate entity by Labor Day.

Truce reigns in Augusta
Maine reopened for business on July 8, after a weeklong
shutdown of state government that saw Governor John R.
McKernan Jr. barricading himself inside his State House office
to avoid protests from angry state workers and other citizens.
Late on July 6, McKernan ended the shutdown by signing a
$3.2 billion two-year budget. But he pressed forward with his
demands that the Legislature'S Democratic majority agree to
sweeping pro-employer reforms in workers' compensation,
reserving the right to shut everything down once more by
midweek.
The budget culminates efforts to address a $1 billion deficit.
The result is that it will soon cost more to be a Mainer: the gas
tax is going up by 2 cents a gallon, the sales tax is climbing by
another percentage point to 6 percent, snack foods will become
taxable items, and increases in both corporate and personal
income taxes are pending.

Council likes fish heads
City officials are already putting the Portland Fish Exchange
on notice that if the auction's new fish-waste processing facility
starts to smell the operation will have to shut down.
"U it's smelly, it will be stopped," said city waterfront
director Thomas Valleau after the city council approved the
facility 6-0. The plant will grind up fish waste - mostly
discarded heads and tails - add some acid, allow the mixture
to sit for three to five days, and sell the results to farmers as
fertilizer.
The last obstacle is a zoning variance, but the quasi-municipal auction expects to clear that hurdle by late summer and start
cranking out the new product soon thereafter.
All of this evokes memories of legal battles that ensued from
smells wafting across' Portland Harbor from Pine State
Byproducts, the South Portland fish-waste processor that closed
eight years ago. But Dennis Frappier, the fish auction's general
manager, says the acid in the new process will prevent any odor
problems.
The exchange hopes to run the fertilizer operation only long
enough to prove that it works. Then the idea is to sell the
operation to a private operator who could expand the plant.

The Maine Mariners
hockey team has apparently
become something of a pawn
in the battle over workers'
compoScott Smithwick, a
partner in Portland's
Smithwick &: Clarke Insurance Company, announced
that the high cost of prOViding workers' comp insurance
could force the Boston Bruins
to move their top minorleague affiliate elsewhere. But
a spokeswoman for the
Bruins said she was unaware
of the issue and team officials
could not be reached for
comment.
Mariners president Ed
Anderson said the Bruins
organization, which pays the
cost of staffing the Portland
team, has been pressing him
for two years about the high
cost of workers' compensation in Maine. 'We didn't
have a very good year
financially and it's tough to
negotiate an extension to the
existing deal (with the
Bruins) when someone has to
come up with $100,000 to pay
for the excess costs of workers' compensation," Anderson said.
Smithwick, whose company provides workers'
comp insurance for the
Mariners, said the Bruins pay
more to insure their Maine
team than they do to cover
the big-leaguers in Boston.

GRAND

OPENING
CELEBRATION
JULY 15 through 19
UP TO 50% OFF
all yams, books, and accessories

. DAILY WORKSHOPS·
Tea Served Every Day at 3:30
Call for more information

and a free newsletter!

846-9334
. 46 MAIN STREET·
. YARMOUTH·

Fire &Brimstone?
No
Love & Wisdom?
.Yes
Celebrating the Life of
the Spirit in Worship. the
Arts & Community Service

SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH
302 Stevens Avenue
Portland. ME 04 103
(207) 772-8277

Rev. Ken Turley
Service: 1Oam Sunday
Childcare provided

No jollies in Saco
There were no great deals
at the Jolly John Auto Mall in
Saco as Fleet Bank of Maine
sought last week to auction
off the sprawling complex
that was once the headquarters of the now bankrupt car
dealer "Jolly" John Pulsifer.
Massachusetts car dealer
James Clair outbid
Westbrook dealer Norman
Greenberg for the Jolly John
Used Car Center, paying
$285,000 for a property
valued at more than $500,000.
But Clair said the purchase at
that price was just a "fair
deal... nothing to write home
about."
The big item in the
auction, the Jolly John Auto
Mall, remained in the hands
of Fleet Bank when the
highest bid reached oply
$700,000. Fleet wanted $1.4
million for the 1S-acre site
and its steel and glass
complex.
Pulsifer himself was
.
reinstated as the owner of a
third property, site of his
former Volkswagen franchise, because Fleet waived
its foreclosure. A routine preauction inspection revealed
that oil on the property had
leaked into ground water,
attenuating the bank's
interest in owning the site.
The once ubiquitous car
dealer attended the auction
but had little to say beyond
confirming that he remains in
the car business at the
wholesale level. "I buy here,
sell there," Pulsifer said.
"That's all I know how to do."
• Continued on page 4
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AS YOU
Handcrafted for us in
Vermont, this versatile rock
maple frame takes a beautiful
stain or looks great as is.
Easy con version to each
position - carries a written
workmanship guarantee.
Also available in twin and
queen sizes. Easily transported.
Minimum assembly necessary.
Futons made
specia ly for us by

~
( litE GREArE" H.M. IN 'If!P

ARE.
LEAVE A
BETTER

YOU •
AVEDk
AROMATHERAPY
Calming and
Revitalizing
Scalp Massage

FREE
with Haircut
expires 7/31/91

,.. We sell no wood products from rain forests.

FUTON FURNISIllNGS
The Futon store

.' ,:

343 Forest Avenue, Portland, Maine 871-0578
Mon & Thurs 10-8, Tues, Wed & Fr110-7, Sat 9-5, Sun 12-5
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Visa,

Mas~

America. Expreu, DisCOlJer ad penOll4l cbecJJs we/a)me • Salisfacll~" Guarameed
EJtil 6B RL 295 • PIe"'y of Free Par/d.g

854-1365
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Hardware Store
in the heart
of the Old Port!

Hole-in-one for
Alpha One

~

. . shovels. brooms • mops
• sponges· cleansers •
fans • thermometers •
light bulbs • electrical
supplies • drill bits • saw
blades • sandpaper •
plumbing parts • vices •
screwdrivers • hammers
• nails • caulking •
plaster • putty • glue •
hinges • bolts • nuts and
screws • rope • chain •
antifreeze • piuS paint
and supplies
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abacus invites you to join us in the opening
celebration of Daniel Merriam's new work at our
Boothbay Harbor Gallery.
Saturday July 20,1991
5:00 - 9.00 pm
8 McKown Street, Boothbay Harbor, Maine

Exchange St. Hardware

abacus

19 Exchange Street
Portland, ME 04101
775-1260
:

:.

':.,

american crafts

. ..

': :

44 Exchange Street, Portland, ME (207) 772-4880
8 McKown Street, Boothbay Harbor, ME (207) 633-2166

:

"THE SKl AND TENNIS PEOPLE SINCE 1936"

HOME VVANTED
Home for a new, but slightly tarnished
Burbank Branch Library. Preferably in
the Deering Center Area.
Must not violate anyone's sense of
open space (underground okay).
+- Must not interfere with bicycling,
jogging, dog walking, power walking,
or walk walking.
+- Should not interfere with the
educational process and its
relationship to parking.
+- Old buildings will be given
approval on their worthiness
to be torn down only.
+-

• PRINCE· COURT CASUALS·
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g SALE!
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All Men's, Women's &
Children's Summer Clothing,
Tennis Shoes, Sweaters, Lawn
Games, Racquets, Accessories

•

>
Z
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All opinions should be brought to City
Hall on July 15, 7:30 pm or call your city
councilor and city manager at City Hall,
874-8300.
If not our back yard, then who's?
Paid for by the militant wing of
"Bring Back the Burbank Branch Ubrary ... Now!"
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§
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• ARENA· IDEE • SPAULDING •
Freeport
Portland
North Conway
81 Free Street
Main Street
Freeport Outlet
Route 1
(across from Civic Center) New Hampshire

BLACK BEAR LANDSCAPING
A COMPLETE LANDSCAPING COMPANY

• Free Estimates
• Competitive Rates
• Tree Work Also Available
Jack M. Oswald. 8 Years Quali Service. 879-0076

-- --~ -- --------

.. MAINE MATTRESS·' i SALE!
(1 FUTONS

Merriam

Discount

..

A

Under the threat of a civil
lawsuit from a handicapped
advocacy group, the owner of
a new miniature golf course
in Windham has decided to
make his entire course
accessible to disabled people.
Roy Moore, owner of
Seacoast Club Adventure
Golf, agreed to install ramps
and handrails and make
design changes at the facility
on Route 302 to accommodate wheelchair users and
other disabled people.
Alpha One, a South
Portland -based handicapped
advocacy group, had filed a
complaint with the Maine
Human Rights Commission
as well as a civil lawsuit
against Moore calling for
construction to be stopped on
the project until it complied
with state law.
Moore agreed to make the
$40,000 worth of changes at
the golf course to avoid a
delay in opening the course
and to avoid an expensive
legal battle.
The access dispute is the
first of its kind involving an
outdoor facility in Maine,
which has very strict laws
protecting the rights of
handicapped people.
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534 Congress St., Portland (next 10 Porteous) 761-3878
:
250 Bath Rd., (Ames Plaza) Brunswick 725-9302
1
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••
Mon.-Fri. 10-7 pm Sat. 10-5 Closed Sunday
•• 1Double '199
'149 1
• ••••••••• • • • •• • •••••••••• • •• • • • •
1Complete Sleeper
Twin
1
r- -8
-I
r.;k.
oak.
-I
ir:Futon-sal
1
10
Year
Guarantee
Complete
Sleeper
Blackllcqu" 1 1
6'loam core futon
1 1Foam Core Futon
All coHan 6 Inch Futon 1
1Futon 8
: S299
1 1 - : .. .,<,.....
'325 1 L - - - - - WITH COUPON - - - - - J
1. "1.· '~~ ~ Oal<. ~~ 1 PINE L
1
1 I'~
,,,,.,,' lacquer 1 Double Sleeper
1
1 I ~~ ~~:-.:;.
1 10 Year Guarantee
1
' I ". :.---1 unfinished with
1Double Sleeper ~/ 6'
1 1Double Sleepe~.;>:.;;-:;:.~ 6' foam core futon
IComplete
Inch foam 1 Complete
Ii ~ . - Any Color '199
10yrguaralltee
core futon J 110yrguaralltee
,_
-..J Complete
'- -

Willi COUPON

-

-

-

-

-

-

WITH COUPON

- -

-

FREE
FRAME!
30 Oft·y BUYBACK GUARANTEEWith every s e t "

FREEin DELIVERY!
our area

0

Solid Ash .:"~.~. . .'{
.
- Spindle Bed ~~.." ~ "

S299

~\D." Queen or Full

'llm~
Special Deals on
mismatched sets·
floor models. Come on

SUPER ARM
10 Year Guarantee

J.-...;,..~~,,;;- Blue Cross

~,..l'.:"~

;r Cltilrge }:
~:..w'"'i~

Overnight81'S Are Herel

8119

30x74 Sleeper.'
Lounger Chair

Innerspring Orthoposture
Twin •....·49 ea. pc. aueen ... ~9gea. pc.

Foam
Futon
10
no-sagpine
Quarantee
andYear
three-way
frame
with lifetime guarantee
:=do=w=n=,=W=e'=II=d=ea=I=II=~t=====s=e=ts=o=n=ly=j(r=N=o=Fra=m=e)=====1 Complete, while supplies last

Blue Cross Firm
Posturemedic I
TwIn ...... $75 ea. pc.
Full ...... $99 ea. pc.
Queen ... $125 ea. pc.
Kina ...... $177 ea. pc.
Free Frame with Sets
Matts only slightly higher

Full ....•.1"75
-1 ea. pc. K.·ng ......S99 ea. pc.
Blue Cross
Posturemedic I
Extra Firm

twIn ••. $87 50 ea. pc.
Full ... $11250 ea. pc.
Queen. $13450 ea. pc.
KIna ... $133 ea. pc.
Free Frame with Sets

Luxury Firm
Posturemedic II

Back Relief
Super Firm
20 Year Guarantee

TwIn.... $11350 ea. pc.

Twin Sets ... $19~

Full ... $134 50 ea. pc.

Full Sets ... $249

Queen. $15850 ea. pc.

Queen Sets. $299

King ... $163 ea. pc.

King Sets... $459

Free Frame

Free Frame

Matts only slightly higher

Matts only slightly higher

COOKIN'

KATAHDIN
We're getting good things from our garden,
The ice cream is starcing to harden,
So if you're lookin'
For wicked good cookin'
Come on in to Katadin.
We assure you that our cooking is much better than
ourpoerry.
When we started planning this place the idea was to
offer good food at reasonable prices in a comfortable
atmosphere. We've all been to restautants where you pay
too much and you leave feeling hungry and dissatisified.
We vowed not to let that happen here. We think we've
succeeded. Our portions are ample and the prices low
enough for almost any budget.
.
For example we offer a daily Blue Plate Special with a
cup of soup and a salad for only $9.95. We also have
pastas available in half orders. Try our Angel Hair tossed
with Shrimp, Tomatoes and Herb Butter for $6.95 or a
Buckwheat Pasta tossed with Proscuitto, Leeks, Asparagus
and Cream for $5.50 For a summertime treat we suggest
our Chilled Fresh Seafood Salad with Saffron Pasta at
$7 .95. So when it gets too hot to cook, come enjoy a light
meal in our air conditioned dining room.

If you have any questions, call us. Talk is cheap.

774-1740 ~&~
SPRING AND HIGH STREETS

MON·THURS 5 PM . 10 PM • FRI AND SAT 5 PM • II PM

The u.s. Environmental
Protection Agency has fined a
North Yarmouth developer
$9,000 for failing to provide
information on whether he
filled in a wetland area
during construction of
subdivision roads.
This is the first time in the
EPA's his tory tha tit has
resorted to fining an individual for failing to respond
to federal queries about
wetlands.
The agency believes Craig.
Higgins of North Yarmouth
filled in freshwater wetlands
that drain into the Royal
River. According to the EPA,
the developer failed to
respond to EPA requests over
eight months about whether
he had filled in wetlands on
his 11-lot subdivision on
North Road.
Higgins claims he responded to the EPA request.
But EPA officials say they
have no record of Higgins
trying to contact the agency.
The developer has already
built one house on the si te
and sold two additional lots.

Portland and Westbrook
police officers clad in shorts,
polo shirts, sneakers and
sunglasses - along with
badges, two-way radios and
ticket pads - have begun
mountain bicycle patrols that

AUBURN,ME.
AUBURNDALE PLAZA

WATERVILLE, ME.
SHAW'S PLAZA

Center St., Rle.4, (207)782-5567

Kennedy Memorial Drive, (207)873-4160

so. PORTLAND, ME.
MALLSIDE SHOPPING
Mslne Mall Road, (207)87HJ951

"

The season's produce keeps coming in and we're doing
wonderful things with it. Gretchen makes a tangy
Raspberry Lime Sherbet that will knock your socks off.
Our Strawberry Shortcake is made the old fashioned way
with fresh Strawberries, real Whipped Cream and
Buttermilk Biscuits. For chocolate lovers we have our
Chocolate Mountain- a sinful pleasure worth every
calorie.

Feds hit pen pal
with wetlands fine

Pedaling police in
Deering Oaks

7

music, movies and more!
Wherever you Are ... We Are, With A Convenient Location For You!

.f

.1
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TAXPAYERS

Said Gallant: "it's easy for everyone to blame the appraisal
firm for the job they did, and it seems like they have made a ton
of mistakes, but the real people to blame are the city manager
and the city council for letting spending get out of control."

• Continued from front page

Pointing fingers

Getting Angry

AS SEEN IN "MADE IN MAINE"
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watches, clocks
other gifts

Donald Foster and Robert Gallant both live on Irving Street
in the Deering section of Portland. Their large, rambling wooden
homes lie just one block away from each other.
On June 19, Foster and Gallant, like thousands of other
Portlanders, received letters from the City of Portland's Tax
Assessor's Office announcing that the value of their homes had
increased since the last valuation eight years ago.
"When I got the letter in the mail from the assessor's office
saying my home had increased in value from $45,000 to
$142,700 in eight years, I couldn' t believe it," said Foster, a
middle school teacher and writer, as he sat at his small dining
room table. "And then when I realized that this revaluation was
going to translate into me owing the city 90 percent more in
property taxes over last year's bill, I got really angry."
Foster's situation is like other Portland homeowners'.
Foster's 1990-91 property tax bill was $1,660. After the
revaluation of his home to $142,700, and a proposed tax rate of
$22 per every $1,000 of assessed value, Foster's property tax bill
is going up to $3,210 for 1991-92 .
"That's in addition to the 8 and 10 percent increase in our
property taxes that we have been getting each year," said
Foster. "It's outrageous."
Similarly, Gallant's property tax bill has increased by more

.

"How can the city
vote in a 5 percent pay increase
for themselves,
spend millions of dollars during a

&

from

Classic
Impressions
51 Exchange Street
Old Port
874-6980

recession, and expect us to pay for it
through higher property taxes?
It's just outrageous. "
Robert Gallant
than 60 percent over last year's bill.
"I'm going to have to come up with an additional $1,050 by
September to give to the city," Gallant said. "That's just ridiculous."
"I've lived in Portland for 39 years, and this has got to be the
most damaging thing to happen to this community," said
Gallant, an electrical contractor. "We are in the middle of a
severe recession, one might even say depression. People have
lost or are losing their jobs, their homes. How can the ci ty vote
in a 5 percent pay increase for themselves, spend millions of
dollars during a recession, and expect us to pay for it through
higher property taxes? It's just outrageous."
The revaluation that irked Foster, Gallant and many other
Portlanders was conducted by an Ohio appraisal firm, ColeLayer-Trumble Co., hired by the city for $1 million.
When the revaluation was completed, Cole-layer-Trumble
provided the data to city officials so they could set the new
property tax rate, which will be officially announced on August

5.

Community
Cable Network
weak 017/12/91

DYNAMIC COMMUNITY
TElEVISION:
Conference Highlights
(1 h r)

NEVER IN ANGER:
Forts of Portland (1 hr)

MUSIC OF THINGS
THAT ARE DONE:
Community
Development in the
West of Ireland (1 hr)
Programs premiere Fri. 7·10pm,
and are repeated Sat. - Mon.
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs. 9am·noon.
Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So. PortI
Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, & ScarChannel varies in Gorham.

"I don't think anybody really saw this coming," said Foster.
"But once we realized the magnitude of the increase, it all came
together, and we began to realize that somebody had to start
putting pressure on the ci ty to rein in their own budget just like
everybody else has had to do in tough times like these."
Foster and Gal1ant formed a neighborhood association to
fight the revaluation, and to bring neighborhood attention to
the way city government spends money.
"We put together a one-page flyer asking people in our
neighborhood to come to my house for a meeting on property
taxes and how the city spends our money," Foster said . "We
really didn't know what to expect, or if anyone would even
show up. But more than 20 people did. And at that point we
knew we weren't alone."
What did the fledgling tax group talk about at their first
meeting?
"The city voted a 5.5 percent pay increase for themselves,
they bailed out the Nickelodeon with our money and they spent
$1 million of our money upfront to start the renovation of the
Portland Auditorium," said Gallant. "That's some of the things
our members are upset about."
Gallant and Foster said their neighborhood tax group also
arrived at two important decisions at that first meeting: that
they would have to join forces with a bigger group to fight city
hall, and that their anger should be directed not at the company
hired to do the revaluation, but rather at city government.
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pays for it. And that's what
people are upset about."

Inside city hall
City Manager Robert Ganley received the petition from the
Portland Taxpayers Association and said he would present the
association's call for a grace period to the ci ty council.
Sitting in his expansive office in Portland City Hal1, Ganley
said he understands the frustration of many homeowners who
have been hit with higher property taxes under the revaluation.
But he said the fault does not lie with the way the city spends
money, but rather with the way the state values Portland and
the aid the city receives based on that valuation.
"People who say we haven't been watching our spending
haven't been paying attention to what we have been trying to
do this year," said Ganley. ''We put through a budget this year
that went up only four-tenths of 1 percent (over last year). And I

"The increase in property taxes
is not the city's fault.
It's the state's and ultimately the
federal government's fault.
Portland City Councilor Esther Clenott
got a lot of crap for cutting that budget. A lot of crap."
Portland City Councilor Esther Clenott credits Ganley for
making the best of bad times. ''The increase in property taxes is
not the city's fault," Clenott said. "It's the state's and ultimately
the federal government's fault. They have been forcing municipalities to pay for services they used to provide. And that costs
money. A lot of money,"
Ganley said Portlanders should be directing their anger at
Augusta and the state's yearly valuation of Portland,
Each year the state conducts its own revaluation of every city
and town in Maine to determine which communities will get
how much state aid. That state aid is based on how rich or poor
a community is.
Ganley said the state and Portland have two different ways

TOP'If'"
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New accountability

Gallant, Foster and their neighborhood tax group were
among more than SOO Portlanders who jammed into the
Deering High School Auditorium to attend a general meeting of
the Portland Taxpayers Association on June 25. Television
crews from Channels 6, 8 and 13 set up near the auditorium
stage.
The boisterous crowd that had gathered on the oppressively
hot summer night was made up mostly of senior citizens. But
there were also homeowners in their 30s at the meeting, many
of Whom had never attended a taxpayer meeting,
Standing in the back row of the auditorium surveying the
large crowd were Foster and Gallant.
"This is just amaZing. Look at how many people are here,"
said Foster. "It really makes you feel like you can get something
done. That you can take on the bureaucracy at city hall. It feels
good."
Walter Gallant (no relation to Robert), a member of the
Portland Taxpayers' p'>ssociation board of directors, stepped up
to the hastily installed microphone at the edge of the stage.
''Thanks for braving the heat, it's great to see you al1,"
Gallant began, as the crowd burst into applause.
Walter Gallant listed off a series of options for Portlanders
who thought their homes had been valued too high. Those
options included scheduling an appointment with Cole-LayerTrumble; the city assessor's office and the City Board of Assessment Review to air complaints.
As Gallant listed off the options, the crowd began to rumble.
'Why aren't the city councilors here?" shouted an elderly
man.
"Because they are afraid to come, they know what we would
do to them," answered a man from the other side of the auditorium.
'Why don't we go get them?" said another man,
"How do we the people stop this nonsense?" asked a man in
the front row.
'What we need," Gal1ant answered from the stage, "is grassroots support through the Portland Taxpayers Association of
going to the City Council and saying, 'This is a lousy way of
spending the public's money. The city shouldn't be doing it.'
"The council counts heads. If 70 people went down to a city
council meeting and said, 'We don't want this: then they won' t
pass it. They count heads. They really do," Gal1ant said. ''The
problem is nobody shows up. It's the same 10 people every
time."
When Gallant finished, he asked the audience to sign a
petition that would be brought to Portland City Manager
Robert Ganley calling for a grace period for implementing the
revaluation until April of 1992 .

Portland City Manager Robert Ganley.

of doing a valuation. Portland's yearly value is determined
solely by new construction, whereas the state bases its yearly
revaluation of the city on a myriad of factors including new
construction.
As a result, 'over the last five years Augusta has been
overvaluing Portland by a half a billion dollars a year, acc;ording to Ganley. In 1991, the state valued Portland property at
$4.1 billion, while Portland valued i~lf at only $1.9 billion,
Ganley said.
"Although we know we have been in a recession, the state
seems to think we have been growing in value by half a billion
dollars a year," said Ganley.
"And that's where the problem lies," Ganley said. "Because
the state bases the amount of aid to education it gives a city or
town on how much they say it is worth. If they say we are
worth $4.1 billion, then we are going to get very little in
education aid. And where are we going to make up that
shortfal1 in school aid? In property taxes, of course."
The 1991-92 city budget is roughly $148 million, of which
$50 million is the school budget. Property tax reVenues of $42
million pay for the majority of the school budget.
In other words, Ganley said, ''That means we barely get $8
million in education aid from the state to pay for our schools,
our teachers and educating our kids. That's what people
should be pissed off about. Other areas of the state get 80 to 90
percent of their educational needs paid for by the state. So we
have to pay for the rest of it on our own through property
taxes."
Ganley added that of the non-school budget of $97 million,
$36 million is funded by property taxes, while other city fees
and taxes make up the balance.
And Ganley said the combination of a cut in state aid for
education and a commitment to maintaining city services has
pushed up the city budget over the last five years.
Ganley said what Portlanders are really upset about isn't
the size of the city budget, but that property owners now have
pay for that budget through higher property taxes.
"The budget has already passed," said Ganley. "And
because of revaluation that budget is being shifted among who

Portland's new ta x objectors
said they have learned the hard
way that they need to get
involved in city government.
" I blame myself for not
getting involved in the process," said Gallant. "I realize
now that every voice counts in
getting things changed, that
the squeaky wheel gets the
oil. "
Foster and Gallant said
Ganley and the council need to
take another look at the budget
and find areas to cut, no matter
how painful. They said the city
manager could make a symbolic move by cutting his own
salary of $76,000 a year.
"He makes more than the
governor; is that fair?" asked
Gallant. "But it's not just his
position - the finance director,
the planning director, the fire
chief, the police chief, the
public works director, all make
over $55,000 a year. And all of
their salaries have gone up by
wel1 over 100 percent in 10
years. Is that proper? Things
are bad for everyone right
now, and everyone (including
the city government) needs to
tighten their belts."
Gallant, who attended his
first council meeting after the
Portland Taxpayers Association meeting, said he is going
to keep going to city council
meetings even though they are
"very boring."
"If there is a silver lining in
any of this, it's that more
people than ever have become
politically aware and are going
to start voicing their opinions
to their council members, their
state representatives and even
their congressmen and
women:' said Gal1ant. "BeCBW(fonee Harbert
cause they are all responsible.
We have let the bureaucracy
find a way of getting around us - around the people. And
we've got to stop that."
Foster and Gallant said their neighborhood association will
continue to work with the Portland Taxpayers Association in
fighting the spending practices of city government. They said
they are urging all their members to start attending city council
meetings to make their voices heard. They are even discussing
the pOSSibility of holding a demonstration in conjunction with
the Portland Taxpayers Association at City Hall on August 5,
when the new property tax rate will be announced.
''We are going to have to scream in their ear to get their
attention:' Gallant said at a recent meeting of the neighborhood
association. "And let them know that the money that they are
spending is our money, and we are tired of them wasting it and
asking for more."
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• Continued from front page
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On the surface, the current debacle over MAC's Institutional
Support Program (lSP) appears to have sprung - at least in
. $5 gift cenificate from
part - from government's habitual reliance upon excessive
paperwork. It also came about, in part, because Maine's art
community asked for it - in clear, precise, penetrating English.
This year marked the beginning of a new era at MAC. In
years gone by, the unfortunate employees of Maine's arts
19 Pleao!lant ~treet
organizations would take time out of their busy schedules to
Portland • 774·5882
complete an ISP application form. The ISP form requires the
applicant organization to describe itself, list its needs, debts,
commi trnents and goals - all this and more - in a very short
space.
H you were particularly adept at filling out forms, and had a
crystal-clear vision of what your peer review panel would be
looking for, you might be able to fill out the form in one
afternoon. Otherwise, the process could take days - or weeks.
Or months.
Depending on who you were and what you were applying
for, the ISP package mayor may not have been worth slaving
over. In the ISP, organizations apply for either Operating
Support grants (money to pay the annual electric bill or put
soap in the lavatory dispenser), or Project Support grants,
which are more or less intended to underwrite brilliant flashes
13-16
SAT·SUN 3,9
and
innovative projects. Project Support grants can be worth as
MON·TUES 7, 9:30
much as $2.0,000. Consequently, competition for Project Support
THE
grants has been stiff. Most organizations apply for Operating
Support grants.
The Operating Support application is six pages long; the
PILM BY BERNARDO
Project
Support application is seven. Both forms have the
JULY 17·23 SAT.SUN
MAT i'~
ONE WEEK .
__
'
potential of inducing near-lethal headaches in the applicant.
...---- Tho 3rd ~
This is what gives managing directors their characteristic
/ANIMATl!~J
haggard squint.
~ON~
As you might expect, the same haggard squint is also worn
ALLNfWl
<~
ALL PREMIERESI
U .:V.....
by persons at the other end of the application process. MAC has
Portland
the dubious privilege of screening those applications - some of
them filled out in #2 pencil by dyslexic extraterrestrials - for
peer review panels. The peer panels - volunteers employed in
the applicant's field, many of whom are usually applicants
themselves - take the application and (for lack of a better
fM
phrase) spend some time peering into the applicant's little
world. Upon reviewing the application and paying an "on-site"
visit to that organization, the peer panel rates the organization
on a scale of 1 (bad) to 5 (good). This is a long and labor·
intensive process, to say the least.
It is a matter of historical record that no one has really loved
this process. A number of arts organizations openly loathed it.
Why, they asked, should we write this tawdry little novel every
year? Surely the money received did not make the effort
worthwhile. The people at MAC agreed with those organizations - for their own reasons. Why, they asked, spend so much
time processing and deooding ISP applications when there are
so many other, better things to do?
Over the 1990-91 fiscal year, MAC held several meetings
with people in the field, at which they proposed a number of
changes in the way ISP grants were disbursed. To make ISP
Alive and Rare
operating
grants worth working for, MAC proposed to give the
Tribute to Jimi Hendrix
top-rated organizations the full amount they applied for, and
Thurs. July 11
not stretch the budget to cover everyone who was rated at 3.0
9 - 11:30 p.m.
and above. (That is, they decided to divvy up the money from
the top down, rather than just-barely-qualifying up.) To cut
down on administrative work at MAC's end, it was decided
that grant applications could be made to cover a two-year
t: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ••
I GET TICKED OFF
period.
I
Fine, said the majority of people in the field. We love it. Go
I
FLEA&
for it, dudes.
TICK DIP
MAC went for it. And the results?
Alas. Between the design and the execution faUs the axe.
.. .and receive a
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Artists - who, as a group, have lately come to expect crap
instead of help from state and federal government -looked at
these results and said, "Aha! We detect some message of
governmental disapproval in thi~. Perhaps even a conspiracy!"
Even people who knew better, even people who supported the
above changes and had served on peer review panels, had that
reaction.
Daniel McCusker, artistic director of Ram Island Dance and
former peer panel member, has been very vocal about being cut
out of the Institutional Support program (Ram Island Dance
had requested $9,200). He has also been quick to acknowledge
that Ram Island was prominent among those arts organizations
pushing for change in the grants system.
"If the arts commission only has $100 to give out," said
McCusker, "how useful is it for all of us to get 10 cents? It might
be more useful for one of us to get a dollar and someone else to
lose 10 cents. Yes, I'm in favor of giving larger amounts of
money to fewer organizations."
On the other himd, Ram Island is one of five organizations
that will formally appeal the grants process. (The average is
about one a year. The other organizations appealing this year
are the Lark Society of Chamber Music, the Chocolate Church,
Fort Western Museum and Theater of the Enchanted Forest.)
Appeals must be based on the application process itself - on
some demonstrable flaw in the peer review panel's work. This
apRE!al mayor may not put Ram Island back in the money.
Beyond that, McCusker questions the implied wisdom of this
year's overall ISP results.
"Ram Island is one of the few organizations in the state that
is actually dedicated to having a group of people in a residence
here, making original dance work," said McCusker. "And the
message that we're getting loud and clear is that the state really
doesn't value that. Maybe that's not the intended message, but
the de facto message is, That's not very valuable to us.'"
Moreover, McCusker feels that Ram Island has run up
against a built·in bias at MAC against small, artist-driven
organizations. "I don't think it makes a lot of sense to pit an
organization like Ram Island against a fully staffed museum
like the Portland Museum of Art and expect that we're going to
be able to fulfill the same criteria as an institution. We don't
have the same budget, we don't have that kind of staff."
Eugenia O'Brien, artistic director of the Portland Ballet,
expressed similar doubts and frustrations. "We're not appealing," she said, "but I am going to write a letter to the commission. One of the weaknesses (cited by the peer panel) is that our
instructors are not well paid. How can that be a weakness when
you're asking them for support? The whole point is that you
need the money to pay them. I think the things (the peer panel)
had problems with shows an inability to understand our
organization."
.
Rebecca Blunk, outgOing chair of the dance peer panel,
denied this. "I think there is a great deal of understanding at
MAC," she said, "about how arts activities come in all different
sizes with various types of organizational structures behind
them. In my experience with MAC's review criteria, there's not
a bias in favor of large, well-staffed organizations. To jump to
that conclusion is not correct."
Maybe not, but jumping to conclusions is a very natural
resp9nse to this kind of stimulus. It's the way most people stay

"Ram Island is one of the few
organizations in the state
that is actually dedicated to having
a group of people
in a residence here. And the message
that we're getting
loud and clear is that the state
really doesn't value that. "
Daniel McCusker

Dancing to conclusions
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Wheels turned, MAC changed, time passed. When the ISP
results were finally in, the "floor" rating of organizations
receiving grants had floated up from 3.0 to 3.85, leaving muchloved and prominent institutions like Ram Island Dance and
Portland Ballet out of the money. And as if that weren't enough,
the overall results revealed what seemed to be a sinister pattern.
Only 34 percent of performing arts organizations - mUSiC,
dance, theater and community arts - were funded, whereas 65
percent of media arts, visual arts, m·uSeums, design arts and
traditional arts organizations received virtually all they asked
for. (And the missing 1 percent? The literature panel, which
reviewed only two applicants, funded one of them. It may be
that literature can be considered a performing art. H so, pass the
hat.)

alive in hard times. And, in the current political and economic
climate, arts organizations will have to jump faster, higher and
more often if they are going to survive at all.

Seal of disapproval
Bruce Hazard is executi ve director of Maine Arts, Inc., which
coordinates the Maine Festival and New Year's Portland, and
which was given no money this year by MAC. Hazard has
expressed some alarm over the way community arts organizations were rated and (for the most part) unfunded. Hazard has
not yet jumped to any conclusions, but has decided to take the
middle view, eschewing the conspiracy theory of arts funding.
"It's very easy," he said, "after you've done the work
required to put together a grant application, and the amotlnt of
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Gwyneth Jones and Daniel McCusker practice at Ram Island Dance.
money that comes to you as a result is not as great as you think
it should be, to say, 'Look, let's make a change in this system
that makes the grant award that goes to me be bigger.' Frankly I
think that's the level on which many people approached how
this thing (ISP) might be revised.
'The ISP," Hazard said, "is the one program that allows
MAC to have a direct effect on every single arts organization in
the state. It isn't just the size of the grant, it also involves an
evaluation by a panel of your peers and a consequent seal of
approval of you. (It) says you are meeting a certain basic set of
standards as far as this state body is concerned.
"And I think that seal of approval," he continued, "perhaps
especially for smaller organizations, is extremely important in
building credibility within their own communities, and in going
to other potential funding sources and saying, 'Yes, we have
this accreditation, so to speak, from the arts commission.' It's a
very important thing to be able to say.
"However," Hazard said, "I think that, given the revisions,
that's no longer the case. If you look again at the community
arts category, eight out of 10 received scores from the panel that
indicated that the panel was supportive of grants for those
organizations. I think that's something like an 80 percent
approval rating. But the results were that only three out of 10
were funded. I think the whole accreditation function of the
program is essentially lost as a result of that."
This may just be the case. While it is undoubtedly true that
potential sponsors in Maine are aware of this tum of events,
and may even be willing to bankroll an organization that was
rated highly but not funded, it is also true that the number of
potential sponsors is getting smaller every day. Any business
not currently tightening its belt has either gone under or been
bought out by F1eet/Norstar. Those businesses and foundations
still inclined to do something for the arts will be forced to pick
and choose among competing organizations.
And, in the end, the fact that you almost received a grant may
not be enough to convince someone of your worthiness - .
especially if a potential sponsor has only so much money to
give out in the first place. Money, as you know, is precious and
scarce.
Come to think of it, so is art. What should MAC do?
"1 think there may be a sense at the commission," said
Hazard, "that (ISP) has caused so much controversy, and is so
expensive in the first place, that maybe we ought to get rid of it.
I would hate to see that. It's been an extremely important
program for the arts organizations in this state.
'1 do hope that we will see some kind of remediation before
the two-year period is up," he said. '1 think there are a number
of organizations that are pushing for that, and I certainly want
to encourage the commission to look at doing something in the
coming year."

Shaking out the shook up
Denny Wilson, MAC's executive director, is somewhat
ambivalent about doing something in the coming year. "When
we develop a new program," he said, "we do so with constituent involvement. It's a requirement of the NEA, and we'd do it
anyway. Certainly with state funds, it just makes sense to
develop a program in concert with those you are attempting to
help.
"Once the program is developed," he said, "and gui lelines
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are published and printed, you can't change it. It stands to
reason that you can't tell a group of organizations that you're
going to do one thing and then, after you've published it and
put out press releases, do something else. Once the program
was developed, we had to follow through with it. And we had
almost no indication that anyone wanted things any different.
"On the other hand,:' he said, "when 30 eligible applicants
are not funded, and 49 percent of all applicants are not funded,
you have to ask yourself if this program is really working.
Clearly people didn't expect it to be this severe.
"Some of the comments that have come my way," said
Wilson, "indicate that individual organizations or groups feel
that there is some larger message here, to put it politely, or
some conspiracy, to put it unpolitely. Some people have said to
me, 'You can't argue that it's a financial issue because you
actuall y have more money in your budget than last year. We
did have, in fact, $15,000 more. this year. But we also had 10
percent more requests this year. We had a greater increase in
requests last year. Organizations' budgets on which we base
operating support have grown tremendously. And if you look
at the growth of the Institutional Support program over the last
five years, it really hasn't grown much at all. So our ability to
keep pace with growth in the field is highly limited, and that's
what you're looking at here.
"Some people feel that there is something the commission is
trying to get across here by these actions," he said. 'That's just
not the case. I'm regretful if some persons and organizations
feel that there's a larger message here.
'The larger message, if any," he said, "is that a system was
put in place to try to support a large number of cultural institutions, and despite a modest increase in federal funds, there just
isn't the money to do it. And so we're going to have to look at
something else."
What else has Wilson looked at?
'1've really come to the conclusion," he said, "that we can't
adequately fund both an operating support program and a
project support program with the budget available. I just don't
think that the dollars are there.
"After the recession is over and things get better," he said,
"things are not going to go back to the way they were beforeand some have argued that it was not that great before, anyway.
It may well be that the commission will decide to have only
operating support grants and no projects grants or just projects
grants and no operating support grants.
'The world is changing," said Wilson. ''We're really beginning to look at a different time. That leads me to think that
perhaps this whole institutional program needs yet another
shakeout."
Perhaps. Given the results of the last "shakeout," it might be
prudent to give the current system a little more time to work.
On the other hand, it might not be all that prudent to wait.
In any event, caution is clearly warranted. The way things
have been going, you never know what - or who - is going to
filii aut when you start shaking out.
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Regressive taxes are pinching Mainers
Governor John R. McKernan and the Maine Legislature wriggled
.
.
out of their finandal pinch this week by putting the pinch or Main-

shop in neighborhood stores stocking single-serving foods far more

ers, who face a sales tax increase and skyrocketing property taxes.

than those who motor to suburban supermarkets.

that are taxed. This tax will affect Mainers who can't afford cars and

Maine could once pride itself on having one of the country's

• And as reported in this week's cover story, some Portland

more progreSSive tax structures. Now its shift is becoming decid-

property owners are seeing their property taxes double and triple.

edly more regressive. Simply stated, a regressive tax is one that does

Portland city officials say they must raise

not take into consideration a citizen's ability to pay, but which taxes

money to pay for education and city

the well-t<Kio and the financially struggling an equal dollar

services the state will no longer fund.

amount. When a tax increase on heating oil, for example, adds $10

That tax hike will cost up to $1,500 per year or more for Portland

to everyone's January fuel bill, some Mainers keep the heat cranked

homeowners. If you make $100,000 a year, that's less than 1.5 per-

up in their ski chalets while others go without heat for a few days

cent of your income. But if you make $25,000 a year, as many

that month.

homeowners who are struggling to make mortgage payments on

But never mind hypothetical situations -look no farther than
Portland City Hall or the State House to see the rich getting richer
and the poor getting poorer:

their homes do, that represents 6 percent of your income.
Some Portland homeowners will no longer be able to afford a
house. Owners of apartment buildings will of course pass the in-

• For the 1992-93 state budget, the Legislature'S Taxation Com-

crease on to their tenants. And tenants, many of whom rent because

mittee proposes increasing Maine's sales tax from 5 percent to 6

they can't afford to own a home, will blow an even higher propor-

percent, which will add $145 million in revenue to the state. The

tion of their income on rent.

increase will hardly be felt by Maine's rich, but poor people,will feel

For Mainers living on the edge, the edge just got a little closer.

the pinch.

And while the headlines may say McKernan and the Legislature

• Similarly, the taxation committee proposes adding singleserving snacks, like lunchbox-sized bags of potato chips, to items

have gotten Maine out of a pinch, the pinch has been put on the rest
(AN)

of us.

Look whose heads were in the bowl
• By Donald Maurice Kreis

What do you do when you come home and find a
thirsty family pet with its head in the toilet bowl,
lapping away at so seemingly a convenient source of
liquid refreshment? You flush, that's what - and
send your furry friend scurrying elsewhere forthwith.
And does the family pet thank you for restoring its
dignity? No, and neither will the Portland legislative
delegation thank Governor McKernan for taking the
political equivalent of this corrective action.
McKernan found most of the state's leftiest
Democratic lawmakers, thirsty for funds to finance
what's left of Maine government, with their heads in
the commodious bowl presented by the Maine
Gaming Association and its odoriferous plan to
bring video gambling to this great state. Among
those with their heads buried deepest were many of
our area's state legislators.
The Republican governor sent this idea Swirling
into the sewer where it belongs when he refused to
sign a budget that included such a program.
A toilet bowl is the proper home for the idea of
encouraging citizens to gamble so they can have a
government, but Maine long ago sank into that
policy cesspool with the advent of the Maine State
Lottery. It is well-established that lotteries are the
most regressive form of taxation possible. The state
is robbing from the poor and giving to the rich
because poor people gamble more and spend a
higher percentage of their incomes on lottery tickets.
Ever wonder why there's a lottery machine at Joe's
Smoke Shop but not at Portland Wine and Cheese?
Despite the advent of ever flashier state lottery
games with ever-more absurd odds against winning,
state lottery revenues remain flat. This suggests that
video gambling would not have succeeded in
generating a new rush among Mainers to bet their
lunch money. Quite senSibly, the video gambling

bill failed in committee. How, then, was this measure revived in the House by a comfortable majority
of 97 to 47?
Credit the help of lots of Portland-area Democrats. Prime sponsor of this measure was Portland
Senator Gerard P. Conley Jr., who has justifiably
cultivated an ultra-progressive persona as the
Catholic lawmaker who perennially sponsors the
gay rights bill. Other Portland supporters included
Annette Hoglund, Harriet Ketover, Peter Manning,
Jim Oliver and Anne Rand. (Typically, Chris Gurney
was absent.) The vidiots also got the vote of Bill
Lemke, whose upset
victory last year was
hailed as the best
thing for Westbrook
since Rudy Vallee. They even won over South
Portland's Cushman Anthony, who as a Quaker is
normally an advocate of Simplicity and virtue in all
things legislative.
Fred Richardson, who with Cape Elizabeth's
Steve Simonds stands out among Greater Portland
lawmakers for voting against video gambling,
became the measure's most outspoken opponent.
Interestingly, both Richardson and Simonds are .
freshmen, which means they haven't cut as many
deals over the years as a Manning or an Oliver or a
Rand has. And Richardson ran a largely selffinanced campaign, something he hates to see in
print, but which means he is less beholden to
campaign contributors than some of his colleagues.
This video deal was very much a creature of the
kind of politics people talk about when they talk
about how they hate politicians. The video card
sharks hired themselves a school of Democratic
lobbyists led by Joe Brennan's former gubernatOrial
aide Richard Davies. From January through May,
Davies and pals received $50,000 plus $13,776.07 in
expenses. That paid for an astonishing five lobbyiSts

citizen

working one bill. What it doesn't include is
campaign contributions, which need not be
reported till midsummer and which presumably
will be laundered through the complicated system
of PACS that both Democrats and Republicans use
to obscure who's really buying the Legislature.
Liberal Democrats justified this video deal by
arguing that desperate fiscal times demand
desperate fund-raiSing measures. But as
Richardson pointed out, the economics were
worthy of Ronald Reagan at his voodoo worst.
The money Mainers would have poured into
video slot machines will now be spent anyway on
other, presumably more useful and probably also
taxable stuff. Richardson pleaded with his colleagues to understand that there would have been
no net gain in state revenue had the outcome been
otherwise.
The world will little note nor long remember
any of the above. Thanks to the governor's •
intervention, support for video gambling won't be
an issue in the re-election campaign of any of this
plan's Portland proponents.
That's too bad, because odds are that the Maine
Gaming Association will be back. And Portlanders
who think they are sending enlightened Democrats to Augusta should not have to depend on
John McKernan for enlightened policy. When
normally progressive lawmakers want the government to promote games of chance, they are telling
the citizenry that the Wheel of Fortune - betting
rather than working, luck and cunning rather than
fairness and honesty - is the official pathway to
the good life.
That's more revolting than finding the family
pet with its head in the toilet.
Donald Maurice Kreis plans to run for the Legislature if he
ever wins the Megabucks drawing.

letters
Island life
My initial reaction on
reading the article about
battle lines being drawn on
Peaks Island (CBW 5.30.91)
was that concepts of private
property and the role of an
agent were the heart of the
issue.
Certainly, private property
rights are afforded a high
degree of protection in the
United States. That, however,
is only the second step. The
first step is to determine if
property is in fact private or
entitled to private use.
Easements of all types,
eminent domain, and beach
front access are all restrictions on private use of
property, sanctioned by law,
long accepted in the United
States. Agents of change also
corne in many types. Bastions
of tradition fall to the battering ram, the Trojan horse and
cease-fire agreements. It is
the job of the agen t to
determine the tactic which
will be most successful.
However, upon recollection and reflection, those
issues, while important, seem
subordinate to another, more
pervasi ve influence: island
life. The real issue is not the
level of protection afforded
private property in the
United States, the definition
of private property, the
proper role and tactics of an
agent of change, religion or
sex, but the difficulty some
people have in aSSimilating
island values. To paraphrase
Ken Kesey, "You are either
on the island or off the
island ."

:i~eeJr.

Norwich, Conn.

Warm & friendly
We are newcomers to
Peaks Island (April 15, 1991)
and we have been welcomed
warmly.
Teresa rubbed my blistered feet wi th balm the first
day I was here (I'd never seen
her before in my life).
Bob, who is partially blind,
showed me how to grow my
first garden, and even
donated dahlia and marigold
bulbs to the cause.
Uoyd brings my groceries
home in his taxi every week
and takes them clear into the
kitchen.
Lillian shares her rhubarb
with me and her friendship.
How can anyone say
Peaks Island is not warm and
friendly? I think perhaps it
says something about those
who think it is not.

Ph&tatch
Peaks Island
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More Barton
support
When I first met Mr.
Frederick Barton there was in
his offire within his home a

hearing/speech impaired
couple whom he assisted in
clearing up some of their
legal matters. I was impressed. Whenever the name
Rick Barton comes up in
conversation I am always
compelled to comment that
he is a thoroughly democratic
gentleman. Since that first
meeting in 1977 I have never
regarded him differently. I
know that he has to his credit
countless hours of volunteer
service to his community.
'Nuff sed.

(0)0..0-. JLc..- LJ ~ <M)
Pamela Workinan
Saco

Keep the pretties
Well, the Reagan-Bush
Supreme Court has saved
America from itself again.
Nude devil-dancers have
been banished from the clubs
where patrons, despite their
Bible teaching, voluntarily go
to be seduced, degraded and
exploited.
A grateful nation can only
get up off its knees and thank
god and Judge Anal-Retentive Rehnquist for its salvation.
Now, if we could only rid
Congress Street of those
disgusting, bare-breasted,
half-naked exhibitionists,
who parade shamelessly
about unbloused! I, for one,
think most of these undraped
beauties should be embarrassed to undress in the
privacy of their own basements.
But being virile, god-andcountry, red-blooded all
American men, I guess th!!
rest of us will just have to put
·up with it.
Is there any way though,
we could get rid of the
potbellied ones and just keep
the pretties?

Advice for Muslims
Well, well. It sure is a great
country that we live in.
Muslim who were perse- cuted, terrorized and murdered in their homelands
have managed to find a
peaceful place for their
worship. A mosque now
stands on Congress Street.
Yep, it's grand that these
male Muslims can now pray
in peace while their women
remain at home. You see,
there's no place for females at
this mosque. Even those
Orthodox Jewish men have
found a pew or two for the
women.
Adding injury to insult,
the men who inadvertently,
or intentionally, touch their
wi ves prior to this all male
prayer-time have to wash up
again before prayer. Oh, what
a drag. Aren't they lucky
though that they get to
literally treat their women

Bob Glancy auditions for ABC television's
"America's Funniest People" in Tommy's
Park, Portland, July 5.

like dirt just like back home.
I think the next time I get a
craving for Afghan food I'll
quell it with a good dose of
human rights and a grilled
cheese. Support businesses,
restaurants and otherwise,
that are pro-, not an tiwomen.

,~
/ Bonnie Moore
Portland

. Once-flne park
I read with great interest
the editorial in Casco Bay
Weekly regarding the condition
of Deering Oaks and the pleq
to City Manager Robert
Ganley to improve the present
status of this once-fine park
(6.20.91).
In my opinion not only has
the city manager been remiss,
but so has the city council in
allowing hucksters and out-oftown merchants to take over
the Oaks. They have forgotten
about the beautiful tennis
courts and baseball field that
are there. I also agree with the
editor that baseball gloves and
tennis rackets should be
available to all.

seen

• By Tonee Harbert

Let's glve the Oaks back to
the people and let them enjoy
it as they used to.

ascended to the presidency
by singularly criminal and
insidious means. If these
charges are not investigated,
if they are ignored or swept
under the rug, then we invite
similar criminal behavior in
the future. This would bode
very ill for the tattered,
anemic remains of our
democracy.
Mi tchell' s address is U.5.
Senate, Washington, D.C.
20510. Phone: 874-0883. Calls
are good. Letters are better. It
is important to stress to
Mitchell that the investigatingbody have subpoena
power.

~&L
Nathan Cohen
Portland

Criminal
presidents
Four U.S. senators have
written Senate Majority
Leader George Mitchell
asking him to authorize a
congresSional investigation
into allegations that the 1980
Reagan-Bush campaign
struck a deal with Iran to
delay release of the 52
American hostages until after
the 1980 election, in return for
arms. There is substantial
evidence that these allegations are in fact true. At a
minimum, there is clearly
enough evidence to warrant a
thorough congressional
investigation.
As Senator Mitchell's
constituents, we in Maine
have a unique opportunity to
urge him to pursue this
matter. We must do this. If
. these allegations are true,
then both Reagan and Bush

~~
Lawrence Reichard
Portland

Casco Bay Weekly
welcomes your letters.
Please keep your
thoughts as brief as you
can (300 words, max.),
Include a daytime phone
number, and address to
Letters, Casco Bay
Weekly, 551A Congress
St., Portland, ME 04101.
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avenge his father's death.
Imre falls in love with Zoya,
the daughter of the emperor, and a course of
intrigue is set in motion.
Secrets are revealed, romance is foiled and rekindled, the
wicked
empress plots
for power and
vengeance. At
last a happy
ending is
promised, but

The Casco
Bay Weekly
Calendar:
10 days and
more ways
to be
Informed,
get Involved
and stay
amused.
Submissions for
Entertainment
Weekly sections must be received In writing on the
Thursday prior to publication. Send your Calendar and
Listings Information to: Ellen Llburt, Casco Bay Weekly,
551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.

the dark forces of political
corruption will have their
consequences. "A Poisoned
Tunic" is a rare glimpse into
the tradition of Russian
playwrighting and a
metaphor for today's
Russia. At Mad Horse
Theatre (955 Forest Ave.,
Portland).
Tickets: $15,
$13 students, $10
children.
Call 7973338 for
reservations.

• Primitive, rich & colorful:
Tonight from 5-7 Greenhut
Galleries (146 Middle St.,
Portland) will hold an
opening reception for a
show of recent paintings by
Alison Goodwin, whose
vividly colorful primitive
style combines aspects of
the landscape with tribal
symbolism. Gallery hours
are 10:30-5:30, MondaySaturday. Show runs today
through August 5. For more
info, call 772-2693.

• Jazz at lunch: Bellamy
Jazz Band will perform
from noon-1 :30 today in
Monument Square. It's free.
Call m-6828 for more info.
• Jazz on the wharf: Be Bop
Jazz Quintet (plus or minus
one) will perform at The
Porthole (Custom House
Wharf, Portland) tonight at
8. Hear blues, ballads,
modem jazz: Miles Davis,
Charlie Parker, Thelonius
Monk. For info, call Martin
Margulis at 865-6202.

• A tale of intrigue &:
romance: Tonight at 8

ZXJTZ

31 FOREST AVE PORTlAND
FRIDAY.IlJlY 12TH $4

NINIA

~Vj~J>ffoN
WITH STEEl COW & 1WISTED ROOTS

~
WEDNESDAY.JUlY 17TH
AFRICAN DANCE PARTY WITH

• Not just another road
picture: Tonight The Movies
on Exchange Street will
offer you not one, but two
chances, to see "The Sheltering Sky" with Debra Winger
and John Malkovich. It's the
tale of three privileged
Americans who leave postWorld War II New York for
the North African desert.
There they search for life's
meaning and struggle.with
despair. Short on musical
ditties, but this film, directed by Bernardo
Bertolucci, is a palpable
experience that can shadow
your mood for days.
Showing at 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Admission $3.50. For more
info, call 772-9600.

Victor Panov and the
Archangel Theater
Studio will present
" A Poisoned Tunic."
Set in sixth-century
Constantinople, this
play is about lmre, a
poet and pilgrim,
who sets out on a
journey to the "
emperor's palace to
ask for an army to

NEED A CAR?

Author
BILL STANTON
talks about his new book

DO YOU HAVE PAST CREDIT
PROBLEMS OR NO CREDIT?

" KLANWATCH
Bring the

LEE DODGE I HYUNDAI

KJu Klux Klan
to Justice»
ThuTSllfl,Y, July 11, 7:30 pm

RAFFLES
C·A·F·E
l3CX)KSfORE

NOW A
AT CIRCUS
PIZZA IN PORTlAND'S OLD
PORTI

...

AWARD WINNER
ATTHE
'CHOCOLATE LOVERS' FLING:
1987.1989. 1990. 1991

...
FEATURED IN SELECT

ZOUKOUS FROt\'. ZAIRE $Q

~

SHAW'S SUPERMARKETS

...

FRIDAYoIUY 19TH

MAIL ORDER & BAKER'( PICK-UP

MON - SAT 8 TO 5 . THUR 8 TO 7

555 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND • 761-3930

• Glasnost and the Russian
Theater: As part of the twoweek residency of the
Archangel Theater Studio,
Mad Horse will present a
humanities symposium
exploring the complex
relationship between Soviet
politics and art. Members of
the symposium will include
Dr. Ellen Chances of
Princeton University; Dr.
Jane Costlow of Bates
College; Michael Rafkin,
artistic director of Mad
Horse Theatre; Victor
PanDv, artistic director of
the Archangel Theater
Studio; and members of the
Russian Ensemble. The
symposium will be held
tonight at 7 at Mad Horse
Theatre, 955 Forest Ave. It's
free of charge, and will be
followed by a reception.
For reservations or

AVAIlABLE

ONE INDUSTRIAL WAY ... PORTLAND,
MAINE 04103'" ')!J7·797-999'J

Because of tight credit policies by banks and ' other
lending institutions, you may not be able to purchase
the vehicle you need. Lee Dodge can help. We have
new credit sources not available to anyone else.

* YOUR JOB IS YOUR CREDITl

* LOW WEEKLY PAYMENTSl
* REESTABLISH YOUR CREDIT!

NEED AN ALTERNATIVE?
200 Main Street, Westbrook
856-6685
ext. 2720

------I
:

• Orotund organ: Hear
Marie-Bernadette Duforcet,
noted improvisationist, play
the Kotzschmar organ
tonight at 7:30 in Portland
City Hall Auditorium (30
Myrtle St., Portland).
Duforcet will perform a
mostly French program of
Vierne, D'Indy and Dupre.
Free with donation requested at door. Call 7673297 for more info.

• Entertainment on a
shoestring: Kids of all ages
are invited to watch Shoestring Theater's panoply of
puppets today from noon
till 1:30 in Tommy's Park (at
the corner of Middle &:
Exchange streets, Portland).
Free. Call 772-6828 for more
information.
• Starry, starry night: Learn
your way around the
summer sky tonight from 89:30 (weather permitting) .
Check out constellations,
Saturn's rings, the Milky
Way and meteors at
Scarborough Marsh Nature
Center (take Route 1 to
Scarborough and turn east
onto Pine Point Road
toward Pine Point Beach also marked Route 9 West.
SMNC is half a mile down
on the left.) The cost is $3
for members, $4 for nonmembers. Call 883-5100 for
cosmic details.

I

I

J__~~~~(!::;

• Footloose & fancy-free:
Abrams & Anderson,
Maine's own improvisational comedy duo, will
present their new summer
revue at the Portland
Performing Arts Center
tonight at 8. Abrams &:
Anderson have monikered
their summer comedy
spectacular "One Foot in
Reality." They are uncertain
where the other foot is.
Tickets are $12; call 7740465 for more info.

---~

Come to Freeport,
and Visit...

M

I

Which restaurant
in the Old Port
will serve you a
first-rate meal
in the peaceful
seclusion of a
garden patio?

I
I

Md,f1e-S Famous
Natural Phenomenon
Giant Sand Dunes • Narrated

I

I
I
I
I
I

I Coach Tours· Natuf9 Trails
I
• Sand Artist ·,783 Bam
I • World's largest Sand Painting
I
• Gift Shop • Store
I Off U.S. Route 1 and 95 I
I • Desert Rd. • Dept. CB. I
I
Freeport 04032
I
Open May 10th
I
I
to October 14th
I
I
Tel. (207) 865-6962
I
WITH THIS AD, $1 OFF
I
I
I
ADULT ADMISSION
I UMIT ONE COUPON PER PERSON :
I

Central America will hold
their eighth annual celebration at the Wherehouse, 31
Forest Ave., Portland (next
to Zootz). The Fiesta! will
feature the live dance music
of Papa Loves Mambo, with
its hot Latin beat. Proceeds
from this event, including a
silent auction, will go to
benefit the Farmworker
Childcare Project in Nicaragua and P.A.U.S.I.C.A.
Admission is $5 and is open
to the public. For more info
about this event or organization, call 773-7873.
• The black experience in
art: Tonight at 7, David
Driskell, prominent art
historian and painter from
the University of Maryland,
College Park, will speak at
the Portland School of Art
auditorium, 619 Congress
St. The lecture is free and
open to the public. Call 7753052 for more info.

• Aquatic mammal watch:
Maine Audubon is offering
a whale watch today from
9:30 a,m.-4 p.m. It't::av=

from Kennebunkport. The
cost is $26 per person ($24
for members of Maine
Audubon), and reservations
are required. For info on
this and other field trips,
including trips abroad, call
Audubon at 781-2330.

• Outrageous acts and
everyday rebellions: Dislike
how things are going? Want
to change the world? Join
the Greater Portland
chapter of N.O.W. (National
Organization of Women) at

'Desert
I
: .. : -' \ of Maine I
I

Raffles Cafe Bookstore (555
Congress St., Portland) for a
letter-writing get-together
tonight from 5-7. Write
letters to papers, to Congress, to the president. For
more information, call
Jennifer at 871-0618.
• P.A.U.s.I.C.A. Fiesta!
Tonight at 8, Portlanders
Against U.s. Intervention in

ALSO , CAMPING AVAILABLE

~

None of them.

ABRAMS&ANDERSON
ONE FOOT IN REALITY
An Ewning of i"'ProvisalionDJ Co-IMdy

Portland Performing
Arts Center
2SA Forest Ave.

July 18, 19, 20

8PM $12. 3 Shows

Box Office:

Come to our neighborhood.

• 7/11 Samuel Beckett's
Krapp', Last Tape with
the Vintage Reperatory

Company's Skip

o
thursday July 18,8 pm
the 8th annual

Emerson 8:30 p.m.
.7/12 & 7/13 The Patti
Wicks Trio, 9 pm

III r

v/¥"/'~ WEQT

CJIDE
1J1'llll.'\\1

Serving Breakfast,
Lunch, Sunday Brunch, and Dinner.

58 Pine Street 773-8223

• 7/17 Jim Lyden Trio

wi Larry Garland's

piano, 8:30-10:30 pm
• 7/18 The East End
Jazz Quartet, 9 pm
reservation. welcome
!'lo.ed oundayo & monda,..
20 danforth 8t •• 772-8114

live music wIth

~APA \.OVEstI\J\MBO
$5 admission to benefit
PA.U.S.I.CA. and nlcaraguan

farm worker daycare center .
874-9770
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Song of the ExIle A young Chinese woman

Entertainment

.~'_~I_~UNDAR SCREEN
Don't Go Kiteless This Summer ...
The Winds Are Up!
Take advantage of this /ow cost, environmentally
soundfuel source. ~.

%O£~ PO(,! ~P£S~01PE
for all ye mighty wind Je!.ted need.

~;~~~t.
871-0035

)

WHAT'S
WHERE
General Cinema.
Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, S. Portland
774-1022
DaIM effective Jutj 12-Jutj 18

101 D.,lllllt,on. (G)
12:50,3:10,5:10,7
Soapdlsh (PG-13)

9
Reg.rdlng Henry (PG-13)
12:30, 2:55, 5:20, 7:45, 10:10
Nllked Oun 21/2 (PG-13)
12:35,2:35,4 :40,7:15,9:25
Problem Child 2 (PG-13)
1:10,3:20, 5:30, 7:40, 10
BIIckdrllft (R)
1:30,4:20,7:10, 10
Robin Hood (PG-13)
1,4, 7,9:55
Rocket_ (PG)
12:20, 2:40,5,7:25,9:45

Hoyts Cla/1('s Pond
333 Clark's Rd., S . Portland
879-1511
Dates effective Jutj 12-Jutj 18

Shows 1-4 Sun-TfxJrs;
shows 1-5 Fri & Sat

6 pm Five-Cylinder
Jozz Bond

PORTLAND
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

Rain ~te; Portland
City Hall Aud.

'M h ' U)L .. , -.. n\I ... I I ...
\1' ''1( 1lIItIi IOltfo,(t .... ,N. '( 11M('

TV~

GREATEST THEMES

DyIng Young (R)
1:30,4:20, 7, 9:30, 12: 15
Thai.". & Louise (R)
12:40.4.6:55,9:45, 12:30
Point Break (R)
1,3:50,7:30,10:10, 12:50
City Sllcken (PG-13)
1:10,4:40,7:20, 9:50,12:20
Term/netor 2 (R)
12:30,3:30,6:45,9:35,12:40
Tannln.tor 2 (R)
1 :20, 4:10,7:15, 10, 12:45
Bop In the Hood (R)
1:40,4:30,7:10,9:40, 12:25
Whet About Bob? (PG)
12:50,3:40,6:50,9,12:10

Friday, July 12 7:30 pm

Fort Williams Pork, Cope Elizabeth

°

The MovIe.

1 Exchange St, Portland
772-9600
Song of the ExIle (NR)
July 10-14

Wed-Fri 7, 9
Sat-Sun 1, 7
The Rocler Horror
PIcture Show (R)
July 12-13
Fri 11
Sat 11 :30
The SheI1er1ng Sler (R)
July 13-16
Sat-5un 3, 9
Mon-Tues 7, 9:30

Tickets: $12 in ad\lOnce
$13 day of concert
OiKovnh 0'I0i1.

773-8191
1-800-639-2309

ldonot.d by lo"ll Oilkl"" Nor"')

•

dance

Nickelodeon
Temple and Mickle streets, Portland
772-9751
Dates effective Jutj 72-Jutj 18
SININCUS (NR)
1:15,7:30
Jungle Fe_ (R)
1:40, 6:50, 9:30
Impromptu (PG-13)
1 :45, 6:55
Ju Dou (NR)
9:15
L. Femme NIkIU (R)
1:50,7,9:20
Cyrano De BIIrgenIC (PG)
1 :30, 6:40, 9:25
Object of BMuty (R)
2,7:15,9:35

tb top

~~;~~~~s 8~~'~1~~~I 'i

Pride'. Comer Drive-In
Route 302, Westbrook
797-3154
Open nighttj through Labor Day;
call for this weeotc's movies

Dress Only

returns from graduate school in London to
her home in Hong Kong for her sister's
Wedding. She ends up growing closer to
her Japanese·bom mother as they trawl
to the mother's childhood home for the first
time in 30 years. In Cantonese, Japanese
and English .
Spartaeu. This 1960 cinematic extrava·
ganza about slaves revolting against the
Raman Empire has got to be seen on the
big screen to be believed . Starring Kirk
Douglas (looking like a 1960s Arnold
Schwarzenegger). Jean Simmons,
Laurence Oliver, Peter Ustinov, Charles
Laughton, Tony Curtis and a cast of thou·
sands. Directed by Stanley Kubrick.
Terminator 2 A bigger. more explosive sequel to the 1984 hit. Arnold
Schwarzenegger stars as a cyborg from
the future who does battle this time with
another, even meaner Terminator.
The Sheltering Sill Three rich. rootiess
New Yorkers try to find themselves in the
North African desert Do they? Go see.
Starring Debra Winger and John Malkovich.
Directed by Bernardo (Last Tango in Paris)
Bartolucci .
Thelm. & Loul.. Two women leave their
crummy menfolk at home to head out on
the road . They encounter crummy men
everywhere they go. Thank God there are
no cultural stereotypes in cinema anymore.
With Geena Davis and Susan Sarandon.
WhaUbout Bob? Bill Murray. a psychiatriC
pabent(Bili Murray), follows his shrink (RIchard Dreyfus) on vacation.

101 D.lmllll_Dogs. dogs and more dogs
Disney at its spotted best.
a.ekdl'llft Two fire-fighting brothers in Chi~o come to terms with the memory of
thetr late fireman lather. their resentment
toward each other and each other's different approach to the profession during on
ongoing arson Inwstigatlon. DeNiro is a
fir&-fighting investigator, and Suthertand
plays the arsonist. With Robert DeNiro and
Donald Sutherland.
~ In the Hood South Central Los Angeles mean streets are the backdrop lor this
story about Inner city kids trying to grow up
unscathed in an environment riddled with
gangs and drugs.
City SlIeu,.. Three middl&-aged New York
men-BillyCrystal,Bruno Kirbyand Daniei
S~rn -attempt to recapture lost youth by
gOing on a modern-day catUe drive.
Cyrano de Bergel'llC Based on Edmund
DeRostand's epic of unrequited love, this
film -the most expensive ever produced
In. France.- stars Gerard Depardieu. English subtitles were translated in verse by
author Anthony Burgess, (Clockwork Orange, el alJ.
Dying Young Romantic drama in which
Julia Roberts and Campbell Scott team up
to play an uppercrust cancer patient and
the working class woman he hires as a
companion. When the pair subsequentiy
fall In low. he pushes her into a relationship with another man, Vincent D'Onofrio.
Strange how real life mirrors art, isn'l it?
Directed by Joel Schumacher.
Impromptu A light romantic COmedy about
a segment of the lila of Chopin and Franz
U~zt. They romance George Sands , novelist, and Iowr of both men.
Ju Dou Director Zhang Yimou's (Red Sorghum) story 01 a peasant girt who finds love
• with the nephew 01 her rich old husband Abl1lm. & Anderaon Announce New
who has bought and abused her. Set
Summer Revu. Maine's own improvisaagainst the repressive backdrop of pr&tional comedy duo will present their revue
Cultural RevolutionChina, thefilmexplores
at the Portland Performing Arts Center July
the Individual's Inability to escape her cul18. 19 & 20. at 8 pm. Abrams & Anderson
tural hemage and her destiny.
have manikered their summer comedy
spectacular. "One Foot in Reality: They
Jungle Fever Spike Lee's new film about
are uncertain where the other foot is. nckinterracial love. Says Lee, "We wanted the
ets are $12; call 774·0465.
two neighborhoods - that black/Italian
thing:
Comedy at the Cave: Every Thursday at 8
pm, comedians Tim Ferrell. Joanne
La Femme NlkJta French thriller in which a
Chessle & Kevin Shone marvel the masses
woman becomes a secret agent for her
at the Cave (29.5 Forest Aw). Their nocountry to escape a death sentence for
h~ld.s.barred , two-hour comedy slug fest
killing a policeman. Then she falls in love
Will lab. Jolt and jostie your humor memand begins to question the morality of her
branes. Ferrell, Chessie & Shone serve up
line of work.
a different show every Thursday. with a
Naked Gun 2 112 Lt. Frank Drebin inwsti·
dlver.se mix of audienc&-suggested impro·
gates an explosion at a Washington, D.C.,
vlsations. new sketches and monologues.
energy plant and the case reinvolves him
Serious fun for only $3. For more info call
with his old girlfriend,Jane. Starring Priscilla
879-0070.
'
Presley, Leslie Nielsen, George Kennedy
"E..tern St.nd.rd" Brunswick's Theater
and O.J. Simpson.
Project opens its summer season with Ri·
Object of BeautyJohn Malkovichand And18
chard Greenberg'scontemporary comedy.
MacDowell star as Jake and TIna, two
Directed by RlChardWilling. -Eastem Stanlovers caught up in a spending spree that
dard" deals with the compulsion 01 the
leaves them desperate to sell Tina's Henry
upper middl&-class to ·do the right thing:
Moore sculpture - which, naturally, vanThe four main characters, an architec~ a
Ishes. Are these people vapid, or what?
Wall Street mogul, a television producer
Point B.... k Patrick Swazye plays a surfer
and a pamter, are hilariously inap! in their
who likes to rob banks when he's not on his
attempts to be politically and socially corboard . Gary Busey and Keanu Reeves
rect Showing through July 13, at the theplay FBI agents who go undercowr in
ater. 14 School St, Brunswick. Curtain is at
shorts and tans to catch the surfboarding
8 Thurs, Fri & Sat, and 7 on Sun's. For
bank robbers. Now here's a story.
reservations, call 729-8584.
Problem Child 2 Like it says.
Regardlnll Henry Harrison Ford plays a "F.m. s.nctltatla," a new play by Gloria
ruthless New. York lawyer with a lousy. Howell, will be presented July 26 & 27 at
the Thaxter Theatre in South Portland (420
marriage who IS foreed to prioritize his life
Cottage Rd). The story concerns two boy·
after suffering amnesia in a near-fatal acci·
hood fnends. One becomes a priest the
dent. 'Also stars Annette Boning.
ather works in some mysterious fash~n in
Robin Hood Kevin Costner plays the leg·
International espionage. They come toendary hero 01 Sherwood Forest in this
gether at a small Catholic mission in Swit·
sweeping epic filmed in England. Among
zerland when an attempted murder is com·
the ensemble are Christian Slater as Will
mltted. The play wiU be presented at8 pm.
Scarlett. Morgan Freeman as Asian and
TIckets are $7 general admission. $04 for
Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio as Maid
senIOrs
and adults. Available at the door
Marion.
For more info, call 871-0186.
.
Rocketeer Based on the popular comic
book series, Bill Campbell assumes the The Fntlval of Cre.tlve Youth On July
20. from8am·l pm. PorUandwil'celebrate
title alias in this action tale about a darethe 11th annual Festival ot Creatiw Youth
devil pilot who, donning a streamlined helat the Culinary Arts Building of the Southmet to hide his identity and strapping a
ern Maine Technical College. The general
rocket pack to his back. becomes an ally to
publIC IS inVited to attend the mime perforG-m~ In their batUe against Nazi agents.
mances. magiC shows, TV productions,
Story IS set in 1938.
dramatic presentations and dance perforThe Rocky HolTOr Plct.... Show is a cu~
mances. Come share and celebrate with
movie extravaganza. A young couple
the youth of today who will be tomorrow's
whose car breaks down on a stormy night
creative and productive leaders. For fur·
find themselws trapped in a castie inhabther info, call the University School at 799ited by people from the planet Transsex1950.
ual. Susan Sarandon plays the timid Janet
"The
Further Adventur.. of M.lde
(eons before she became the sex goddess
M.rIon" Schoolhouse Arts Center at
she Is today). This movie is one 01 only two
Sebago Lake (Route 114, Sebago Lake
really good reasons to wear a raincoat to
Village) will present its children's show
the theatre.
about a fiberated Marion who torms her
8Npcl18h Sally F'l8lds is an over-the-hill
own gang and rescues Robin Hood on
soap star who is about to be written out of
July 9. The show runs Tues & Wed e~ at
the script forever. Also starring Whoopi
7:30 R'fl, through July 24. TIx are $04' call
Goldberg, Robert Downing Jr .• Kevin Kline
642-3743.
•
and Bisabeth Shue.
"Hello Dollr" Maine State Music Theatre
presents Jerry Herman's smash musical
chronicling the matchmaking efforts 01 Mrs.

STAGE

Dolly Gallagher Levi in tur-of-the·c¥tury
New York as she maneuvers suitors and
their prospectiw mates into her final plan ,
saving the prize catch for herself. Mary
Ellen Ashley stars in the Me role. with
Bernard Wurger playing opposite as the
rich Mr. Horace Vandergelder. Evening
performances are nightly at 8 pm, except
Sunday and Monday. Matinees are at 2 pm
on Wed. Fri & Sun for the first week 01 the
show, and Tues, Thurs & Sat for the sec·
ond week. Pickard Theatre, Memorial Hall.
Bowdoin College. Brunswick. Admission:
$10-$21 . For reservations, call 725-8769.
"Killing Mr. Withers" Comedy thriller setin
Death Valley at The Last Chance Pump &
Grille. Though you" be captive in a seedy
diner, you will be served a sumptuous fourcourse dinner by a rogue's gallery 01 the
shadiest persuasion . Mystery Cafe .
PorUand's only dinner theater, offers a
choice of chicken marsala, vegetarian la·
"Requiem" for Russ"n hlstory_
sagna, sirtoin steak or grilled swordfish
with a smoked salmon and pesto cream
sauce . Shows every Friday and Saturday
at 8 pm , in The Baker's Table banquet
• Mad Horse Theatre, 955 Forest Ave., Portland
room, 434 Fore St in the Old Port. Call 693Through July 20
3063 or 1-800-834-3063 for reservations
and info.
In the middle of a lively folk tune from Northern Russia, played
Rudy.rd Kipling'. "Just So Stories" witl
on a collection of tools that represent a peasant's daily life (a rake,
be presented by Brunswick's Young
People's Theater beginning on July 17. at
a scythe, spoons, a samovar and some cooking pots), a young
2pm on Wednesdays and Saturdays, when
woman holding a single plank with the incongruous word
the sun shines . tn the Side Yard of The
"Yamaha" lets the plank fall with a loud 'Thwack!" onto the floor.
Theater Project. 14 School St, Btunswick.
The thwack is intended to be an emphatic percussive note in the
No advance reservations are necessary.
tune, which is actually being carried musically by a single
For more info, call 729-8584.
Leland Faulkner & Co, recognized lor ~s
balalaika, a traditional Russian stringed instrument somewhat
elegantiy woven performances that con·
similar to a mandolin.
jure Old Germany. antique Japan, myste·
Why this mysterious plank with this even more mysterious
rlous Ireland. dassic images, prose and
word? Victor Panov, artistic director of the Archangel Theater
Ot'iginal poetry. This theater celebrates lile
and cultural diversity. July 13 at CelebraStudio, explains wryly that in Russia today everyone wants to own
tion Barn Theater on Stockfarm Road. just
a Yamaha instrument, but no one can afford one. The plank
off Route 117 North in South Paris. TIckets
represents the generic Yamaha, and the loud thwack the good·
are $5 adults. $2 .50 children 12 &
humored way in which the people make do with what they have.
under.Reserve, call 743-8452.
The washboards to them are real, the Yamaha just a dream.
"A Night .t the Fights" The Art ot Action
Workshop will present this show of fights,
The people of the north, Panov explains - the people of the ice
stunts and action sequences, induding
_ survive the cold and hardships of their lives by means of
rolls. falls. blood effects. breakaway props
kindness, humor and music. The Archangel Theater Studio
and high falls. Audiences will enjoy the
presents this life and its values in its performance of "If You Don't
comedy and mayhem of stage com bat and
stunt wort<. Presented by David S. Leong,
Like It, Don't Listen," a reproduction of the tales of Russian
one of only nine people in the United States
authors Stepan Pisachov and Boris Shergin and of Northern
holding the degree of Fight Master; and J.
Russian folklore.
Allen Suddeth. president of the Society of
It does not have a specific dramatic plot; rather it's an energetiAmerican FI!/ht Directors. July 12 at Celebration Barn Theater on Stockfarm Road,
cally paced presentation of regional songs, jokes, dances and
just off Route 117 North in South Paris.
humor. The production is entirely participatory, with members of
TIckets are $5 adults, $2.50 children 12
the troupe roping in audience members on a regular basis. Like
and under. Forreservations.call 743-8452.
Maine humor, theirs is heavily based on the tall tale: "Our Dvina
Victor Panov and the Archangef The. River in a narrow place is 35 versts, and in a wide one is wider
ater Studio Uve Iram Russia. Mad Horse
Theatre and the Greater Portland Sister
than the sea ... and the salmon and cod - they just catch themCity in Archangel, Russia. will present the
selves, salt themselves, and put themselves right into the barrel.
fallowing productions in a twa-week resi·
The smarter ones, they clean themselves and put themselves
dency."11 You Don't Like It. Don't Usten-:A
perlormance of Russian lolk tales in a
straight into the pies ... "
bright, active , Witty and participatory per·
This presentation pokes fun at many aspects of their lives
formance style enjoyable by all ages with a lot of jokes and buffoonery, and clearly everyone derives
July 17 & 18 at 7:30 pm . ·A Poisoned
thorough enjoyment from it. At one point all the members of the
Tunic": Set in ancient Constantinople, this
cast imitated bird sounds and mimicked their movements, making
play is thick with intrigue. romance and
pecking movements with their heads and turning their elbows into
tragedy - July t2 & 13 at 8 pm. ·The
Dumbwaiter": A dassic Harold Pinter onewings. Although the exact significance was unclear, they sounded
act about two hitmen waiting in a room lor
eerily like the Camden Trash Can Band doing their rendition of
instructions. Who gives the orders? Who
Robert J.' s wake-up bird calls - with the same fits of giggles.
are they going to kill? July 16 at 8 pm.
"My intention:~ Panov says, "is to show the village life of
Tickets: $15. $13 students. $10 children .
Call 797·3338 lor inlolreservations.
Northern Russia as it really is, not in the sterilized, idealized, and
"The Private Ear" and "The Public Ey."
homogenized way that it is presented by "official" theater compaVinrage Repertory Company presents two
nies, in which the actors mince around and have offically apone-act comedies by Peter Shaffer, author
proved, sugared smiles. The official companies have "government01 "Amadeus: July 16, 17. 30. 31 and
August 13, 14. 27 and 28. Performances
approved-for-export" stamped all over them, Panov says, but
held at 8 pm at Jordan Hall, Temple Ave,
what they portray is not real.
Ocean Park, Old Orchard Beach. TIckets:
They seek to portray an
$9 adults, $6seniors and children. fnfo,call
idealized perfection, a kind of
828-4654.
"as if it were Russia." In the
"PrIvate Uves" Vintage Repertory Com·
pany presents Noel Coward's witty, soofficial groups, therefore, all the actors have the same personality,
phisticated comedy about the English leiand all motions are choreographed, "typical" movements. These
sure dass, set in the 1930s. July 23 & 24
companies, Panov says, don't touch the real soul of the people; in
and August 6. 7, 20, 21 . PerfOt'mances
fact, he continues, the very concept of "Official Folk Art" is a
held at 8 pm, at Jordan Hall, Temple Ave.
Ocean Park. Old Orchard Beach. TIckets
paradox. Most of all, then, what the Archangel troupe presents is a
are $9 adults, $6 seniors and children. For
parody of officialdom. Asked if the hammer and sickle, raised at
info, call 828-4654.
stage center at the end of a song, was intended as a spoof, Panov
"Renee" Hank Beebe's new musical at
replied, "Naturally!"
Schoolhouse Arts Center at Sebago Lake
Panov is quick to point out, however, that the Archangel
is the storyofa strong·minded woman who
has weathered the worst the world can
Theater Studio is not a "folk" theater, but a dramatic one, with a
give, gives back her bestas a psychotherarepertoire of serious classic and modem drama. They present "If
pist, and 'finds romantic love at the age
You Don't Like It..." almost entirely on tour abroad not only
most people retire. Runs through July 28.
because it presents to the rest of the world the unofficial Russian
Show times are Thurs, Fri & Sat at 8 pm,
and Sun at 2. TICkets: $10 adults. $6 sesoul, but also because it has very few words, and therefore suffers
niors and children. FOt' reservations, calt
least from the need for translation. So serious drama will be the
642-3743.
rest of the diet during the troupe's two-week resi~ency at Mad
Solo Dance Artist Margie GIIII.. hailed by
Horse Theatre. They will be presenting "Requiem," based on four
The New York Times lor her "angs~ ecpoems concerning Russian life since the Revolution; "A Poisoned
stasy and earthiness; performs diverse
selections from her repertoire. Discussion
Tunic/, a story of romance and intrigue set in sixth-century
and reception to follow. August 2, at 8 pm.
Constantinople; and Pinter s 'The Dumbwaiter."
in Bates College's Schaeffer Theatre,
As to the subject of the Cold War vs. exchange between
Lewiston. Admission: $12/$7. Advance
Americans and Soviets in the artistic milieu, there is no connecreservations: 786-6161.
tion. Feelings are warm and enormously enthusiastic. After the
"Standing on Flshe." will be presented by
the Environmental Action Project of the
last beat on a cooking pot in last night's performance, the AmeriCouncit of All Beings at the Mad Horse
can audience, not 100 percent sure of all the ins and outs of what
Theatre July 21 at8 pm. This production is
they had just witnessed, but entirely certain of its feeling and
sponsored by the Casco Bay Greens. Tickmeaning, stood with one whoosh for a long and noisy standing
ets will be on sale for $15 at the door or by
calling n4-4599.
ovation. This was after returning to the stage the washboards and
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Entertainment

An

Open
Invitation
to the
Community

Sunday
Opening
July 14,
Oil of Casco Bay by Margot Trout.

4 t07 pm

Endangered Spaces: Environmental Show

•

Contirtlled from

page

STAGE

"StMI Megnolla... Thomas Playhouse pr&sents Robert Harting's play about six marvelously quirky characters celebrating the
vaguaries of life in aoomedy that wiN transport you from tears to laughter. Tues-Sa~
8 pm, through July t3. Tlcketsare$12. For
reservations, call 655-3281 .

LOO~
Nancy K. Davidson, curator

TUESDAY 7.18
Mou~on S~ Portland. 774-<l444.

James Elliot
Charlene Engel
David Little
Margot Trout

655-5060
Rte 302 - South Casco

Hat: uLidi"
Cotton Batiste
Dress:
Angelheart Designs

Siwer Bracelet:
Susan Bickford

Photo:
David A. Rodgers

And

AU
Fram

Amaryllis!
Amaryllis Clothing Co.
41 Exchange St, Portland, ME 04101

772-4439
parking stamps available
Summer Hours July through Auguet open 'ti I 9 pm

CLUBS
THURSDAY 7.11
SlIm .... Beckett'e -Knpp'e u.t Tepewith the Vlntege Reper8tory Compeny (jazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth St, Portland. n2-8114.
Curt_ (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St,
Portiand.774-5246.
Panic: Station (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St, PorUand . 774-0444.
The Blind ....mona (R&B) Spring Point
Cafe, 175 Picken S~ S. Ptid. 767-4627.
M.rc: 8r.nn (acoustic) Tlpperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Ptid. 775-6161.
Basin Brothe,. (Cajun music). Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave, PorUand. 773-6886.
Annie Clark (acoustic) Tipperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel. S. PHd. 775-6161 .

....1Iy & the Leftove,. (rock) Griny McDuff's,
396 Fore St, Ptid . 772-2739.
OuWr Space Band (rock) Raoul's Roadside Altraction, 865 ~orast Ave, Portiand.
773-6886.
Open MIc: Night with Peter OIe_
(b.y.o. jam) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett
o..ring W1nterguard (nag team) noonSt, S. PorUand. 767-4627.
1:30, Canal Plaza, Ptid. Free. 772-6828 .
..vered He.d In a Bag (acoustic) Wharfs
End, 52 Wharf St, PorUand. 773-0093.

WEDNESDAY 7.17
Swttt Jc:ec:ubes (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11

TUESDAY 7.18
Merte-Bam.delta Du'orc:et (organ) 7:30
pm, Portland City Hall Auditorium, 30 Myrtle
S~ PorUand. Noted improvisation 1st pe _
forms mosUy French program of Vierne,
O'indyand Dupre. Free. Donation at door.
767-3297.
New England Jazz Qulll1et (hot medleys)
7:15 pm, Deering Oaks Park, Ptid. Free.
874-8793 or 874-8300, ext 8791 .
Siald Cleu. . (roots folk) noon-l :30,
Longfellow Square, PUd. Free. 772-6828.

Moulton St, PorUand. 774-0444.
Jim LJdenTrio wI LanyGarJand's ....no
(jazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth St, PorUand.
772-8114.
Bachelors' Night (xxx) Moose Alley, 46
Market St, PorUand. 774-6246.
Zane Mlc:h..1 Raven (acoustic) Wharrs
End, 52 Wharf S~ Portiand. 773-0093.
Open MIc: Night with the Cool Wh..,.
(b.y.o. jam) The Wrong Brothers Pub at
Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, PorUand.
775-1944.
Redllght Rewe (swing) Raoul's Roadside
Altraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773- 8rendllMoore(acousticcontemporaryfolk)
6886 .
8 pm, Western Prom. Free. 874-8793 or
874-8300, ext 8791 .
Shoestring The.ter (puppetry) noon-l :30.
Tommy's Park. Ptid.Free 772-6828.

WEDNESDAY 7.17

DANCING

.~

FRIDAY 7.12

ART
OPENING '

CON

CERTS

THURSDAY 7.11

SUNDAY 7.14

Please join us at the Portland
Gallery for the opening
celebration and meet the artist.

FRIDAY 7.12

•

abacus

Bowdoin Summer Music Fe.tIv.1 at ...
dent conc:ert (classical) 7:30 pm, Kresge
Auditorium, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
Donation of $2 to festival's student scholarship fund. 725-3895.

The Moon, 425 Fore St, PorUand. Open
nightiy, 8 pm on .. . Fri-SatuntiI3am. Cover:
$2. 871-0663.
Salute., 20 Milk St, Portland. Open nighUy
until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
o.nny GI'II'I" Gazz) little Willie's, 36 MarT-Bird'., 126 N. Boyd St, PorUand. Frl-Sat,
ket St, PorUand. 773-4500.
Dancing '50s & '60s; Wed, ContemporarThe Patti Wicks Trto Gazz) cafe no, 20
ies.
773-8040.
Danforth St, PorUand. 772-8114.
SauveBann (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market Wherehouse Chem Free Dance Club, 29
Forest Ave. Portland. Progressive music.
S~ Portland. 774-5246.
Fri-Sa~ 9 pm-I am . 874-9770.
Panic: Station (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Wed:
Moulton S~ Portiand. 774-0444.
Progressives. Thu: VisuaiVibe. Fri: Deejay!
UttJe Jimmy & the Soul Cats (blues)
live Music; Sat: Cutting Edge Dance; Sun:
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave, PUd. 773-6886.
Request Night 773-8187.
No Re" Neighbors (rock) Spring Point
Cafe, 175 Picken St, S. Pyld. 767-4627.
Abacus, 8 McKown St, Boolhbay Harbor.
Tony Boffa Trio (poP) TIpperary Pub,
Opening reception July 20 from 5-9 pm for
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Ptid. 775-6161.
the phantasmagorical watercoiors of Danief
10 Cent T.ngo (boogie jam-o-rama) The
Merriam, whose work has been compared
Wrong Brolhers Pub at Port Billiards, 39
to Hieronymus Bosch and Escher. Hours:
Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944.
Mon-Sa~ 9:30-9:30; Sun, 9:30-6. 633-2166.
Cry the Loon Art G.nery, Route 302, S.
Casco. Opening reception for"Endangered
Spedes,- an environmental show, July 14
Irom 4-7 pm. Six accomplished artists will
be showing scenes of Maine: James Ellio~
Roy FnlZM Trio (jazz) little Willie's, 36
Charlene Engel, Margot Trout, David little,
Market St, PorUand. 773-4500.
Avey Claire and Bill Irvine. Daily 9-6. 655The Patti Wlc:ke Trto (jazz) cafe no, 20
5060.
Danforth St, Portiand. 772-8114.
Creenhut OIIllerie.. 146 Middle St, Porta.uve Benn(rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market
land. There will be an opening reception
S~ Portiand. 774-5248.
July II, Irom 5-7 pm, for a show of recent
Panic: Station (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
paintings by Alison Goodwin July II-Aug
Moulton S~ Portland. 774-0444.
5. Goodwin's work is rich in coior and full of
Moxie Men (rock) Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave,
primitive, playful panerns Ihat crllate her
Ch.ndler'. Band (pops) 7:30 pm, Fort Allen
Portiand. 773-6886.
own unique landscapes in aayiic, oil stick
Park, East Prom, Portland. Free. 874-8793
No Re.1 Neighbors (rock) Spring Point
and oil pastels. Gallery hours: Mon-Sa~
or 874-8300, ext 8791 .
Cafe, 175 Pickett S~ S. pad. 767-4627.
10:30-5:30.772-2693.
Lonnie Manc:he.ter (kids' singerl
Jill DonetlllJ (acoustic) Tipperary Pub,
songwriter) 12:30 pm, Deering Oaks, Johnny D'....'ood Emporium, 425 Fore
Sheraton Tara Hotef, S. Portland. 775SI, Portland. Works of Iver LOfving, Andres
PUd.Free.874-8793 I 874-8300,ext 8791 .
8161.
Verzosa, Kalhleen Sweeney, Lori Austill,
Tom PIrozzoll (origlnalfolk) noon, Tommy's
10 Cent T.ngo (boogie jarn-o-r:.na)The
Elizabeth Jabar, Tanya Aetcher, Jamie
Park, Old Port Free. 772-6828.
WrOl1{l Brothers Pub at PoQ,.Bllllards, 39
Salomon and Toni Wolf. Through July 15,
Forest Ave, Ptid. 775-1944.
wilh a closing reception July 14, from 3-5
pm. Closing open to Iha publlC-775-1514.
The M81ne Emporium Upstairs Gallery,
85 York S~ Portiand. Opening reception
for works by Portland arti'st Michael
Be....y Jazz Band (jazz) noon-I :30, MonuWatermarl July 11 Irom 4-7 pm. Showing
ment Square, Ptid. Free. 772-6828.
Jennr & .....my (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Bowdoin SIBIl mer Music FMt1v81 (classl- Ihrough Aug 25. L8C1Uras and painting
Market St, PorUand. 774-6246.
demonstrations by Waterman July 18 and
cal) 8 pm, First Parish Church, comer of
3 TaJent.cI AcoUltlc: ,..,.,. (acousticj
Aug 15 at 5 pm. Hours: Moo-Sal, 11-8;
Maine Street and Balh Road, Brunswick.
Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett SI, S. PortSun, noon-5. 871-0112.
Mozart's Plano Concerto In A Major, K.
land. 767-46'0.
468, performed by pianist Richard Goode; Sun Gallery, 496 Congress S~ Portland.
T.I fUchlll'd (blues) Gritty McDuffs, 396
Opening reception July II, Irom 5-7 pm,
Johannes Brahms'Trioin cminor, op. 101,
Fora S~ Portland. 772-2739.
for a show of paintings and drawings by
by festival members - violinist Lynn
Fun NOUN (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Lauri Twitchell. Show will run through Aug
Blakeslee, ceMiS1lrene Sharp, and pianist
Moulton S~ PorUand. 774-04«.
25. Gallery hours: Wed-Sa~ 11 am-6 pm.
Constance Moore; and guitarist David
773-8816.
SundIIy Bnlnc:h In the Ballroom (classiLeisner playing solo works Irom the Rocal) Portland Regency, 20 Milk S~ Portmantic era by Mertz, Regondl and Coste.
land. 774-4200.
• Omtimud 011 pAge 20
Tlx: $12. 725-3895.

SATURDAY 7.13

Openin.g reception July 18
5.00 - 8:00 pm

SUNDAY 7.14
MONDAY 7.15

....
ART GALLERY

July 18 - Sept. 2, 1991

SATURDAY 7.13

SWIft Jc:ec:ubes (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11

7 days S-M
9:00-6:00

Gabriel D. Ofeish II

MONDAY 7.15

July 14 through August 11
Avey Claire
Bill Irvine

Heggee Night with Roc:kln Vlb,.tlon PortJand Symphony Orc:hestra (light(reggae) Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave, Porthearted pops) 7:30 pm, at Fort Williams'
land. 773-6886.
Park, Cape Elizabelh. TV's Greatest
Mojo Ken's BIg Night 0' Blues (blues)
Themes, Including The Lone Ranger, Sgt
Wharfs End, 62 Wharf S~PUd. 773-0093.
Preston, Bugs BuMY and famous music
Irom oommerCiais. Gates open at 5:30.
The FJv&-Cytlnder Jazz Band will perform
at 6. Advance tickelg: $12 adults ($13
same day), $10 children, seniors & groups
of 10 or more ($11 same day); $30 for
Monday Night lit the Movl.. "Postcards
family of lour ($32 same day). 773-8191.
From the Edge" Moose Alley, 46Market St,
PorUand.774-6246.
Fun Hou.. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St, Portiand. 774-0444.
Alison Kr.uss and Union Station (fiddle
music) Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave, PorUand. MOllie Men with The SubtelTBnellll.
(Moxie Men tape release party) 9 pm,
773-6886.
Raours Roadside AltracUon, 865 Forest
Open MIc: Nlghtwlth Ken GrlmsJey(b.y.o.
Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
j:.n) Wharf's End, 52 Wharf St, Portland.
773-0093.

0'

14 k gold pearl enhancer with lapis.
pave diamonds and block onyx
14 k gold . pearl ond black onyx earrings

american crafts
44 Exchange Street
Portland, ME (207) 772-4880

Robert Andriulll: "Boulder at Wolfe Neck, H 011 on lI"en, 42" x 42",

Robert Andriulli
• Icon Gallery, 19 Mason St" Brunswick
Through July 26
Alright, I'm going to use the word. Here goes: "painterly." I:ve
never liked the word because it never seemed to have any particular
meaning. Until now. Robert Andriulli uses paint in a way that lets
you know, without question, that it's paint. In fact paint, as much as
landscape, is what his paintings are about. It's as if he had drenched
himself in paint, and then caused it to render big, masterful skies,
rocks, trees, coves and scenes of the countryside.
Andriulli paints the landscape in the tradition of high Romanticism. Yet his paintings are timeless: they're both ancient and very
modern. He paints the landscape as if it were the interior of a great
cathedral. And as in those equally timeless fortresses, there's a
certain somberness and remoteness to Andriulli's landscapes, as he
removes from them any suggestion of temporality - people,
buildings, or other signs of the culture that is currently cohabiting
on the planet with these trees, rocks, and skies that become hiS
temples. Consequently, all that can be found in his paintings is
primordial nature.
And nature, in these paintings, is majesty. It's stately, and
Andriulli paints it reverently, almost mystically, glorifying the
dense stands of trees, the massive clusters of rocks, and the immense
presence of skies and clouds. In part, this sense of majesty is
achieved by Andriulli's use of precipitous slopes for settmgs. These
slopes triangulate the canvas, giving each painting a strong,
dominant foreground composed of dense, grounded matter (the
trees or rocks), and a highly dramatic, ethereal background of sky
that both balances the density of the foreground, and has the effect
of enthroning it. The end result is a series of paintings of the great
and timeless Court of Nature.
Density, and its relationship to weightlessness, is one of the more
interesting aspects of Andriulli's paintings, specifically the density
of boulders. His boulders have a quality of such intense weight that
they seem almost threatening. wanting - by sheer gravity - to to
drag you with them on their apparent joUl ney to the center of the
earth. Then, in the second plane of these paintings, beyond these
dead-weight boulders, floating
majestically and paying court
to them, is a sky full of enormous, weightless clouds. The
clouds are thick and round like the boulders, mirroring them, like
reflections in the water. Then the illusion deepens, and a sort of
optical illusion occurs as the boulders and clouds exchange beings
with one another. Suddenly the clouds become as dense and
ponderous as the boulders, and the boulders seem as weightless and
ethereal as the clouds. It is this great sense of majesty, combined
with the mystical, illusionary quality, that brings Andriulli's
. .,
. .
paintings into a metaphysical realm.
The metaphysics are intensified by Andnulli s palette, which IS
unusually rich for a rendering of the Maine landscape. In almost all
of the rock paintings, vivid reds and oranges make inexplicable
appearanc~ throughout the somber, rock-li~e grays ~nd bro~s,
giving the rocks an unnatural. almost diabolical quality. Agam there
is contrast, as Andriulli then washes his skies with innocent and
distant grays and lavenders.
"Oouded Cove" illustrates well Andriulli's use of contrasting
sections of a painting to draw the eye into its center. The slope in
this painting is less precipitous, but the dark trees dominate the
lower right third of the canvas. The lavender sky and clouds play
their role in the upper left two-thirds, and the movement of the lines
of both sections of the painting draws the eye deep to its resting
place at a carefully selected point of fulcrum between the two. This
clear and deliberately contrasting sectionalization of the paintings
creates still, strong. demanding compositions.
These are paintings of considerable poetic depth, and one looks at
them with a feeling of mystery, wondering if, in a lifetime of the
gazing at Maine's coastal scenery, one has ever really seen it, or
noticed its deeper meaning.
Margot Me Willu,ms

~
July 3 - July 31
1HE PINE TREE SHOP
&
BAYVIEW GALLERY
75 MarketSt, Portland, Maine 04101 Tel, 207773300710-6 Mon- Sat
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• Maine Mattress
6r Futons, Portland
• Southern Exposure
Sea Kayaks,
Falmouth
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Fibre Yarns,
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• Strawberries,
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Auburn,
Waterville
• Richard Parks,
Portland
• Abrams II
Anderson, Portland
• Ladd Tour II Travel,
Falmouth
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STOP SMOKING
IN 59 MINUTES!
Fast - Effective - Affordable
How does it work?
.This. technique allows your mind to vividly
vlsualtze the goal you want to achieve b
.
Imc:g~ry specifically designed for your y usmg
IndIVIdual needs. What the mind sees the
body tends to achieve. Thousands of people
have used this .technique to change their
habits - and their lives!
Ho.w is your therapy different?
FIrst, there are two Individual sessions not
one group ses~lon. This allows you to dl~cuss
you.r Issues pnvately, resulting in therapy
des.lgned. for you! Secondly, you will be
aS~lsted !n .developing options to smoking.
!hlrd, thIs IS a unrque combination of guided
Imak~gery and some of the newest techniques for
t !ng control of your life. AND, I am a local
reSIdent, not someone just passing through
town.
WillI gain weight when I quit smoking?
N?, By developing your own powerful .
options to smoking, you can avoid gaining
unnecessary weight when you become a
nonsmoker.
WillI be asleep?'
. No, you will be in a relaxed state with
mcrea~ed concentration and ability to focus.
You wIll hear everything the therapist says _
and remember it!
Will I lose control?
No. With guided imagery you are always in
control, accepting only the suggestions you
want to.
This. sounds too good to be true.
. ThIs co.mbmation of relaxation and guided
Imagery IS absolutely one of the most effective
ways ~or an Individual to control habits. To be
eff~ctlve, you must go into it with a positive
attItude. And you must honestly want to
change the habit.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
WEIGHT CONTROL PROGRAMS
Katherine J. Moody
Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist

CALL TODAY!

.•

766-9723

I

Renovation and Design
of Fine Art Glass Windows
Since 1976.
We cany supplies and glass
Jor the stained glass artisan.
630 Forest Avenue
Portland, ME

774-4154

-

Entertainment
• Continued from page 18

ART
AROUND TOWN

*Dos Eal..: Wolll. of Elena Jahn A ro- Elements GaUery, 56 MaineSt, Brunswick.
bust use of color and strong emotion perRobertStebfeton'scontemporaryfolkwood
vade
paintings and pastels by Jahn,
carving and painting: authentic duck dewho divides her time between Monhegan
co t
Island and Puerto RICO, two very different
ys 0 witty Interpretations of familiar im.
agery. Hours: Tues-Sat, 10-5. 729-1108.
IsI ands that inspire a dialogue of opposites GI
FI
In her work. Despite the duality of the
e8llOn neAIt,27McKownSt, Boothbay
artist's lifestyle, her paintings and pastels
Harbor. Recent work by Kathleen Billis
are Unified by a strong graphic quality
thruJuly20. Hours: Tues-Sat, 10am-5 pm:
where the drawing appears very gestural
Sun, 11 am-4 pm. 633·6849 or 633-2336.
and emphatic. SaysJahn: ln both the work Gold/Smith G.Uftry, 7 McKown St
In Maine and Puerto, I am after strong
Boothbay Harbor. Two-person exhibit of
emotlo~: Iwantmovemen~ shock,change, new paintings in gouache on paper by
disruption, and passion: Lecture by the
Fraas:Slade. Showing through July 31.
artiSt July 11, at 5:15 pm, and July 12, at
Upstairs at the galle~ are four one-person
12:30 pm. Both free with museum admisshows on exhibit. Mixed media by John
sion. On view July 11-Sept 22.
Kimball, new acrylics on rice paper byJohn
"Richard Estes: Urban Landscapes Re.
Vander, figure studies in ink and waterallSt Estes' work describes a world more ' coIorbyalbinas Elskus, and "Maine Views •
all
pi
acrylics by PriSCilla Hayes. Hours: 10-10
VlSU Yco'!l ex than that the camera can
daily 633-6252
capture; hiS contemporary urban land.
scapes contain much more detail than the Hobe Sound Galleries Nolth, 58 Maine
eye can actually perceive. Working from
S~ BrunSWick. RiCh, powerful works by
several photographs at once Estes adds
Abby Shahn In tempera on paper, multi·
and subtracts elements, Shihs'positionand
facetedencausbc collage.based ~n nature
perspective, and manipulates the focus
by DaVid Driskell, and slte-speafic steel
within his images to control the viewer's
and stone sculpture by Ron Cross .
experience and to give the finished piece
Hours:Th-Sat, 10 am-5 pm. 725-4191 .
an aura of reality beyond what is poSSible kon Contem.p orary AIt, 19 Mason St,
In a photograph: superreality. ThruJuly21
BrunSWick. Oistantlslands, tangled woods,
"WlnslowHomerWatercolonsTwelvewa~
boulders, clouds and tidal Hats are the
tercoiors and three oil paintings given to
subjects of Robert. Andriulil's work, done
the museum by Charles Shipman Payson
frequently on site In the South Freeport,
will be joined by1Wo oils, 40 wood engravWolfe Neck region . The show's 20 paintings, four sketches, and a watercolor lent
:ngs are diVided Into oils on paper, and
by private donors. The works represent
arger Oils on canvas . Through July 26.
Homer's talent for capturing the great outGbyallery hours: weekdays, 1-5; weekends
doors. ThruJuly14.
, chanceorappt. 725-.8157.
Raffl .. Cafe Bookstore 555 Congress St 0 Farrell Gallery, 46 Mame St, Brunswick.
Portland_ ScottRedfern'~paintingsthrough
New paintings by Eileen Gillespie, whose
July_Colorful abstract figurative gouame
work IS organl~ In nature and focuses on
on paper. 761 -3930.
minutiae, of whICh the artist says: "It is that
R.N, Cohen Gallery, 79 Oak St Portland
whim to me IS sublime that I take notice. It
Recent watercolors and limit~d editio~
may be the intricate substructure of a leaf,
prints by Portlandar"st R N C h H
.
the exoskeleton of ashell. the strange light
u
. • 0 en . ours .
of dawn fleck ' th
h th
.
Mon-Fri, 10 am-5 pm . 772-0633
'
Ing . roug
e air, an odd

the

Alberta'., 21 Pleasant St, Portland. Marth
NlcI<les' photographs and selected other
works by other artists through Aug 15. n5·
1514.
TheBaxterGanery,619Congress St Port·
land. "Point 01 View: Contemporary Dutch
Jewelry."Th.ecoliection indudes 125 pieces
executed pnrnanly In non-precious metals
wood, fabric, rubber and paper and renec~
aesthetic di stinctions between linear design notions of the 1960s and a more
personal. expression of form, scale and
wearabillty that characterized the 70s
Showing through August 1. Hours: Mon:
Fn, 10-5. n5-5152.
The Congresa Square Gallery, 42 Ex·
change S~ Portland. "RObert Pollien's Recent Oils" showing through July 27. Gallery
hours: Mon-Fri,10:3Oam-5pm; Sat& Sun
noon·5 pm_ n4-3369.
'
Danl,:,lthGallery, 34 Danforth St, Portland.
"chlldre~ Portray Adults: Adults Portray
Children IS a Visual and written exhibition
helping to define and Improve child-adult
relationships. Gallery hours through July
Spirited Gounnet, 142
St, Port26: Tues-Sat, 11 am-5 pm . n5-6245.
and. Works on paper by LOUisa Boehmer Th Y III
.
Dean Velentga. Gallery, 60 Hampshire
& Brigitte Rogers.Thru July 15_773-2919
3~1 ~ . Institute Museum of Maine,
S~ Portiand . 1991 Gallery Artists Show: The stein Gallery 20 Milk St Portl d'
Appar ~'n St, Saco. "My Best Wearing
R be S 'e I '
,an .
el.MaineWomenand Fashion 1800Oozier Bell, Katherine Bradford Mary Hart
o
rt.
PI
holz
&
Kathleen
Hargrave:
1840,"onexhibitthrou hSe t6 Th '
Alison Hildreth, Larry Hayde~, Charle~
HeWitt. JeH Kellar, Frederick lynch, Betsy
Meyer, Marjorie Moore, Dean Nimmer,
Duane Paluska, Greg Parker , Alice
large
travel:
Steinhardt, Katarina Weslien & Robert
g
Images based on realiStic themes. Exhibitclothing are featured Made ow,:mln
Winchell. Showing through July 21 . GalIng through July 15. July 16-Aug 31: group
worn by Maine
lery hours: Thurs 12-8, Fri & Sat 12-5
arbsts, featuring a wide
reflect the style of
during
Sunday 12·4, and by appt at 772-2042_ '
mques, textures and styles
the years between the R I r
FrostGullyGaJlery,411 Congress St, Port~Iown,cast,sandblasted, constructed,etc: CiVil wars_ Museum hOU~;'o~u:s~~~ ~~
land. A new group exhibition featunng the
spectacular display of form shape and
pm' Th
18
H'
,
works of all gallery artisls, including oils,
color. Hours' M-sat 11 am-6 ' . S
12
,urs, - pm . ours: Tues-Sat, 1-4
5 pm. 772-9072. '
pm, un, pm: Thurs, 1-8 pm . For info , call 282-3031.
watercolor, pastels, and sculpture in a wide
range of styles and subjects by Dalav lpear,
DeWitt Hardy. EriC Green, Laurenze The West Side Restaurant, 58 Pine St,
Portland. 'Home Woods," paintings by
Sisson, Alfred Chadbourne, Martha
LOUIsa Boehmer, thru Aug 18.773-8223.
Groome, Sharon Yates, Cabot Lyford and

~e

J.oh~

~~~~~on~~~'~g !;_~u~~. ~~~~:~2~'

:~ii::~ti~r~a~~ ~:~:~~n~a:c~~~~:i ~~:~~~s ~~~~~,i~~i~ri~~~~~~
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John Laurent. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 126 pm, or by appointment. 773-2555. '
The Cood Egg, 705 Congress St, PortIand_
Peter Buotte's paintings through Aug 15
775-1514.
.
.Ie_II Gallery, 345 Fore St, Portland. Group
showin~s of oils, pastels, watercolors, prints
and stained glass by Bill Jewell, Paul Black.
BertW9ISS, PhylissWilkins TerryO'Maley
Sarah Elizabeth Look, Rebecca Cuming:
Joyce Richardson and Joseph COUsins.
Estate and custom jewelry and antiques
as well. ShOWing through July. Hours: Mon:
Sa~ 10 am-5:30 pm; eves and Sundays by
appointment. 773-3334.
Lewl.Ganery, Portland PublicUbrary, Five
Monument Square. Portland. "Paintings
by Willard Goodman," an exhibit of acrylics
and watercolors of the Old P~ Portland's
waterfront, and Casco Bay and its islands.
On View through August 15. Ubrary hours:
Mon, Wed & Fri, 9-6; rue & Thurs, noon-9'
Sa~ 9-5. 871-1710.
'
Maine Potters Maillet, 376 Fore S~ Portland. Pastel landscape pottery by Gail Kass
shOWing through July 26. Open 10-6 daily,
till 9 on Thurs, Fri & Sat during Jurie. 7741633.
NancyMargolia Gallery,367 ForeSt, Port·
land. Summer exhibit with ceramicists
Carole Aiki, Marvin SWeet, Dennis Maust,
Joy Brown, Barbara Oiduk, Joellyn Rock,
James Watral, Susanne Stephenson, David
Wright, Patricl< Terjall; and furniture designers Richard Judd, Daniel Hale, Robert
Adams, Lauren Cole. Gallery hours: MonSat, 10-9, Sun 1()-6_ n5-3822.
M.rIne.... Church Bakery, 366 Fore St
Portland. Interior landscapes in oil and
pasllll by Portland artist & musician Lisa
Oombec. Showing through July 30. Hours:
Mon-Sal, 6 am-4 pm. 773-2253.
Thomas Moser Cabinetmakers, 415
Cumberland Ave, Portland. Exhibition of
palntings.by Portl.and artist Connie Hayes:
over 20 Oils paintings depicting family and
friends . On view through July 13. Hours:
Mon-Sat, 9 am·5 pm. 774-3791 .
The Pine Tree Shop .nd Bayview Gallery, 75 Market S~ Portland. Carol HayesConti's recent watercolors of Maine landscapes throughJuly31 . Galleryhours:Mon.
Sat, 10 am-6 pm . 773-3007.
Portland Museum of AIt, Seven Congress Square, Portland_ Hours: Tue-sa~
10 am-5 pm; Sun 12-5 pm; open Thu till 9
pm. Admission: adults $3.50, senior citizens and students with 10 $2.50, children
under 18$I ,grouprate$3_ Freeadmission
Thu from 5-9 pm. n3-2787.

OUT OF TOWN
B,H. Baltol Ubrary, 51 Main St, Freeport.
Local"Att and Attisans'will be showcased
dUring the months of July and August Rug
hooking,. wood carving, basketry, ~er
mache, Jewelry, paintings, photography,
weaVing, qUilting and other handwork will
be exhibited. Wildlife artist Chris Haines
will have folk art, decoys and bird carvings
on display the month of July. Ubrary hours:
Monday & Wed. 11 :3()-8, Tues, 9:30-5;
Thurs & Fri, 11 :30-5. 865-3307.
Bowdoin College Museum 01 Art, Walker
~ BUilding, Bowdoin College, Brunwicl<_
• Katherine Porter: Paintings, Drawings:
Stacey Moss, the exhibition catalogue author, deSCribes Porter as having "repeatedly met her self-imposed challenge to
expand the accepted limits of abstract p<iintIng. To thiS quest she brings sensual lushness, masterful compositional skills, and a
strong sense of morality." Showing through
July 14. 'Leonard Baskin: Prints, DrawIngS, and Sculptu.re" will run through Aug
18. The museum IS open to the public free
of charge. Hours: Tuesday·Saturday, 10
am·5 pm; Sunday, 2-5 pm. Summer guided
tours arealso available through August24:
Tuesdays & Thursdays at 2 pm, and
Wednesdays & Fridays at 12:30 pm. For
further info, call 725-3275.
The Center Iorthe Arts, Ghocolate Church
804 Washington St, Bath_Works of 'Thre~
photographers from Maine': Maggie
Foskett of Camden, Dan Aossborough of
Spruce Head, and Brunswick's John Dice.
Foskett's large, meticulously crafted
Clbachrome color prints of primitive masks
fo~ce.~lIy remind us of our close ties to
primitive peoples and their cultures.
Rossborough concentrates on unusual
semi·abstract images which evoke th~
scene rather than depicting it literally. Dice's
blacl< and white prints document life on an
isolated island, Isle au Haut. in Penobscot
Bay_ Through Aug 2. Gallery hours: TuesFn, 9·4; Sat, 12-4. 442-8455.

Altlst Elena J~hn will give a gallery talk in
~onJunction With her "Perspectives" exhibition on July 18, at5:15 pm, at the Portland
Museum of Art. Jahn will discuss how the
islands of Monhegan and Puerto Rico inspire her work. The talk is free . Jahn will
also give the same lecture July 19, at 12:30
pm, when it will be free with museum
admission. The museum is located at 7
Congress Square. For info, call 775-6148.
"The China .T rade" is the title of a gallery
talk to be given by docent Martin Ring on
July 11, at 5:15 pm, at the Portland Museum of Att. Ring will discuss 19th-century
porcelain that was produced in China for
export to Europe and the United States
This talk is free. Ring will give the same talk
July 12 at 12:30 pm, when it will be free with
museum admission. Call 773-2787_
Conference on MultlculturalArts In New
England A regional conference to explore
and celebrate the multicultural arts will be
held at the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst on July 18-19. Designed to showcase the work of artists from New England'S
diverse cultural groups, the conference will
Include performances and lecture/demonstrations covering a wide range of traditional and contemporary art forms. Working sessions to discuss issues related to
presenting multicultural work will also be
offered: A limited number of scholarships
are available from the Maine Arts Commis·
sion to artists or arts presenters interested
in attending. Contact MAC for more info
State House Station 25, 55 Capitol St,
Augusta 04333, tel. 289-2724.
The Cool Photo Bunch at The Open
Stable (273 Presumpscott St, Portland)
Will host a get· together July 11 at7pm with
guest artist Hilary French'S 'Photo Image
Transcended Into Sculpture: Bring twothree examples of your work and one item
ortood for pot luck. Relax and bring a friend
and be cool_
Danfolth Gallery.. an altemative gallery,
has open exhibition time for 1991 & '92.
Th~ Danforth .GaI.lery Advisory Group will
reView all exhibit Ideas artists. Please call
Helen Rivas al775-6245 for more information, or write Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth
Gallery, Portland 04101.
David Driskell, prominent art historian and
painter from th~ University of Maryland,
CoWege Park, Will be speaking on "David
Dnskell: The Black Experience in Ivt' at
the Portland School of Att auditorium, 619
Congress St, Portland, on July 18 at7 pm.
The lecture is free and open to the public.
Call 775-3052 for more in formation.

Special Interest AA Meeting for People
Folk Alts A grant from the NEA to Maine The State Game Fann In Gray would like
Uvlng With AIDS meets weekly on Tuesa visitor center guide. This person will be
Arts, Inc, producer of the Maine Festival
days at 8 pm at the PWA Coalition, 3n
responsible
for
the
care
of
the
visitor
center
and New Yea~s Portland, will support a
Cumberland Ave, Portland. Meeting debuilding and promote the game farm and
three-part statewide folk arts program dursigned to provide a safe space in which to
department programs. Training will be set
ing the 1991-92 season. Also funded undiscuss HIV issues, while living positively
after the roster is developed. Volunteer
der this program are five regional folk arts
sober. This meeting is open only to those
should be able to communicate clearly and
samplers which will be held this fall and
who have tested HIVIPositiveor have been
concisely
and
some
knowledge
of
wildlife
winter in Machias, Presque' lsle, Bethel,
diagnosed with AIDS. For more informais desirable. For more info, call the Center
Sanford and at a site to be determined in
tion, call 871-9211 .
for
Voluntary
Action
at
874-1
015.
central Maine . These samplers will draw
WINGS, a non-profit organization dedicated
upon folk artists who live and work in each
to providing support for low-income single
of those areas. Anyone interested in par·
parents announces The Kids' Place, proticipating in these folk arts events or would
viding day care for children from infancy to
like more info should contact Maine Arts at
eight years in South Portland. Reasonable
.~ • ~
l' . . " . . . . .
772-9012 (mailing address 582 Congress
- .. It
., .
rates and nurturing environment. For more
S~ Portland 04101) .
information, call 767-2010. Also, weekly
support group helps set goals that lead to
self-sufficiency and to lacilitate discussion
of problems single parents encounter. Tuesdays, 7-9 pm at 139 Ocean St, S. Portiand
and Thursdays, 7-9 pm at 11 Day SI.
Westbrook. Also : WINGS now sponsors
an Aces chapter in Maine, for single parA.R.T.5_ Anonymous is a group of local
ents who are seeking to get the state to
artists recovering through the 12 Steps,
collect child support payments.
who
have
come
together
to
form
a
support
Craft 01 Fiction with Dianne Benedict
group that meets every Monday at 7 pm at
This weekend workshop will focusintensely
SI. Luke's Cathedral, State St, Portland .
both on the craft and process of writing
fiction. The work WIll be divided into 5 two- Cancer SUpport Group The Visiting Nurse
Service of Southern Maine will hold its next
hour seSSionS, beginning with an intensive
support group July 16 from 6:3()-8:30 pm.
workshop Saturday moming directly into
This monthly support and education group
the fundamental elements of fiction, and
enables those affected by cancer to help
ending Sunday evening with a discussion
others, provides information about reof problems that impede the creative now
sources and helps decrease the anxietieS
of writing, and how to overcome them . The
felt by those diagnosed and their families.
course is not designed to cover writing
Info and support is facilitated by social
already in progress, but scene-writing diworkers, nurses, oncologists, nutritionists
rectives will be given during the first sesand cancer survivors . All meetings are
sion, designed to enrich and deepen each
held at the VNS Saco Office at 15 Industrial
writer's work by channeling herlhim into
Park Rd, at no cost Call 284-4566 or 1the deeper levels of the creative self. Work
8O()-660-4VNS for more info.
generated by these directives will be
workshopped on the second day. Open to DMD (Depressed' Manic Depressed) Portland Confidential support group meeting
writers of all levels of experience . Cost is
Monday nights in room 112 at the Dana
$50 merT)bers of Maine Writers & PublishHealth Center, Maine Medical Center, Porters Alliance, $60 non-members . Umlted to
land . For more info, call 774-4357.
15. Pre-registration required . Mall checks
to the alliance at 19 Mason Empowennent Kits are available from the
Rape Crisis Center: they contain facts about
Street,Brunswick,or 729-6333.
sexual assau~ and resources regarding Balancing Your Body Patricia Voyer will
Desktop Publishing with Nancy Grlffln
teach participants how to restore the naturape and sex,ual harassment. Availabie at
This tutorial, conducted on three Macln·
ral, upward rippling motion of the spine
no
cost;
call
the
center
at
774-3613.
The
tosh computers and the Laserwriter II
which has been stopped by "culprits' such
purpose
of
the
kits
is
to
educate
individuals
printer, is a hands-on introduction to Pageas sitting at desks, driving cars, lifting and
about sexual exploitation, discrimination
Maker desktop publishing software _Nancy
other daily movements. This rippling moand assault
Griffin, owner of a desktop design firm, will
tion, when activated, releases muscle tenteach participants the basics of typogra· Funds lor Alzheimer's Caregivers Southsion and reconditions naturally while length·
ern Maine Area Agency on Aging anphy, cutting and pasting, page layout and
ening the spine and realigning the body_
nounces that funds are available to provide
more. Participants should be familiar with
Workshop July 20-21, from 9:30 am-1 pm)
respite care for those who serve as
word processing_ July 20, 9-4, at the Maine
creates a clean break in habitual movecaregivers of family members with
Writers Center. Members$90,others$110.
ment patterns and gives the individual inAlzheime~s disease. Relief can be proPre-registration required. Send payment
struction needed to create a powerful
vided in the home so a caregiver can get
to Maine Writers and Publishers Alliance,
mange. Because of this, enrollment is
some needed respite to shop, do errands,
19 Mason St, Brunswick 04011 , tel. 729limited .Infoand registration, call 883-8250.
take a walk or simply be alone. Funds can
6333.
Buddhist
Meditation COUrH Meditation
also be provided to assist in paying for a
"Klanwatch: Bringing the Ku Klux KI.n
may be desaibed as the systematicdevelpatient's short-term stay In a boarding or
to Justice" Author Bill Stanton will talk
opment of higher and more refined states
nursing home while the caregiver takes a
about his new book July 11, at7:3O pm.
of consciousness and being. Through the
outoltown.
The
funds
are
vacationorgoes
Free. For more info, call 761-3930.
practice of meditation we overcome anxiintended to help the caregiver as well as
Turning Memories Into Memoirs with
ety, hatred, and unhappiness to develop
the
individual
with
the
disease.
To
be
eliDenis Ledoux This two-day workshop
clarity, confidence and well-being. Six-week
gible, a person must be 18 or older and be
will help participants record their memories
course starts July 17, Wednesdays from 7·
caring
for
someone
with
a
clinical
assessin a lasting work. Participants should bring
9:30 pm. Cost is $50. For more info, call
ment of Alzheimer's or related dementia.
a written memory with them to the first
Dan at 642-2128.
Funds
are
available
on
a
first-come,
firstworkshop to share and develop_After writBuddhlst,Orlented Meditation Group
served
basis,
up
to
a
maximum
of
$2.000
ing in between workshop sessions, the
now meeting every Sunday, from 10-11
per individual per year. For more informasecond day of the workshop will allow
am, at 1040 Broadway, S. Portland. Small
tion, call Southern Maine Area Agency on
individuals to get help on specific probiems
donation. For more info, call 774-2174.
Aging
at
n5-6503
or
1-800-427·7411.
or issues and to share their newly written
Children
& Adults - Perceptions 01
memories. July 13 & 27, 9:3()-1, at the GrJevlngSupportGroup for bereaved per.
Each Other Dr. Carl Metzger. former chief
sons healing from the death of a loved one.
Maine Writers Center. Members $40, oth·
of the division of psychiatry at Mercy HosMeets in Portland Tuesday eves from 7ers $50. Pre-registration required. Send
pital, will give this talk July 11 at 7 pm, at
8:30 pm. Donation. Call Kristine Watson,
payment to Maine Writers & Publishers
Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth S~ Portland.
MA., at 775-0366.
Alliance at 19 Mason St, Brunswick 04011,
Guests are uges to come early to view the
H.O.P,E. self-support groups with facilitator
tel. 729-6333.
related exhibit belore the talk begins. Free.
meet weekly to help heal the emotional
"VIctorl.n Monarchy: Queen Vlctorl.
Call 775-6245 for more information.
pain associated with chronic or serious
and Edward VII (1837-1910)" lecture by
diseases, injury,life, death and childhood A Day of Afflnnatlon with Women Share
H. Draper Hunt, USM history professor,
struggles and successes, create
issues. Group meets at Mercy Hospital on
July 17 at 7 pm, in USM's luther Bonney
affirmations, make collages and use supTuesdays from 5:3()-7:3O pm, and at the
Auditorium, Portland. Free and open to the
portive, nourishing group activities for emUnity Church, 16 Columbia Rd, Portland,
public_ For more info, call 780-4076 .
powerment. July 20 from 10-3. Cost is $20
on Thursdays from 10-12 noon. There's
($15 if you call by July 10). To reserve you
also a support group for the family and
place, call Jane Gair, MSW, at 774-8633.
friends of the ill that meets every other
Thursday from 7·9 pm; and a Next Step Free Foot Massage CIa.. Windham Family Footcare Center is oHering a free class
Group for 12-Steppers who want to go
in loot massage/reflexology July 15, from
deeper into feelings, that meets every
6:30-8 pm_ The class will be taught by
Monday at Unity from 7-9 pm. For more
licensed massage therapist Jennifer Frick
information, call1-60O-339-HOPE.
of Bridg ton , who practices at the center _Call
Ingraham Volunteers Help available by
892-3200 or 647-5948.
phone 24 hours a day. call n4-HElP.
Injured Wolllers Meeting for workers hav- Healthy Beginnings oHers classes for expectant and new parents to assist you in·
ing difficulty with workers' comp system,
making your birth and parenting a joyful
7:30 pm every Wed at Goodall Hall next to
and fulfilling experience. Upeomingclasses
Sanford Unitarian Church, corner of Lebainclude Breasfeeding, July 29, from 7-9:30
non and Maine streets, Sanford.
pm: and Early Pregnancy Aug 12, from 7O,C.D. Support Group meets weekly on
9:30 pm. There is also a new parents
Fridays at 6:30 pm, Williston WestCl;1urch.
support group forming this summer/fall.
32 Thomas St, Portland . Free. For more
For info or to register, call Mary Taylor,
information, call 773-0976.
ICCE, at 829-3362.
Opportunities for Support In Healing
(two groups): Theme-centered support Incest Survivor Groups lor women survivors of sexual abuse/incest held weekly at
group for adults in recovery from addiction,
Womenspace Counseling Center in Portand a men's support group_ Use of jour·
land: Mon 10-":30 am, Connections I
nals, a~ role plays , humor, metaphors,
drop-in s~pport groups $7-$10 per meet·
anecdotes, assignments, exercises and
ing; Monday 6:30-8 pm, Connections II
literature encouraged. For information, fees
drop-in support group $7 ·$10 per meeting;
and interview, call Rick Bouchard, LMSW,
Thu 6:30-8:30 pm, survivor's sharing counat
828-2031.
The South Poltland Nursing Home needs
seling group $20-$30 per session_ All
an assistant hostess for weekly teas, to Outright, the P.xUand Alliance of Gay and
groups are facilitated and strictly confidenLesbian, Bisexual and Questioning Youth,
transport residents, serve and socialize.
tial. For more info, call Vivian Wadas, MA,
oilers support and information for young
Volunteers should have a sense of humor,
at 871-0377.
peopie
22
and
under,
in
a
safe
environpatience and a willingness to listen and
KrJpalu
Yoga Special summer session of
ment, every Friday from 7:30-9:30 pm at
reminisce. Tea time is Fridays from 9:45Kripalu yoga classes July 9-Aug 29. Call
the
Preble
Street
Chapel,
corner
of
Preble
11 am. Volunteers truly make a difference
Kim Chandler at Innerlight, 874-2341.
and Cumberland avenues. For informaat area nursing homes. For more information,
write
or
call
:
Outright,
P.O.
Box
5028,
tion, call the Center for Voluntary Action at
• Continued on page 22
Station A. Portland 04101, tel. 774-HELP.
874-1015 .
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$1 OFF Large or 50¢ OFF Small
I
I
I
I
I
I
I with Alpine Lace 100% Fat Free Real Mozzarella I
I
I
Cheese and Your Favorite Toppings
I
I
I
I
Also
serving
I
I
• Hot & Cold Grinders I
I
• Pasta Dishes I
I
• Salads I
I
I
I
I
797-9030 I
I
Open Dally 11-10 I
I
Air Conditioned I
I H 0 USE 0 F P I Z Z A
Dine In • Take Out I
1373 WashinSlton Ave. I1
I ______________________
WITH THIS COUPON, EXPtRES JULy 21, 1991
Northgate, 'Portland
I

Whole Wheat Pizza

..

~

An Old Port Tradition
Greater Portland Magazine
Award Winner
for

Best Steak • Best Late Night
GREAT STEAK e FRESH SEAFOOD
COMFORTABLE ATMOSPHERE

Wbygo anywhere else?
Open 7 Days A Week for Lunch & Dinner.
83 EXCHANGE ST..• PORTLAND, ME • 773-4731

Trading Co., Inc.
ESTABLISHED 1913

"Quality merchandise
and experience you can trust"

We Buy Anything Worth Buying
••• WE PAY CASH· • •
Use our c.onvenient Lay-Away plan

14k Gold $13.95per gram
Bln(·SELL·~E
4 Stores to Serve You
498 Congress St., Portland

772-3932
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Ozsro B"Y Weekly
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1987 Mercedes Benz 560 SEL
low mileage
Blade Pearl, Pal imino Interior
must be seen and driven
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PERFORMANCE MOTORS
183 U.S.

MERCEDES· BENZ
ROUTE I, FALMOUTH, MAINE 04105
TEL (207) 781·3207

berry Street
83 India Street Portland ME 04101 (207) 775-5011 • Mon-Sat 11-5

Portland North
Dental Associates
Dr. Robert DeRice
Dr. Peter LeBourdais
are pleased to announce the opening of their

Family Dental Practice
222 Auburn Street,
Portland, Maine
Appointments Now Being Accepted

878-3100
Welcoming old friends and new patients.

IT'S NOT TOO LATE
TO GET INTO SHAPE!

7 WEEKS $47

Unlimited classes. offer expires 7/18191

**

• Beat the
• Summer Heat!
AIR CONDITIONED

Women's
etness
tudio ~
(rear) 170 u.s. Rte. 1, Falmouth

Watch prehistoric sea
creatures come to life through
the amazing robotics of
Dinamation International
MAY 25-SEPTEMBER 2
191 Riverside SI. at Exit 8, Portland
$3.50 per person
children under 1, FREE

The Children's Museum
of Maine
Open year-round
746 Stevens Ave., Portland
Call 79HlTE (5483)
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Uplifting women

" ',' +. -'I..:: I; :.~:.~.~~'

£?tIring the recent state financial crisis, two Maine women
decided ~ot to play. Carrie Graffam, 24, and Shelby Corson, 25,
had heavier thmgs to worry about. Without exaggeration it's fair
to saY,that .the weight of the world was on their shouJder~.
Let s shift t~~ scene to New Delhi, India, on 1une 24-25. The
fines~ ~we: ltftmg .women in the world have assembled for a
prestigIous I~ternational competition. Ten nations have sent their
bes~ fe~ale hfters. The United States has five representatives,
which mcJud.e Graffam and Corson from our Pine Tree State. Some
of the countnes totally subsidized their female athletes paying for
all. travel and associated expenses. Graffam and Corso~ had to
raise a couple gran~ each for plane fare. Besides being great
ath!etes, the~ are miraculous fund-raisers (with a little help from
their respectIve gyms).
But money can't buy you a title, as in world title. Only talent
can manage !hat. Here's the skinny on the dynamic duo and how
they put MaIne on the world map. Graffam was invited to the
world championship because in Portland a couple of months ago,
she came within five pounds
of the world record for total
weight (squat, bench press and
dead lift) in the 123-pound
class. Her 'pe~for~ance in portland was no fluke because she came
throu~h big-time m India: second place squat (358) and first place
dead ltft (418). Overall, Graffam finished in first place as the 123pound champion.
Corson was not to be denied either, In the 181-pound class she
was untouc.habl~ and her combined total of 1,100 pounds left 'the
Umted Nations m a~e. Cor~n has more experience than Graffam
and had. the reJ;1utation of bemg a national champion going for her.
Repu~ation by I:self never lifted a single pound. Corson sweated
for thIS world title and proudly joined Graffam in th
.
r'
circle.
e wmne s

Fltn_ Yoga ct..... An introduction 10 the principles and tundamentals 01
Filness Yoga is 10 be held at the Ram
Island Dance Studios (25A Forest Ave,
Portland) July 16-aug 8. ThIs introductory
session consists 01 eight classes held on
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 9:45 am lor
the lour·week period. These classes are
open to children and adults, ages 8 and up.
Fitness Yoga IS a sale and ellective series
01 exercises composed 01 principles known
10 Hatha Yoga and· Kundalini Yoga. De·
signed lor today's active and stresstul
"'e style. this series 01 exercises works to
Iotally release all the unnecessary lension
held in the body. It also works to tone the
entire body with the leasl amount 01 effort
necessary. Taught by 8aine de Greek
who teaches at The Racket and FiIneS~
Center and privately. Call her at 871·8964.
Portland Yoga Studio Summer Oflerings:
F?ur separate sessions 01 Iyengar yoga
WIll be offered beginning July 23, 25 & 26
(all from 5:30-7 pm), and on July 24 (10:30noon). Cost lor six weeks is $54. Friday's
five-week session is $45. All 01 above are
ollered at 616 Congress St. Hatha Yoga lor
People With AIDS win also continue through
Aug 28 Irom 12:40·2 pm every Wednesday. at 22 Monument Square (take the
elevator 10 the filth noor). The cost is $1
perclass lor those who can afford it. Call
the studio at 797-5684.
Maine is truly fortunate to have two world-<:lass athletes so
Stretching the Spirit, a yoga class 01
young
and at. t~e top of their game. There is currently a push to
gentle breathing and slretching ending in
have power liftmg as ~n Olympic sport. If this happens, and the
deep relaxation. All are welcome to this
creative approach to body, mind and spiri·
can stay healthy and hft consistently, Carrie Graffam and Shelb;
tual well· being. Wednesdays from 5:30Corson should be locks to join 10an Benoit-Samuelson in the gold
6:30 pm. Saturdays from 9·10 am at the
medal club.
Swedenborgian Church, 302 Stevens Ave,
Portland. $3 donation. For more Information, call 772-B277.
Mike Quinn
Tal Chi Chuan Workshop Animal Irolics
are the earliest known system 01 Chinese
therapeutic exercises. They can be prac·
ticed' by people 01 any age or physical
Inner & Outer Ecology: BecomIng 0 ...
condlli?n and require no equipment. After
with the Natural & Built Environments
practiCing one feels light. energetic and
Co·led by Cindy Krum, environmental edu.
happy. July 13 Irom 9-noon. Cost is $35
cator,and Terry Cline, architect, from 5pm
Call the Yoga Center al 799-4449.
.
July 26 through 4 pm July 27. at Horseshoe
The T..,,/VoungAduItCllnlc isa place to
Island on LakeCobbosseecontee. Me. We
go II you have a health concern or medical
InVite you to participate in an exploration
problem, need a sportslschool physical
and praclice 01 oneness that encourages
done. or have birth control issues to deal
movement into a deeper sense 01 health
With. Open to anyone 13-21, every Mon.
and well·being. We will discover our rela·
day from 4·8 pm, at Maine Medical Center
uonshlp to built and natural environmenls
22 Bramhall St, Portland. CalI871·2763 10;
through guided experiences, discussions
~ appointment. Walk-ins seen il they ar- Bird Banding Program with June Flck.r
and readings. This course will be housed in
Wells Reserve at Laudholm Fann. eve~
rive by7 pm.
a lakeside. cabin where we may move
WedneSday at 8am, June through August
eaSily Irom Indoor to ouldoor environments
Wells Reserve is located off Route 1 north
Cost of retreat is $150 ($105 paid IW~
of Wells. Ucensed bird·bander Ficker inweeks In advance) .Call Cindy al774-2441
Vites publiC to watch as birds Ily into invis·
or Terry at 774-1 025 for inlo or registration.
!ble nel and she bands them, after identily· Maine Audubon Offers Puffin Cnd...
Ing where they're coming Irom and gath·
.nd Whal. Watches Pullin lovers can
ered other information she needs trom
choose between Saturday, July 13 or 27 to
birds. If you're very lucky, you may be
see the puffins at Eastern Egg Rock in
allowed 10 hold a banded bird before it is
Muscongus Bay. Trips will begin al Pier
released again. No charge; but there's a
One. Boothbay Harbor and will run Irom 9
t , ,',
I
par~ng lee in Julyand Augustof$5, unless
am: 1 pm. On this cruise along mid'coastal
XOU re a member. The truly dedicated can
Maine, greal blue herons, terns, osprey.
ride their bikes, for which there's no park&ider ~uCks and seals may also be seen.
Ing lee. Call 646-1555
Cost IS $20 per person. Three whale
Casco Bay Bike Club~eets the third Tueswatches are scheduled for Saturdays. July
day olevery monlh. al7 pm in the Portland
20, Aug 17 and Sep114, from 9:30 am·4
Salety Building (police station) on Middle
pm, from Kennebunkport. Cost is $26 per
Street The public is welcome. The club
person ($24 for members 01 Maine
also has the. following rides scheduled:
Audubon). Reservations are required. For
July 12'14, third annual bike rally; July 20.
Inlo on these and other field trips, induding
Maine Bike Rally sponsored by the Casco
Sebago Lake Loop. 40 miles meet at
trips abroad. call the field trip office of
Bay Bike Club, will be held July 12-14.
Shaw'.s in North Windham at am. lor
Audubon al 781'2330, or write 10 Field
Spend the weekend exploring the scenic
more Info call Craig Moore at 892·5049'
Trips, Maine Audubon Society. 118 US
Mt. Pisgah-Androscoggin Lake area. Rides
July 21, Islexsboro Ride with Penobscon
Route 1. Falmouth 04105.
on Saturday will vary Irom a relatively easy
Wheel men: meetat ferry terminal. Route 1
M.lne Audubon Se.ks Volunteer Natu.
25-mlle nde 10 a more arduous 6Q.miler.
In UncolnVllle at 9 am, $7.75 lor lerry &
rallst. The society oilers guided nalUral
Sunday WIll consist of easy 25 and SO-mile
parking, lor more inlo call Jan McMahon at
hlst~ry walks through the summer for the
rides, and a mountain bike ride up Mt.
594-7640 or Jeff Nadeau at 68S-9216' July
publIC and seeks salt marsh and nature
PIS~ah. Yehicles will be aVailable 10 assist
21,BreakfastRide,40miles,meetatY~y's
enthusiasts to be trained as naturalists lor
cydlsls In case of mechanical failure and
at 8:30 am, for more info call Evelyn
the walks. Inaease your own knowledge of
will be sWeeping the bike courses. For
Cookson at 854-5029. Call the 24-hour
the natural history 01 our local environment
more Inlo, call the Outdoor Trip Hotline at
hottlne at 774-1118, Bob Murray at 892·
while shamg your own enthusiasm and
774-1118.
7029 or Gary Davis at 892-8257.
wonder with children. For more infonna.
Summ.r SWImming Leuon. Portland H.rWlId Song: Wlld.meaaJoumeya for
Uon. call Heidi Palola at 781-2330.
Recreation's Aquatic Division win begin
Wo,!,.~ Maine's newest wilderness guide
Maine Sailing School specializes in basic
~pung registrations for its second ses·
S9rVIC9 IS ollering five trips lor women this
through advanced navigation, coastal auisslOn 01 sWImming lessons at the Riverton
summer. Founded by wilderness guide
Ing courses and bare boat certilication .
Pool at 12:15onJuly8. Classes begin July
Anne Dellenbaugh, Her Wild Song has
Summer 4~ay, live-aboard courses are
19. Classes 3/lI held Mon, Wed & Fri
planned canoetng and backpacking joursUjlplemenled with dassroom offerings
!"ornlngs lor 10 lessons. They are held lor
neys thaI are appropriate for novices and
dunng WInter months. For more inlonna·
Inlantsltoddlerslpreschool and begInners
experienced outdoors women. Next trip is
tion, call 878-5213.
through swimmers. Registrations by phone
an herbal study retreat with herbalist Deb
or In person are accepted on a first·come
Soule.of Avena Botanicals, July 21·28. For
first· served basis. For additional inlo cali
more Inlo, call 773-4969. or write to P.O.
874·8456 daily after noon.
'
Box 6793, Pttd. 04101. _
N~w

Large Selection of Sale Items
at 50% OFF

Call Today! 781-4502
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H.mlock Socl.ty ot Maine A new state
Maine Wom.n Outdoors sponsors hiking. Mummlehoga.nd Marsh Muck A c!1ance
chapter is lorming 01 this non-profit, public
for
children
to
explore
the
plants
and
anibiking and camping trips for women 18
service organization created 10 support the
mals of the marsh by using all five senses
years of age and older. Upcoming events:
option ollawtul, voluntary aid~n~ying lor
through
discovery·oriented,
tun·filled
acJuly 13. bike trip 2S-3O miles, call Donna at
terminally ill persons. The first meeting,
tivities. SponSO"Ted by Scarborough Marsh
247-5421 ;July 14, easy day hike, call Jane
Ireelo all, will take place July 17at7 pm at
Nature Center on Roule 9 West. Times:
at247-4411 ;Julyl9-21. White Mtcamping
First Parish Church, Pilgrim House. 9
Wednesdays
&
Fridays
from
9:30-11
am.
trip, call Leann at547·3919 or Mary at872·
Cleaveland St, Brunswick. The guest
Cost:
$2
member.
$3
non-member
(includ·
6891 ; July 24 at 7 pm, planning and inforspeaker will be Cheryl Smith, staff attor·
ing adults). Call 883-5100 lor more inlo.
mational meeting at the Village Green, 477
ney, deputy director of The National HemCongress St. Portland; July 27. easy day TIl. Portland Public Ubrary'. Children'.
lock Society (Eugene. Oregon). The topic
Room Schedule lor the week 01 July 11:
hike to Morris Mountain, ca~ Sandra at
01 Smith's speech will be "The Hemlock
July 12, 10:30 am. Tales lor Twos; July 15,
86S-4802. Aug 4, mountain biking al SunMovement-What It's all About " For more
10:30 am. Preschool Story Time: July 17,
day River, call Sandy at 657·5134. For
info, call Sandy Clark at 833-5934.
9:30
am,
Finger
Fun
lor
Babies:
July
17,
mora info on WIO call Sandy at 657·S134
Uvlng Ughtly Want to improve the way we
10:30
am,
Special
Summer
Reading
Proor Karen aI797-3006.
co-exist with the rest 01 creation? Ready to
gram lor those signed up lor ·Moose
MOAC (Maine Outdoor Adventure Club) of·
give up pursuing the material dream and
Mainea-;JuIy19,1
0:30am,
Tales
lor
Twos.
fers the lollowing events: July 20, day hike
begin birthing a caring reality? Now there is
All
programs
are
tree
and
open
10
the
(easy) 10 Uttte Sugarioal, call 657-4418;
a place to exchange ideas and support. A
publiC. Five Monument Square, Portland.
July 28, day hike (moderate) to
bunch 01 lolks will be gathering at the
For
more
information,
call
871·1700.
Tumbledown MI, call 773·1788; evening
Swedenborgian Church for a potluck din·
ScI.nce
Camp
The
STAR
Science
Center
walks around the Back Cove, meet at
ner
and free· for-all discussion. Join usJuly
would like to invite children ages 8-12 to
Payson Park Tuesdays at 6:30 pm and
20 at 6 pm, at 302 Stevens Ave.PtId.lnlo.
come and reveal the engineer within them.
Thursdays at 6 pm, call 829-4124; surfing
call 772-8277.
This lour·day workshop Is designed 10 spark
at Higgins Beach, call 871-1216; Frisbee
LobaterBak.toBenefitBath-Brvnawlck
interest.
QJriosityand
asense
of
adventure
at Scarborough Beach Tuesday eves, call
Hoaplce There will be a Lobster Bake on
in design technology. Dates are July 22·25
77S-2563; spontaneous rockdimbing trips,
the Freeport Town Commons July 13 (rain
or
Aug
12·15,
from
9
am·noon.
The
lee
is
call 766-4457; outing to Rangeley Lakes
or shine) from 1-4 pm. TICkets are $12.50
$65.
For
more
inlormation,
call
775-7362.
aea.lif1~ 14,a8B-1Sl2.
per person at Harraseeket Inn and Bow
Outdoor Hotiln.Call774·1118 for a listing Sport. Card Day Prince Memorial Ubrary
Street Market in Freeport, and Hospice
in
Cumberland
will
hold
a
sports
card
day
01 bicyding, hiking, canoeing and other
olfice in Brunswick. Walk· ins welcome. For
July
16
at
1
:30
pm.
Rre-register
by
calling
outdoor activities sponsored by the Maine
info, call 729-3602.
829-2215. Ask for the children's desk.
Outdoor Adventure Club and the Casco
Maine Ballroom Dane. hosts ballroom
Summ.r
Program.
lor
Chlldr.n
.t
Bay Bicyde Club.
dancing, all levels. evorySat, 9-12 pm. and
RIv.rton Public Ubrary On Wednes·
Sc.rborough M....h Natur. C.nt.r
ballroom
dancing for beginners every Sun
days: Toddler Story Hour at 10:30 am;
Weekly Programs indude the lollowing:
6-9 pm. Learn loxtrots. waltzes, jitterbugs.
Summer Craft Fun (all ages). led by Phyllis
Canoe Tours - discover the vast array of
rumbas and cha-chas. For more infonnaForward through Aug 14 at 1 pm. On Fri·
wildlile and plants, as well as the lascinat·
tion, call 773-0002.
days:
Finger
Fun
for
Babies,
9:30-9:45
am;
ing history 01 Scarborough Marsh as you
Preschool Story Hour (3 10 5-year-olds), Making H.rbal Prep.ratlon. A workshop
paddle along the meandering Dunstan
at Sabbathday Lake Shaker Village, New
10:30am. StudentsS-13 are invited 10 sign
River.Times: daily Irom 10-11 :3Oam;Tues
Gloucester. on July 20 Irom 9·4. will be led
uplor
the
summer
reading
program.
Prizes
& Thurs from 6-7:30 pm. Cost: $6 adun
by Corinne Martin. Participants will make a
will be given lor children who reach their
member, $5 child 01 member, $7 adult nonvariety of herbal preparations, both medici·
reading goals lor the program. Sign up
member. $6 child non·member (deduct
nal and cosmetic. using locally available
through
July
5
during
normal
library
hours:
$1 .50 il providing your own canoe). Salt
plants. Cost $40. Call 926-4597 for inlo.
Wednesdays9-6,Thursdays
12-8.
Fridays
Marsh Adventure (for all ages) - using all
Moxl. M.n Ta~ R.I.... P.rty at
9-12.1600 Forest Ave. Call 797-2915.
of your senses, explore the unique ecology
Raoul'. RoadaideAttractlon,July 13at
01 the saltmarsh and discover the interde9
pm. The night will open with a set by a
pendency and adaptations 01 plants and
seven-piece Boston band The
animals living there. Times: Tues &Thurs
Subterraneans. fronted by ex·Southsida
Irom 2-3:30 pm. Cost: $2 member, $3 nonJohnny guitarist Joel Gramolinl. Appearmember. Dawn Birding - the best birding
ances by various guest artists as well.
is often in the early morning when birds are
Adm: $4 at the door. Call 773·6886.
most active. Look and listen for egrets,
Mualc on the Bay Casco Bay Un .. has
glossy ibises, herons, ducks, willets, spar·
started its summer music cruises. which
rows, swallows and more. Times: every
run through Sept 8. Leave the CBL termiWed Irom 7·8:30am. Cost: $2 member. $3
nal al5 pm on Sundays at hear three hours
non·member. For more inlo, call 883-51 00.
of R&B/souVMotowrVNew Orieans-Zydecol
Wednesday Evening Paddl•• Want to try
swing by Big Chiel & the Continentals. All
a sea kayak? Join Saco River Outfitters lor
ages are weloome. Tickets are $10 lor
Wed evening demo kayak paddles. Meet
adults, $5 lor children. Group rates are also
every Wed at 5:30 pm at East End Beach
available. Call CBL at 774·7871 lor inlo.
to test·paddle diHerent kayaks . For more
Th. Names Project, Maine, a chapter 01
Inlo, call 773-0910.
The Baxter Museum, located next to the
the National AIDS Quilt. will be holding
Baxter Memorial Library on South Slreetin
panel· sewing workshops at The Sewing
Gorham welcomes visilors on Tuesdays &
Shop, 461 Stevens Ave (at the corner of
Thursdays Irom 10-2, through August.
Pleasant and Stevens) Irom 2·5 pm on
During "Celebrate Gorham: a town lesti·
Sundays. July 21 and Aug 14 & 18. If you
val July 13, the museum will be open from
have any questions, call 774-2198.
11·2. For info. call 839-5031.
Nuralng C.r. Cent.r O~n House
Craftspeople lor the Sev.nteenth An·
Springbrook, Weslbrook'snew nursing care
nual Crafts FeatlYal Applications to ex·
lacility. will be open to the general public
hibitin this Portland sidewalk exhibit taking
from S-8 pm July 12. At 6 the Friends 01
place July 13 are due by June 14, and cost
Westbrook and the Westbrook community
$40 for a 1(Hoot space. Imported materi·
will lormally celebrate the center's open·
als, wholesale manulaclUred items or the
ing. Refreshments, musical entertainment
gross selling of other aaftspeople's work
and tours will be available throughout the
will not be permitted. It is imperative that
evening. For inlo. call Pal Flynn at 856the craitwork by displayed and sold by the
1230 or 883-2468.
craftsperson who created it. Perishable Portland'. Monthly SwIng Dane. with
lood items do not qualily. For a registration
great dance music. Irom Glen Miller 10
form, contact Portland Rotary Club ChariChuck Berry 10 the Stray Cats. July 12 from
ties at P.O. Box 1755, Portland 041;)4. • 8-12 pm. Beginner workshoplirst hour. All
Brvnswlck'. Young Peopl.'. Theat.r
Summer CI..... include Production Friendship Sloop Daya July 20.21 at
ages welcome. No partners needed.
Class, Aug 5-16, is lor students entering
Maine Maritim. Museum As many as
smoke- and alcohol·free. At the Chestnut
grades 5-8. Meets Mon·Fri, 9-2:30, and
20 graceful Friendship sloops will sail to
Street Church Hall, beyondlbeside Portdevelops theatrical skdls. There will be a
Maine Maritime Museum July 2Q to cel·
land City Hall. Admission $4. For info, call
production that will move through casting
ebrate Friendship Sloop Days weekend.
774·2718 or 72S-8216.
The boats will arrive late afternoon Satur- Slngl.. Sunday Br.akfaat All ages weland rehearsal process . Story Theater
Classes July 1S-19, 22·26 and Aug 5·9,
day. A parade 01 Friendship Sloops begins
come at 8:30 every Sunday at the Daniel
at Maine Maritime Museum's dock at 10
are lor students entering grades 1·3. Hours
Stone' Inn in Brunswick. Indoor/outdoor
are 1:30-3:30. Students learn 10 work toam Saturday. At 12:30 pm Class A sloops,
activities. non· smokers only . For more inlo.
gether improvisationally to turn stories into
or original bOats built in 1920 or earlier, will
call72S-8346.
mini· plays: Classes emphasize imaginabe on view at the dock, and museum visi·
U.... Book Sal. FrienQs of Salmon Falls
tion, story-telling, cooperation and contors will be able 10 board the vessels and
Ubraryarehaving a sale on July 20 Irom 9talk
with
thecaptains
and
crews.
The
origin
centration'. Students may enroll in as many
2 on the lawn 01 the library, located on
sessions as they wish. Each session is
oltha Friendship sloop is said 10 have been
Route 202 in Hollis aaoss the bridge over
differentl For infonnation and registration,
inftuenced by the Gloucester fishing schoothe Saco River. Home·cooked lood will
call 729-8584, Tues·Sa~ between 11 & 3,
ners of the Ite 19th and eariy 20th centu·
also be available. For info, call 929-8453.
or write:The Young People's Theater at
ries, and later by the Gloucester sloop
bOats. These ships were originally called W••1dy Job Hunters' Support Group
Box 817, Brunswick 04011.
The Career Center at Connections is now
·sloop boats· by their owners; they later
A Fun Event forth. Big Broth.r or Slater
offering this support group on Tuesday
became known as ·Friendship SlOOps"
To Be Atwo-hour activities session Iohelp
mornings, Irom 9-10:30 am. for $10 a ses·
because so many were built in Friendship.
prepare children for the arrival 01 a new
sion. Carol Andreae and Mark Nakell, caFor info, call the museum at 443·1316.
baby. Designed lor 3112 through 100yearreer counselors at Connections, will assist
olds. Activities include movie, stories, col- Gorham AnnUIII FamDy F••tlval will take
participants with job search strategies. skills
oring books to keep, official diplomas for
place July 13 (rain date July 14) beginning
and support No reservations ara needed
big siblings. articles for parents and a spe'
at 8 am with registration lor the 1.5 mile
10 participate in these sessions. For more
cial birthday cake for children. July 14 from
children's race. followed by a three-mile
inlo. call 773-4413.
3-5 pm in the first noor conference room at
road race for adults. At 10, the parade will
Celebrat.
Bntlile Day on a CrulH 01
the Brighton Medical Center, 619 Brighton
leave Narragansett School and travel up
Portland Harbor The Alliance Francaise
Ave. Portland. Class lee is $10 per child.
Main Street to South Street, ending at the
01 Portland invites you 10 cruise on the Bay
high school and Robie Park. There will be
Call 781·2694 to register.
VI8W Lady July 14, departing Fishennan's
an
art
show,
aafls
and
a
large
assortment
Int.rpretlng the Salt Marsh through PotWharf at 6:45 pm and retuming at 11.
01 food booths in the park and adjacent
tery Search lor natural artifacts Irom the
Oinner is potluck; bring your own favorite
junior high school. The children'S area and
salt marsh and incorporate them in your
dish. Cost is $12.50, which includes wine.
games will be operating Irom 11 am until
own handmade pottery. July 24 & August
RSVP 772-3885, or send checks to P.O.
mid-afternoon. Me Mike Nobel will open
14. from 10-12noon.AtScarborough Marsh
Box 17793, Portland 04101.
the entertainment in the park at 11 am with
Nature Center on Route 9 West. Cost is $3
the Royal River Philharmonic Jazz Band;
member. $4 non-member, P,lus a$2 lee for
Iree entertainment will continua through
supplies. Call 883-5100 lor more info.
the afternoon. B.J. Hickman Magic Show
M.at Landing Nature Day C.mp Maine
will perform at 2, and Schooner Fare al4
Audubon Society's Mast Landing Nature
(lor which a $3 donation will be requested).
Day Camp In Freeport has openings in
Call 839·2104 or 637-2265.
Session V, Aug 5-16, Wonders 01 Water for
Jrd-5th graders. Partial scholarships are HAGS (Hysterical Angry Girls Sorority)
Women's performance terrorism. For inlo,
available. Call 781-2330 for info and regiswrite to P.O. Box 5031, Ptld.04101.
tration.

ETC

FOR
KIDS

r

Sick of Being Sick & Tired?
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)

. Discover Chiropractic!r!
Chiropractic Family Wellness Centerr• .
243 US Route 1, Scarborough -883·5549
\.

Across from the Scarborough Fire Department

if.
J

TARPS

CustDm made tarps for protection
from the elements in a wide
variety of colors and fu.bdcs,
Service, repair & altemtion available.

Leavitt & Parris Inc.

free estimates, installation & delivery
883-4184 • 448 Payne Rd., Scarborough
We're in the NYNEX Yellow Pa

e8.

IJI/"l"'.lI~J.'TIJ 1~1"1_,.7.

SALE
I
PRICES START AT

$225.
SAVE $25 TO $1 00
OFF
REGULAR PRICES
~n

atock only)

tAC*V",CYCLE
333 Forest Ave., Portland, Maine 20

713-6906

SEA KAYAK OR CANOE
THE BEST OF MAINE
Saco River Outfitters
can help you make a fine canoeing or
seakayaking experience with:
• Rentals
• Personalized instruction clinics
• Customized trips

SACORtV£R
127 MARGINAL WAY, PORTLAND· 773'()910 • OPEN 7 DAYS

o University of Southern Maine
DEADLINE
for completing fall semester
admission applications

has been extended to

AUGUST

1

If you are interested in attending USM this September,
please contact:
Office of Admissions
University of Southern Maine
96 Falmouth Street, Portland, ME 04103

or call (207) 780-4970
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Casco Boy Weekly

personals
dating services
body & soul
roommates
apts/rent
houses/rent
offices/rent
real estate
studio/rent
theater arts
photography
leaming
music lessons

wanted
employment
biz services
bUSiness opps
stuff for sale
garage sale
boats
wheels
bulletin board
childcare
animals
lost & found

dating services
U.S. Asian Connection for free photo
brochure and details of the beautiful,
faithful, marriage-minded ladies from
overseas in our pen- pal club call
702-451-3070 and leave your mailing address.
Winner receives two free movie tickets compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema!

I

:,,

DISCOS ARE BORING, bars are no fun, So how do you meet that special
someone? Put an ad in the paper, she'll call It she's right, Meet somewhere
tor coffee, Have dinner some night. Seeking sexy WF with a beautiful face, 30
to 40, fit and trim ~very place. If you fit this description, let's give it a try, call
this attractive WM, He's a nice guy. 11' 5409.

,

t

Kyou have pla::ed an a::t in the Casco Bay w~ personals, your a::t is automatically entered in the
PERSONAL OF lHE WEEK oontest We are looking for ads that are creative witty and fun. Winners w~1

receive their tCkets in the mall

SWM, 23, VERY YOUNG and attrac- HAPPILY MARRIED, TALL, slender
tive, professional, financially secure, and attractive bi- couple seeks inathletic (skiing, tennis, biking ... ), yet timate adventure wilh slender, attracvery down-to-earth, open-minded tive male, female or couple age 20and considerate. I'm vulnerable to 30. No heavies or weirdos need
falling in love with a cute, fit, SWF answer. Cleanliness and discretion a
who enjoys outdoor sports! activities, must. CBW Box 721. 'U'5406.
dancing, music, movies, and fun
guys. Photo? CBW Box 722. ARE YOU A TALL, INTELLIGENT
fairly handsome, funny, wealthy:
'U'5407.
SlDWM, but wondering why you're
SWM, 5'11", 165lbs., 32, good look- lonely? Well, let's get togetherl I'm a
ing, successful, and humorous, who prelly, blond, 37 yr. old DWF profeslikes outdoors, beaches, sports, sional with a wish for some summer
travel, and nights out, seeks excep- fun on weekends. I love champagne,
tional SWF, 24-30, who is very prelly, boating, cooking, kids, travelling, and
slender, and likes to laugh, to share new experiences. Take a chance and
interests, develop others, and the fu- drop me a note. You won't be disture. CBW Box 720. '2l"5404.
sapointedl CBW Box 719. 'U'5403.

How to use Personal Call\l!l
Responding
to a Casco Bay Weekly Personal Call® ad
When you read a Casco Bay Weekly personal call that has a small
telephone symbol next to the box number, you'll know it's a
Personal Call~ ad. You can respond to that ad immediately by
calling 1-900-370-2041.
When the system answers, follow the easy instructions and enter the
box number of an ad that interests you. You'll hear that person's 90
second voice greeting. (even if the person has not yet recorded a
greeting, you can still leave your response.) If you'd like to meet,
you can leave your own private 90 second response. Be sure to
leave your telephone number and best times to call. Then you can
enter another box number and respond to the next ad that interests
you.

J

Using Personal CaJJ® to answer CBW personal ads is fast and fun .
Unlike other telephone services, With Personal Call®you don't have
to listen to one ad after another until you find someone you'd like
to meet. Instead, browse through the personals, circi ing the ads that
interest you. Then, at your convenience, call 1-900-370-2041 to meet
that special person!
The cost for using Personal Call® to respond to a CBW personal ad
is 95¢ a minute.

Placing
a Casco Bay Weekly Personal Call® ad

-

Personal Call® is a free service for Casco Bay Weekly personal
advertisers! When you place your Casco Bay Weekly personal ad,
you'll be given an easy to follow instruction sheet, your box number
and your own private security code number. Then you'll immediately be able to call a free number to record your 90 second greeting
message and to start getting your responses. Relax, be creative! Your
voice tells a lot about you. Change your message as often as you like.
We suggest that you leave your first name and ask the people
responding to leave their telephone numbers and best times for you
to call. Do not leave your last name, telephone number or address.
Having p~oblems? Please be sure that: 1. You are using a touch-tone
phone. 2. Your touch-tone phone is on "tone" not · pulse."
If you have any questions or feedback about Personal Call®, please
call the Casco Bay Weekly Qassified Department at 775-6601.

'

TIRED OF MEETING Insensitive, out
for the one thing only men in the
Bath- Brunswick area? If yes , then I
just might be your ticket to a lifetime
of love, romance, and compassion.
30, 5'3", very health oriented. I am
not in the navy, I'm new to the area. I
look forward to meeting you if you
are between 23 and 28, attractive,
111m, and ready for a committrnent to
a relationship full of dining out,
theatre, rides on my HD cycle, music
and movies, and patroniZing my
favorite outdoor tavern in the area.
'2l"54" .

NOTICE TO PERSONAL CALL®
ADVERTISERS

YOU
JUST RECEIVED
AN EXTENSION.
You have 90 seconds to record your messsage!

EVERY PERSONAL AD RECEIVES
A FREE PERSONAL CALL® NUMBER
SINGLE HAGS WITH Stringy hair
and warty noses seek chocolate
heiress or tampons magnate to be
our matron of the arts. We can't get
by on looks alone. See "ETC:
'H'5405.

Compatibles
"lhe Dating Service That Cares"
Remember when you were in
school? Everyone you 'knew
was single. So is everyone we
know.
That's how we've introduced
thousands of relationshiporiented singles. Through our
caring concern and personalized service, we can introduce
you. Call today.

883-1066
Portland

Proud Recipients of the
Gourmet Diner's Club of
America's Silver Spoon
Award two years running
Dinner seroed daily 5 - lOpm

Casco Computer
Education Center

Money bac/eguarantee

body & soul
ASTROLOGICAL
CONSULTATIONS. Gain insights into your inner self and the paths for self-healing
and change. For adults and ch ildren.
Call Jan Moody at 725-8226.
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen
Austen, M.A., L.M.T., Ucensed Massage Therapist. Alleviate chronic
backaches, headaches, neck and
shoulder stiffness, sciatica, stress,
improve flexibility, muscle tone, circulation, athletic performance. By
appointment, 865-0672.

DISCOS ARE BORING, bars are no
FREE MEDITATION LESSONSfun, So how do you meet a special
Learn to relax and feel the energy
someone? Put an ad in the paper,
flow I An easy way to relieve stress,
she'll call . if it's right, Meet somefeel better and smile more. Instrucwhere for coffee, Have dinner some
ted by a nurse who has meditated
night. Seeking sexy WF with a
over 12 years and loves it! By appt.
SM, 22, BLUE-JEAN TYPE, (but in a beautiful face, 30 to 40, fit and trim
Call Judy, evenings only (207)883class all my own) seeks SF, 20-25, every place. If you fit the description,
9023.
for committed relationship. I'm attrac- let's give it a try, call this attractive
POLARITY THERAPY & KRIPALU
tive, easYiloing, caring, devoted, . WM, He's a real nice guy. '2l"5409.
Bodywork: Achieve calm in the midand more than an ad could ever say!
No, I'm not conceited, but I like who I JENNIFER: SORRY YOU weren't dle of turmoil. 1st time discounts and
able to go for that 4th of July ride. series rates. On-site work for groups
am- and hope you will, too! Let's exHope you and Susan made it home or events. No pains, no headaches!
change letters and see if we could
safely.
Raincheck?
Lunch? Gerard DeLany, 766-2690.
be cornpatible- and end this
Bahamian vacation? Paris in the
drudgery of being single. Sorry- I'm a
POLARITY
THERAPYI
springtime? CBW Box 717. 'H'5412.
smoker- but you can overlook that
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE by cerright? See ya in the mail! CBW Bo~
SANDY- our love is the most beauti- tified polarity practitioner Kathleen of
718. '2l"5402.
ful thing I've known . I'm sorry I'm so Noonday Sun Center for Radiant
SWM, 6'4", 36 yrs. young , conrotten. I love you. I need you. Please Well ness and Vibrant Vitality. Member ARTA and ABMP. By app1. Old
sidered good looking. Monogamous,
take me back.-JOHN
Richardson Plaoe, Gorham, 839don't like the "bar scene," looking for
SWF- 36- I'll dance to any music or LIFE.
a soulmate to share life with. I like
the
seashore, dinner parties, ' no music at all,l don't drink or drug SUBSTANCE ABUSE, co-depenand I hate the mall. Just a hair under
cookouts, movies, concerts, plays,
dency, ACOA, dream work, men's
5'2, 1051bs. and eyes very blue.
boating, travelling, weekend getgroup. Call Dayowl Counseling, Ron
Would
I
dare
say
prettymost
days
aWllYS, good friends and quiet times
Houle, LCSW, 775-2233.
(and smart), But what matters to me
too. Looking for SlDWF, attractive,
really is what's in the heart. I live life THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE: Relax
25-35 yrs. young w/similar interests,
passionately and love to laugh, I tired, aching, stiff muscles while imsensitive, warm hearted, stable and
support Greenpeace and recycle my proving circulation and soothing ten. reliable w/a sense of humor. Inteltrash.1love swimming, canoeing and sion. Sliding scale. Call Pam
ligenoe, common sense, honesty
all of outdoors, everybodies children, Richards, A.B. M. P. Certified. 775and sincerity and a non-smoker a
and would welcome yours.My reality 6636.
must Kids O.K. If this looks like who
you are and what you want I'd like to
is rooted in divine inspiration I find in
hear from you. Drop me a line or two
music, dance and meditation.! am
Responding to
w/photo & phone, I will respond. I'm
honest, affectionate, intuitive and
a CBW Box #?
not looking for "Mrs. Perfect," just energetic.My creative propensities
"Mrs. Right: CNW Box 724.
lean to the poetic. Do you have a
'2l"5413.
warm spiri~ love the ocean & full
Casco Bay Weekly
moon? I have a heart full of
551 A Congress st.
WM, 40 YR. OLD Successful
Iyrics,can you help sing the tune? Do
Portland, ME, 04101
Pordand 'lJ'ea contractor, educated,
you believe in happiness and
good
looking ,
physically
fit,
CBWBoxxxx.
freedom of expression.Are you 34humorous, willy, enjoys all outdoors
45ish and prone to introspection?
and intimacy. Looking for profesAre you looking for friendship and
Do It Correspondence is
sional, attractive, educated, uninforwarded before
willing
to grow,with
intimate
hibited lady, 25-45. No dull colored
the publication of
relationship
the
ultimate
nest sitting seekers need apply.
the next issue.
goal?'2l"5410.
CBW Box 723. 'U'5408.

o

ECO-TOURISM:

TRAVEL

Gettmg an Edge Today to Succeed m the Future

REDEFINED
Portland's most
comprehensive
computer courses for
children and adults.
Enroll your child now
to explore the exciting
world of computers!
Instruction is provided by fully certified,
experienced professionals,

781-3395
USA ASSOCIATES FOR RHINO ARK PROJECT, KENYA

FOUR FUNDY ROAD, FALMOUTH ME 04105

RIC HARD' P.A RKS(8
INTERNATIONAL HOME FURNISHINGS

Making Comfort, Quality & Good Design
Affordable For Maine

0ummer Rose
0pecial ~~
12 Doses for

$15

. classic & contemporary furniture·
. garden furniture· carpets,
, lighting. wicker· antiques, children's fu rniture .
. office interiors· fine & decorative art . framing.

6peci811y Wrapped
10 - 14 inch

Free Delivery
to Westbrook
and Portland!

!'O!ieS

Your Complete Home FUrnishings Centers
HARMON'S

maior credit cards ' in-store financing • free parking

PORTLAND
288 Fore Street

774·1322

BANGOR
170 Park Street
942-6880

BARTON'S

584 Congress Street
117 Brown Street
Portland
Westbrook
774·5946 Free parking at bolh ioealions. 854·2518
All major credil cards accepted on phone orders.

ELLSWORTH
High Street

66/.36t5

RICHARD DREYF USS HOLLY HUNTER
DAN NY AIELLO LA uRA SAN GIACOMO
A\D GE NA ROWLANDS

(jood ~ood· (jood'Drinf(
(jood Company
• oU Port's 'Best Out/oor Cafe
• Lunch. & 'Dinner
• t])ai{y !J{appy !J{our, 4 to 7

• .L.9lTE 'J{j(jJfI t]) IiJ.£iJ.£'F/J(
Serving unti{ llpm
• 5llwara Winning Wine List

~o\trtn'y :l).;

Andrews: Loring a
lost cause
u.s. Representative Tom

• Continued on page 6

Call us for a listing of our own programs and those of Maine and
Massachusetts Audubon Society.
Call us also for the latest air fares, savings with all major Cruise
Lines, our free "Voyage magazine" and exclusive "\byage Hotsheet:

LADD TOURS and CRUISES, INC-

99 1/2 Congress Street, Portland • 772-3506

Directors of Regional
Waste Systems say the quasimunicipal garbage agency
can't live with Gorham's
demand that RWS limit its
proposed pile of demolition
debris to 50 feet. The Gorham
Planning Board has imposed
the limit on the dump th at
RWS is seeking to construct.
The waste agency wants to
build the 212-acre landfill at
Mosher's Comer on lower
Main Street to a height of 70
feet instead.
The RWS announcement
came as a surprise to plan. ning board members who
thought the height issue had
been settled a month ago
during a site walk of the area.
At the time, the planning
board decided that a 70-foot
high landfill would be too
noticeable to those dri ving
along Route 25_ RWS maintains the landfill would be
screened by the white pine
trees in the area.
The-height disagreement is
the only sticking point
remaining before final site
review approval, according
to planning board members.
The town council is scheduled to take up the landfill
height debate at its meeting
on July 15.

Andrews says it's time for
Maine to shift its focus from
trying to keep Loring Air
Force Base open to trying to
cope with the impact of
closing the Aroostook Courity
facility.
"It's important that people
have an understanding of
reality here," said Andrews,
after the federal base-closing

( ) ur cultural and wildlife Travel Programs
promote the principles of conservation and directly
support wildlife. Our tours are accompanied by
well-known naturalists.

Call for further information on fees and class schedules.

RWS trashes
landfill proposal

783-1500
Lewiston

Like
This!

will last at least through the
summer.
Portland police have
assigned three unarmed
police cadets to patrol
Deering Oaks Park through
the end of August, while
Westbrook police have
created a bicycle patrol of 10
armed officers to patrol areas
such as Westbrook Gardens
and Bradlees Plaza_
The cadets - who have no
powers to arrest - are
supposed to provide an
official-looking presence in
the park and act as the "eyes
and ears" of the police
department, according to
Deputy Chief John Brennan.
Portland police assigned
the bike-riding park rangers
to Deering Oaks after
residents of the Parkside
neighborhood complained to
police about public drunkenness, vagrancy and people
having sex in the park.
Westbrook's new bicycle
patrol, which runs from 10
a.m. to 2 a.m., will focus on
building checks, thefts from
automobiles, drinking in
public and loi tering in the
city's parks, according to
Westbrook police.

I

A LASSE HALLSTRoM FILM

I

(j~
2

\

Seafood f£mporium
- 1@w 'Bar &
,.
/° 1

.
'

LDWIR LIIIBY·151 MmllE IT· PORTlAND ME·n3·111B8-IJIEN 10 ·10

Outdoor Cafe -

Serving Lunch & Dinner 11:30am·Upm
Lounge Hours 11:30am·lam
425 Fore Street" Old Port, Portland" 772.7713
Credit Cards Accepted" Ample Parking" Formerly Blue Moon

5
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• Continued from page 5

Its this fresh.
.We know what you're thinking. Unless you
buy It off the dock or from a seafood place it can't
be fresh. Well, it's just not true.
'
Sizzler has fresh fish every day. As fresh as it
gets. And that includes all your favorites like Swordfish, Alaskan Halibut, Idaho Trout and Pacific Red
Snapper. Whatever's in season.
•
So come into Sizzler and
get a fresh meal. We wouldn't be
caught serving it any other way. (BUFFET COURT & GRill)

Sizzler

The New Buffet Court & Grill
So. Portland, No. Windham, Brunswick, Bangor
MaUle
MaU Rd.

Roosevelt
Trail

Cook'.
Comer

Ban or
MaU ~lvd.

commission put Loring on its
list of recommended targets.
"The chances that the
decision will be reversed are
extremely slim at best."
President Bush has until
July 15 to reject the entire
package of national recommen·dations, something he is
not expected to do.
Andrews, a longtime
proponent of converting
military facilities to peaceful
uses, has written to Bush
seeking economic assistance
in meeting the anticipated
loss of 10,000 jobs and $755
million in revenue to northern Maine. The Democrat's
decision to break with the
rest of the Maine delegation
and cease seeking to keep the
base open prompted an
angry reaction from Republican Representative Olympia
Snow and her husband,
Governor John R. McKernan
Jr. "I know he wouldn't (give
up) if it was a base in his
district," said Snowe.

Dingell buries BIW
Senate Majority Leader
George Mitchell has leapt to
the defense of Bath Iron
Works following renewed
complaints of waste and
fraud by a fellow congressional Democrat.
Representative John
Dingell of Michigan released
a report charging that BIW
has overcharged the Navy by
$3.2 million in connection
with the construction of the
destroyer Arleigh Burke. The
$864 million Aegis destroyer
was commissioned last week
in Virginia, and Mitchell
charged thilt Dingell's
complaints were deliberately
timed to discredit BIW on the
eve of the celebration.
The timing, said Mitchell,
was "unfortunate and
premature."
BIW President Duane
Fi tzgerald denounced the
Dingell report as a "gross
exaggeration." The document
blames poor management by
the Navy for the cost over-

runs.

Fine day at Jay mill

The Big Deal
Free 2nd set of prints pJus
Free film every day of the week!
Pictures bring it home.
Two COllvf1I;elll {ocal;oll.' :

30 Citr C"" ter. ?tm{",,,1 • 7T.! ·T.! 9/j
71 US ROlli" I. Smrhom llgh • li1U·73M

International Paper has
copped a plea to avoid a trial
over pollution from its mill in
Jay, but the $2.2 million fine
is still Maine's biggest ever
for environmental wrongdoing.
U.S. District Judge Gene
Carter accepted the plea in
connection with allegations
that IP knowingly burned
hazardous solvents without a
permit and submitted false '
reports to environmental
regulators. U.s. Attorney
Richard Cohen said his fivecount felony indictment of
the company was "separate
and distinct" from the
pollution allegations generated during the 16-month

strike at the mill, which IP
successfully broke in 1988.
Paul Keogh, deputy
regional administrator of the
federal Environmental
Protection Agency, said the
EPA had considered filing
charges against individual IP
managers, but determined
that such an approach would
only implicate relatively lowlevel com pan y officials.
"I'm pleased they were
brought to court and that
they had to admit to lying,"
said Roland Sampson, a local
board member of the union
tha t organized the failed
strike. '11's a very arrogant
company.... They feel they're
so big they can't be touched,
and today they got touched a
bit."

TAROT READINGS- give your inner The art of being yourself. The art of
IrUth a voice. Readings by appoint- being
creative.
Mark
Nakellment. Gift certificates available. Call Psychotherapist, 773-4413.
Jeanne .. .799-8648.

SEFERLIS & TROTTIER

Molly Hoadley, M.A.I@'

Counseling & Hypnotherapy for
Children, Adolescents, Adults

Drama
Theraplat

CREATING LIFE CHANGES

Lisa SgamboU, M.A.

Evening & Weekend

Expre •• ive

Hours· Sliding Scale
222 st. John St. ptld, 871-8134

.."
....
-.;-

879 - 1959

Theraplot

IlAI NATIONAl. BOARD Cf' cs:mFEO COUMlEla:8

Forbes Magazine has
apparently lost its bid to
ward off a trial in Portland's
federal court over a 1989
article about the Biddefordbased Shape, Inc.
The magaZine compared
the financial practices of the
recording tape manufacturer,
which is under bankruptcy
protection, to a "Ponzi
scheme" - a reference to
noted pre-Depression
swindler Charles Ponzio
Shape's founders, Anthony
and Paul Gelardi, sued for
libel. Last week, U.s. District
Judge W. Arthur Garrity
refused to throw out the
lawsuit.
Garrity rejected the Forbes
argument tha t the Gelardi s
turned themselves into
'1imited public figures" when
they made their bankruptcy
filing, thus giving Forbes
more leeway in writing
potentially false articles about
them. The judge ruled that
the brothers are private
figures who never sought
publicity and thus are
entitled to full protection
against libelous coverage.

Trouble Setting Career Goals?
Put your education, experience, values and interests to work.

Find the career for you.
Career Counseling
Patty Williams, M.A.

Taoist Healing Exercises
Saturday July 13

Learn how to drive I. catl any heavy
objeCt51 or silat a desk for hours and still
restate the flo.., ot energy in your spine.

9-noon

()

WORKSHOP: SIS, July 20-21, 9>30-1pm
150 Sl John St Expressive Therapy Center
For Informacion &: Registration call
88H!250 ENROu.MENT UMITED

c

Seminar taught by
Larry Landau
10 Exchange St
799-4449
Sune 202
985-6621

BALANCING YOUR BODY
with Pat ricin Voyer

roommates

INTOWN COUNSELING

CENTER

3rd ADULT ROOMMATE wanted.
Woodfords area home. Large deck,
very clean. energy conservative person wanted, light smoker and cat
OK. $285 + t/3 utilities, call Kitty,
879-0725.

Addictions • ACOA Issues
Co-Dependency • Individuals
Groul1s • Cou l1les

Lucy C. Chudzik, LSAC

BACK COVE IS 2 112 BLOCKS from
this Woodfords area apartment. Nonsmoking 3O-ish woman wanted to
share with two other women. Quiet
lifestyle. $225/mo. + 113 utilities. 7747058.

Ucaued Substance Abuse Cow18clor

761-9096
477 Congress St., Sulce 410
Portland, ME 04101

NON-SMOKING FEMALE roommate
needed for short-term weekly arrangement Fully furnished apt. in safe
Western Prom area References required. $75/week. Call 772-1402.

GF and SF seek another F to share
great Backcove apt. Late 20's, energetic, prefer non-smoker, no drugs
pleasel $200 plus 113 utils. Parking,
laundry. Call 773-3764.

PORTLAND
• Sports Injuries
• Neck, Back & Joint Pain

HOUSE TO SHARE, North deeringLg. Colonial needs 1 prof. MlF 25+ to
join 2 Fll M. 10 rooms, off-street
parking, 2 baths, WID. disposal, Ig.
yard, more. $265+. 797-416518782312.

• Emergency Care Available

Dr. Cheryl Fitch-Sohn

774-9666

HOUSEMATE WANTED: Sunny,
spacious Woodford's Corner apt
near USM. Also with off-street parking, washer, and outdoor porch.
$155/mo. + utilities and sec. dep.
Call Bill or Steve, 871-7028.

Portland Yoga Studio

'" Con.t.

Coillkrl _ .

797-5684

Yoga Teacher

fy~S"'mShi'~7;;" "~"~,
j

Acupressure

II

GetItM, ...raziNg. he"M.g
A. e,,~ of t1eej> " .."'''''''

{i

Ii

M NEEDS RooMMATE- Respon·
sible, mature, NIS, MlF, for small,
sunny, unfurn. BR in renovated 5 BR
apt.. Deering Oaks area. $275/mo.,
heat incl. + 112 util. 874-2941.

MlF WANTED TO SHARE South
Portland home. Ouiet lifestyle. No
~ pets. Non-smoker. Laundry. $300,
~ utilities included, plus phone. Avail"
able now. 799-0258.

Ann Foster Tabbutt

~\,
799-9258/766-5120 AO
l:'i::7.#,:X;;;;:':.X:;:;~j.:.'»::-)";j;:.?{,:.»;;.m,:.:;:':::MW.:-»':~vr,W,,,,,i$s'

MATURE, REUABLE, NIS, to share
huge Portland apartment, with one
adult, one child. Own livingroom,
own bedroom, $250 includes all.
871-1399.

Anew Rolfer
for the
Portland area

ROOMMATE TO SHARE HOUSE in
Cape Elizabeth with a quiet lifestyle,
responsible, and will appreciate this
house as their home. Got furniture,
we can talk. Available Sept. 1. $375
plus 1/2 utilities. Call 767-7023.

Thomas
Myers
883-2756
®

• Member Rolf I

15 years
expenence

•

SEEKING
NlS
RESPONSIBLE '
female 30-40, to look for and share
large 2 bedroom apt I have cats and
a lot of furniture. Prefer someone
with quiet lifestyle, with no pets of
her own, who is open-minded about
spiritualityl metaphysical interests.
874~997.

Strouclwater
neig hborhood.
Housemate, nls female wanted.
Whole upsiairs. All amenities includ·
ing wId, kitlbath. storage, parking, 2
miles to downtown. Great private
yard abutts Audubon Sanctuary.
$350 + 1/2 uti!. 773-8618.
PENI1IOUSE Wl1lI ROOFDECK·
two baths, pool, laundry on-site,
dishwasher, security, parking.
$600/includes all utilities.
773-5382 or 828-2000, ask for
August.

PROFESSIONAL AND RESPONSIBLE GM seeks person to share a
spacious, contemporary cape in
Scarborough. Near beaches. Quiet
neighborhood. $350 +112 utilities.
Call 883~454 .
PROFESSIONAL FEMALE & 2 great
indoor felines need a place to live
Aug. 1. We're quiet, don't smoke and
would like a place to livel roommate
situation. Would prefer intown
Portland with lots of sun for napping.
$250· $300. Call eves. 874-0280.

apts/rent
PARKSIDE VICTORIAN, 4 large
rooms & bath, wood floors, plaster
walls, bay windows. Quiet, friendly.
owner occupied, pet welcomed.
$435 heated, Aug. 1st, sec. dep.,
lease. 774-3499.

RESPONSIBLE MlF ROOMMATE
wanted to share with two males.
$166/mo. + t/2 utilities. Nice view on
Tyng St. Call Scott 871-0126 bet·
. ween 12-3p.m. daily.
RESPONSIBLE.
Non-smoking
roommate wanted to share beautiful
new home with prof. GM. 3 acres
private setting, WID, heat! cable in·
cluded . 20 min. to downtowr
Portland. Please be clean. $335Imo.
892-1056.

UNIQUE MODERN ONE Bedroom
with loft townhouse. Parking, WID,
$500. 781-4740.

ROOMMATE WANTED, MlF, share
two BR apt. Hardwood floor, non·
smoker, WID , Fireplacel wood stove,
no pets. Newly renovated, $325/mo.
HeaV electric included. Walk to
MMCI USM. 874-2448 .

LARGE, CLEAN 3 BR, full basement, enclosed porch, WID hoolwp,
no pets. $675/mo. Days: 878-2917.
evesJweekends: 772-4139.
FOR RENT: SOUTH PORTLAND.
Sunny. clean 2 bedroom apt. On busline, wall to wall carpet, laundry, park·
ing. Cheap to heat. $495/mo.
+utilities. Sorry, no pets. 799-9265.
HANOVER ST. CONTEMPORARY 2
Bdrm with loft in great building. Spacious kitchen and living room, views
of Back Cove, parking and laundry
facilities. $75OImo., heat and hot
water included. 774-6363.
WEST END- INTOWN- OLD PORTOuter Portland, we have an apartment for youl From studios to 3 BRs.
Some offering heat, hot water, parking, exposed beams and brick,
cathedral ceilings, WID hookup, big
yards, sunny open layouts, fireplaces
and more! Rent beginning as low as
$300. Section 8 welcome at most
properties. For more details, call
SPECTRUM, INC. moms. at 7970223

Responding to a
CBW Box #?

lJ Do It
L Ike
551 A COllgT<Of St.
Portlond. ME. 04101
Th is!

Cuco B.ay Weekly
C8W Boz

xxx

Park Grant

THIRD FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted. Large bedroom· located near
hospital. Must be neat and easygoing. 20's preferred. $220 + 113
utilities. Call 761~037 .

On The Park
Lovely Views of Portland's Premier Park

One Month FREE RENT
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

TWO FEMALES 30+ seek same to
share very affordable spacious
apartment in West End. Great
apartment with backyard, washer
and dryer. No pets. Available now.
$185+. Call 775-0626.
WHO COULD ASK FOR MORE? 3
extremist absurdists seeking a
fourth. Way cheap rent in our homey
laughing house. 772-8529.

YARMOUTH HOUSE SHARE Avail.
E.
PROM
AREA.
Female 811 in large home on Cousins River,
desperately seeking fun & sharing . dead~nd road. Big yard. $325/mo.
roommate to share nice 2 bedroom. includes utilities. Responsible person
Large bdrm. avail. wi 2 closets. park- or parent and child. Please call 846ing and small yard . $237.50 includeS 6194.
heat. Call 775-3405.

CHmOPRACfIC
CENTER
of

weird news

774-8780

UNDERSTAND How You
DAMAGE YOUR BODY AND
CORRECT tr.

FIVE ANIMAL FROLICS

Reported by Eric Hannelius,
Donald Maurice Kreis and
the Asscciated Press.

.. No more fresh fruit for
the inmates at the
Cumberland County Jail,
officials at the Portland
lockup have declared. The
problem isn't with cost, or
even with the threat of black
widow spiders that has
removed California grapes
from the shelves in Maine
supermarkets.
Jail officials say the
inmates have been sneaking
the fruit back to their cells
and making wine with it.
Fruit rations now consist of
canned goods, which apparently cannot ferment.

NEAT MlF WANTED to share sunny
owner- occupied 4 bedroom apartment with 3 professional easy-going,
fun. active, outdoor types (lFI2Ml.
Woodfords area, quiet, off-street
perking, yard and WID. $210/rroo.
plus 1/4 utilities. Avail. Aug. 1st. 7752563.

OCEANFRONT APT. TO SHARE in
South Freeport. MlF professional
preferred. Ocean, woods, fields, 20
min. to Portland. $3501mo. includes
all utilities. Avail 811. 865-0570.

Take charge of your life.

Big-city mag in
local trouble

apts/rent

roommates

body & soul

2S

Heat Included
Off Street Parking
On site Management
24 Hour Maintenance
Trash Removal, Laundry Facilities

From $375
Call 775-7643
MANAGED BY COASTAL MANAGEMENT COMPANY

line ad coupon

CHECK YOUR
CATEGORY
i?JpersonalS
5lI FREE Personal
call®
o dating services
o body & soul
o roommates
o apts/rent
o houses/rent
o offices/rent
o real estate
o studio/rent
o visual arts
o photography
o learning
o music lessons
o wanted
o employment
o biz services
o business opps
o boats
o stuff for sale
o wheels
o bulletin board
o childcare
o animals
o lost &found

RATES
All charges are per week.
Up to 30 words
31 to 45 words
46 to 60 words
Each additional
word after 60

$ 9.00
11.00
15.00

Name
Address

.15

DEADLINES

Line Ads: Monday at 6 pm.
Display Ads: Friday at 5 pm.

Telephone

- - - - - - - -- - -

THE FINE PRINT

Cost per

week~

_ _ _

CBW will not print ads that: seek to buy or sell
# of weeks
sexual services, have purely sexual content, or use
to run'----full names, street adresses,or phone numbers in
the personal section. Personal advertisers must
CBWbox
$5/wk_ _provide a P.O. Box # or use the CBW box service.
Casco Bay Weekly shall not be liable for any
typographical errors, omissions, or changes in the Total Due $~_ __
ad which do not affect the value or the content of
the ad or substantially change the meaning.
Classified ads are non-refundable. Credit will be
issued when a viable error has been determined.

PHONE IT IN
207 -775-6601
Using Visa or
Mastercard.

MAIUWALK IT IN
Casco Bay Weekly
551 A Congress Street
Portland, ~E 04101

FAX IT- IN
207-775-1615
Ask about our
Fax free thursdays.

_

July 11,1991
26

27

Glsro Bay Weekly

houses/rent
3 BEDROOM, 1 1/2 BATHS, custom
built. energy efficient home on 10
acres. Large deck, 2 car garage,
laundry room, sauna. Western
Maine, near Sunday River, call
evenings, 392-1614.
GRAD STUDENTI YOUNG Professional wanted to share oozy, spacious 3 bedroom! two story house
Cooperative
near law school.
household. $270-$2901mo. Most
pets OK. Available mid-Aug. Call
Kathy Schwartz, (914)255-4488.

offices/rent
Furnished Office with secretarial and
bookkeeping services available. Approximately 400 sq. It Also available
800 sq. ft unfurnished office. Parking available. Monument Square
area. Call n2-6527.

real estate
BY OWNER- Westbrook, 3 unit,
seperate utilities. Quiet street, good
inoome. Owner must sell. $123,000.
781-2888.

real estate
We're the Che,apest:
$169 for 180 Months
with $1,500 down (1992)
70' X 14', 3 bedrm,
$14,995, Apr 12,75,
Display homes from
Fleetwood, Henderson,
Mansion, Norris,
Daily 8-8, Sunday 10-5,

Four Bedroom,

(60' x 28') Furnished
$39,000, Fireplace, Oil
gun furnace, whirlpool,
dishwasher, paddle fan,
patio door, skylights,
Doubles from Fleetwood
and Mansion,
Daily 8-8, Sunday 10-5.

LUV HOMES At 26 OXFORD

POTTERY STUDIO- space available
to share, $1751mo. includes all
utilities and many extras. Call Nancy
at 797-3468.

PEAKS ISLAND - Small architecrs
year-round home facing Casco Bay
with sandy beach across street
Great deck, great views. The perfect
retreat or inspiration for the artistic
temperment $124,500. Call Howard
U. Heller at Port Island Realty, n57253.

STUDIOS: Artists only building, all
inclusive, tin ceilings , artist sinks,
high energy environment. Darkrooms
to suites with views. $75 to $200 a
month. 799-4759 or 799-7890 ask
about our summer specials.

Buy direct from
"Factory Owners"

and

"YOU" save
MONEY
on Colony, Keystone,
Laurel Hill. 80' X 14' 3
bedrm . Colony $19,995,
also see 70' X 14' 3 bedrm.
for $14,995, or $1,500
down, 180 at $169, Apr
12,75, or double wide 3
bedrm., 2 bath $22,995.

***

FAIRLANE MOBILE
HOMES, DAILY 11-6
(CLOSED WED.) SUNDAY
1-5. RT. 93, EXIT 20, RT. 3
TILTON, NH.

***

FAIRLANE/HONEYMOON
MOBILE HOMES, DAILY
10-6, SUN. 12-5, (CLOSED
WED ) RT 18
.

.,

4 MILES NORTH OF
LIlTLETON, NH

******

L-_....::..:~-'-'-'---'--'---'--'-'-'-_--'

21,000,
1982

80' x 14' 3 bedroom, 2
bath with vinyl Siding
and shingled roof or
$2,100 down $230 for
180 months Apr 12/25%
Daily 8-8, Sunday 10-5.
LUV HOMES Rt 26 OXFORD

,

LUV HOMES Rt 26 OXFORD

FREEPORT - One floor condo
living ... 2 bedrooms, open spacious
rooms. CompleUy applianced. Condo
fee only $44. $n,OOO, FHA-MSHA
finance available. Diane O'Reilly Harden Reality. 799-1501 - pager
758-5630.
HOMES FOR SALE BY Government
Agencies- One dollar (you repair), or
$1,600 (move in). Call 1-805-5646500, Ext. HA3611 for immediate
response.

biz services

employment

studio/rent

STUDIO- 317 Cumberland Avenue.
Join other artist! craft people in building. From 400-1200 sq.ft. Light and
heat included. Parking available . No
lease required, call n2-6527.

visual arts
MOVING! STUDIO SALE: Paintings
and drawings by Terry McKelvey.
Works on paper and canvas. Sunday, July 14, 10-4, or by appointment. 47 Revere Street, Portland,
near Woodford's. 761-0562.

photography
PHOTOGRAPHER..
Celebrations,
healing portraits, Weddings, families,
freinds, children, births, dance,
theatrical, gardens, homes, yachts;
dark room and camera instruction,
fUm processing, contacts and fine
printing. Friendly, honest, Charles
Melcher 775-630 1.

learning
LEARN A LANGUAGE during the
summer. Spanish, all levels. Beginning Japanese. Flexible hours,
reasonable rates. Looking for interested students. Experienced tutor .
has lived abroad. Those interested
please call 865-3186.
New YOUNG AT ART location : 112
High Street. Clay Sculpture for kids
ages 5-12. Learn modeling and 3-D
ooncepts via fun topics. Fril Sat!
MorV 10-11:30 am. 4 weeks, $40.00

NEED AJOB FAST?
by Lynda Barry

(!) LY....,.O

,~~\1. ELVe1. !"

,,\tu''< III

ARE GoNE'. GONE
PORTLI>.NO THEY DRo'i€ AWAY AT
6AM . Ii WAS Mf. w~o MAOf. THEM COFffF:.
ME Wl-\O SNV(.K our AT 5:00 ro RVN DowN
11-1£ EM?TY STREETS To BILL'S so I COUL.D
51\'( GOODS '(E AN D I TV!l.N AROUND ANt>
UNCLE JOI-\N AND BILL
BACK To

SEE MAP.L~$ BEH\NO_ME 'CATCI-IING IJP.

Charge your Classified adS(~"i!J
. ~
by phone
~/SA

I STARTED CR.YING THEN BILL STARTE D
CR.'(n.JG, GOD I LIKE BILL . "yov TWO
\<NOCK IT OFF." SAYS VNC LE J'OH NAND

MARt';JS SAYS "'YOU 'Re COM I NG
RIGHT

SI-IE SA'fS, "YO\J'R~

COMING BACK AT
CKRISTMAS, RIGHT?" AN 0 VNCL.E JOI-\N
SA,(S" SEi ,(OU CAN'T LIfT 1\-11S soX."
"BET I CAN 100" SHE SA'I'S,AND we
t-\eL!' T\'\~M rlNIS\-\ LOAPING, THAT
WAS SEVEN l-\ou~ NOO . I WONDE R.
W\\ERE n\E'{ ARE BY NOW· HE TOOK'VS
To DR,I\lE -INS, HE TOoK US FISH lNG, /-IE
TAliGHT MAR\.':\S \-lOW TO 00 TItE BACKflOAT.

IN THE MOYIES B't' "n\E END'; peopl.E'
ARe Sv !,po5et) TO uNPeRSTAND e .... c.H
Onl,EIt.Tl-\Ai$ W\,\Y \ ll-\INK THE MOVIE
OF UNCl.E JOHN ANO MY 6RANDMA MIISr
ONI.'J 'DE Ai INTERMISSION, So n;ERE
IS STILL l-\O\>~ OF A HAP!'Y ENOIN } IT
JU5T WON 'T BE TOOA'!'. i-IELLO TO VNCLE
JOHN AND BIL\.. WH~RE eveR. ~ou ARE.
IF '(ou'RE READING THIS RIGHT ON
Love FROM MA'<SONNE AND MAR.L.~S.
WE MISS Yov SO BAD.

REFRESH YOUR FRENCH! Conversation classes offered by native
speaker, college teacher. $251 hour.
Call 783-8091.

SUMMER MUSIC
WORKSHOP
Become a musician, not just
another guitar player. Weekly
group classes will focus on guitar
improvisation, rhythm section
playing, ear training, songwriting,
transcription, and other subjects
upon request. Reading music not
necessaty, but is helpful. All
instruments welcome. For more
info cafl

JEFF WEINBERGER, 772-0208

music lessons

wanted
WANTED TO BUY

ORIENTAL
RUGS
Top cash paid for
your old oriental
rugs regardless of
size or condition.

1-800-258-9675

Asymtomatic person with AIDS looking for odd jobs, lawn & garden,
planting & care, interior & exterior,
wall
repair,
minor
painting,
renovations. -$$ negotiable. 7612582.
•
College Student with truck available
to do odd jobs and moving. Very
handy and can fix most anything.
Experienced mover who will move
you for less. n4-2159 anytime.
G & B CLEANING COMPANY- offers
first time FREE cleaning! We can
oontracl offices, homes and oommercial properties. References, insured, FREE ESTIMATESI n25173, leave message.

GET HIRED the easy way ! Learn
how to get employers to call, and
give you the job you want. Results
guaranteed. Free recorded information.207-n4-3476.

REDUCE - REUSE - RECYCLECall USM Recycles and find out
more. Casco Bay Weeklv is usina
our serviC9 and we can work for you,
personally or professionally. Call
Todaylll Recycling Hotline 780-4998.
ROOFING, DECKS, STEPS, Kitchen
and bath remodeling . Quality work,
references, insured, free estimates.
797-7699.

INC.

Mastic

M

874-2233

employment
AD
MANAGER: University of
Southern Maine newspaper FREE
PRESS seeks ad manager. Great
selfopportunity
for creative,
motivated, organized individual. Must
be committed, deadline oriented, and
excited about media. Salary plus
oommission. Flexible hours. Experience preferred, but willing to train
right
person.
Contact
Mishe
Pietkiewicz, 780-4089.

KUWAIT,
SAUDI
WORKERS
NEEDED . $35.00 & up per hour. Tax
free. Both skilled and unskilled. For
info. call 615-n9-5505, ext. K-119.

MR. STORK BY-PASSED US. If
your'e planning for your baby's future, adoption is a loving alternative.
Please call oollect: Allan and Jeanne,
802-235-2312. (In oompliance with
'i1e 22, Chapter 1153.)

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT pay!
Over
400
companies
need
homeworkersl distributors NOW! Call
for amazing recorded message. Get
PAID FROM HOME ! 207-773-5523.

PART TIME WORKERS Wanted to
watch TV at home for pay. You must
report on each show. Simple form.
Call 'I-800-486-7745, Ext OS.
PART TIME WORKERS wanted to
address envelopes at home. You
must have a typewriter or good
handwriting. Call 1-800-899-0297,
Ext. 11 .

MALE COLLEGE STUDENTS to age
27, make some spending money.
Single white male wants rub down
twice a month at my apt. or I can
travel. Discreet + confidential only,
send best way to contact, Portland to
Portsmouth, write CBW Box 716.
MANAGERS NEEDED- Immediate
positions available. Excellent inoome. Earn $200- $400 weekly.
Training towards management. FulV
part-time positions; no experience
necessary- complete training. Call
854-3305.
NEED A JOB FAST? Receptionist!
Secretary, Bookkeeper, Acoounts
clerk, Warehouse laborer, Construction, Trades, DelivEiry Drivers, Hotel,
Restaurants. Up to $400- $600
weekly. 1-800-258-9675.
UNLIMITED EARNINGS potential. _
Get paid for something you and
others already do. Amazing reoorded
message reveals details. 603-4255259.

BUIding ideas that last.

Member

...1,,,

~~
C S G
LAS E R
CARTRIDGE
RECYCLING

$5

4~~R

commercial

consulting
Multi-user database
systems that work

biz services

$200-$500
WEEKLY! Assemble
products at home. Easy! No selling.
You're paid direct. Fully guaranteed.
FREE 24 Hour recording . 801-379L...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.-I 2900 Copyright' MEI14DH.

BE ON T.V. many needed for oommercials. Now hiring all ages. For
casting info call 615-n9-7111 Ext. T1265.
GET PAID FOR READING books at
home. You pick books. Up to $100
Each No Limit Call 702-471-1033,
Ext 77.
KUWAIT,
SAUDI
WORKERS
NEEDED. $35 & up per hour. Tax
free. Both skilled and unskilled. For
more info. call 615-n9-5505, ext. K1813.

wanted

employment

If you 've ever cleaned up for
the cleaning person ... or worse
cleaned up after them ...
You need me in your life,

residential

HEFTY GRADUATE STUDENTS
(brothers) with truck ready to take on
nasty summer projects. Call for free
estimate. 874-0159.

learning

and other life support servICes

772-8784

Available Immediately
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COMPULSIVE/CLEANING

Katherine Clark

$400·$600 WEEKLY

ACCOUNTING, CPA QUALITY work
without high CPA bills, twelve years
Fortune 500 experience, computer or
manual, NR, AlP, PIR, TIB, financial
statements, bank reconciliations,
backlog troubleshooting , can reoon die anything. 774-9340.

or 5 weeks, $55.00. Call Judy Faust,
879-0922. Also, YOUNG ADULT
DRAWING, ages 10-15. Improve
skills with fantasy, nature·, landscape
studies. $10.00 per class. Call Judi
O'Donnell, 781-4291. Classes start
July 121
PERSONS TO WORK WITH and
care for children with disabilities and
provide care relief for families. Training leading to certification as a
Respite Care Provider is free and
work time is flexible. Program is
sponsored by American Red Cross
and the Bureau of Children with
Special Needs. To apply for Portland
area training call 874-1192. Evening
classes begin August 20.
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NOT EASY l-\A\lING AN VNCL.E
A QVEER , MAIN!.'!' BECAVSE of OTHeR
peoPLE _ 'BUT C.AN 'YOV He LP WHO YOV
FAl.L IN LOVE WITH? THEY WERE
LOADING T\-IE CAR. WIi~N WE GOT
THERE AND WHEN I SAW UNCLE JOHN

Receptionist-Secretary
Bookkeeper'Accounts Clerk
Warehouse-Laborer
Construction Trades
Hotel-Restaurant
Delivery Drivers

NASTY~NE A T

CARTRIDGE

100% GUARANTEE
FREE PICK-UP

&DEUVERY

using ProgressGl rdbms on
dos/ unix/vax 774-3465

stuff for sale
BOYS HUFFY TOURING BIKE, 26·,
1O-speed , won- never used! $115.
Call 772-6527 to see itl
CHERRY BEDFRAME, headboardqueensize, superb oondition: $450.
Queen and split queen foundations :
$40 each. 799-4026.
DOWN EAST
HOME
CooK'N
recipes from the coast of Maine on
IBMlDOS disks. Complete with
program that makes meal plans and
sums ingredients to grocery list.
$19.95. Demo, $3.75. Recipes on
Disks(b"n), P.O. Box 124, Augusta,
Maine 04332.
LAPTOP COMPUTER, ZENITH. 2
years old. 10 megabyte internal hard
drive & 3.5· floppy. Large, bright,
backlit screen . Battery & NC . Carrying case, software. Excellent condition. $1,500 or best offer. 774-1230.
PIANO: JACOB BROS., old but
repairable . Sound board is in good
shape, some keys and veneer need
fixin'. FREE to a good home. Save it
from the dump! Call 797-4574. Offer
ends July 31 .
PIANO: YAMAHA U3 ebony upright,
very litde use. An excellent-sounding
piano, like new at a sacrifice price:
$4000.00. 799-8711.
RECORDS- TAPES- COMPACT discs, new and used, bought, sold and
traded. Gillmor's Garage, downtown
Cornish. Open Daily 10-5. 625-4195.
TOP QUALITY HORSE HAY for sale
by the ton or by the bale. Call 207282-0382 and leave a message for
Peary.

Ad game
Who needs a zoo when you have:
1) a movie
2) a car
3) a faster car
4) some gas
5) your broker
6) SOfT!e insurance
7) a beer
8) some vodka
9) · some scotch
10) a letter
11) the airport
12) a paperback
13) a tractor
14) some shoe polish
15) a cigarette
16) a bank
17) some cereal
18) a record
19) a magazine
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See if you can match them up.

Can you solve the Real Puzzle? There is a
$20 gift certificate from Alberta's for the first
prize winner. The second prize winner
receives two free passes to the Movies on
Exchange Street. Winners will receive their
prizes in the mail. Drawings are done at
random. Contestants are ineligible to win
more than one prize in a four-week span.
Only one entry is aJlowed per person per
week.

All entries for this week's puzzle must be
received by Wed., July 17. The solution to
this week's puzzle will appear in the July 25
issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Send your best
guess to:
Real Puzzle #79

Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St.
Portland, Maine 04101

UNITED AIRLINES TICKET, oneway from Portland to Chicago to San
Francisco to Eugene. July 24th.
$200 or best offer. Call 729-8152.

wheels
1990 CHEVY ASTRO VAN CL, ext
all-wheel drive, ABS, V6 , perfect inout, loaded with options. 17K miles,
$14,800. Call 865-0570.
DRUGLORD TRUCKSI $100; '84
Bronco, $50; '89 Blazer, $150; '75
Jeep CJ, $50. Siezed Vans, 4x4's,
Boats. Choose from thousands starting $25. FREE 24 Hour Recording
Reveals Details. 80 1-379-2930. U.S.
Copyright
#
MEI14KC.
U.S.HOTLINE Copyright.

MOVE YOUR WHEELS
in Casco Bay Weekly.

20 words for $20

Solution to Real Puzzle # 77
(Flying start)

This week, Portland's
Ann Marie Kane and a
friend will dine at
Alberta's. Yarmouth's
Joseph D. Sukaskas and a
friend will take in a movie
on Exchange Street.

(Don Rubin's book,
BRAINSTORMS, was
recently published by
Harper and Row.)

Like your car , ••

"It runs 'till it sells."

EMPLOYERS
NEED

... You must renew ad by
Monday 6 p.m. or ad expires.

Thompson Antiques & FIne Arts
Bought & Sold

Saturdays and Sundays 10-5

Chuck Thompson
20 Danrorth SL
Ponland, ME 041 OJ

Shop: n3-1948
Home 282-11957

Reapondlng to a Casco Bay Weekly personal ad hall never been easier...
Personal C8/~ 0Iall-9OO-370-2041 99¢1min.

bulletin board
$3000 UNSECURED SIGNATURE
LOANS. No credit check, bad credit
no problem. Must have verifiable inoome. Any purpose. 303-695-0315,
303-694-0327.
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
SUMMER? Hitch a ride on a oommercial jet anytime for only $160 with
AIRHITCH~I
For details call:
AIRHITCH~ (212) 884-2000.

childcare
CASCO
BAY
MONTESSORI
SCHOOL Programs available: Summer Morning Arts, 9-12 noon; drop-in
care available. Children ages 3-6.
September Pre-school and after
care, flexible scheduling. Stop by at
440 Ocean St., South Portland, or
call 799-2400 for more information.

lost & found
LOST IN THE VICINITY OF Longfellow Square, an envelope oontaining
$170 cash, large bills. Necessary for
elderly gendeman's rent and food.
Please call 774-0713, ask for Don
Beak.

WE MAKE NEWS MAnER

,
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Maine's ~ Authentic
Oyster Bar

is open!

Undoubtedly Portland's
finest pizza and steak sandwiches.
Featuring
Twin Lobster
Dinner

$9.95

O!l&teJ1
Mixing Good People, Good Food and
Good Drinks for 13 Years

Open 7 days
Offering a new
menu for
lunch & dinner.
Free parking.
Take Out Available.

Our Full Menu served from llAM to Midnight
Best Steamers in Town

Enjoy a view of the Marina from
the relaxing atmosphere Qf Q'_.$__....

VISA. MASTERCARD· AMERICAN EXPRESS

5 Portland Pier

(J

772-4828
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Every day, Casco Bay Lines can take you to
beautiful island scenery, cool ocean breezes,
sun, and sea-away from all your mainland
cares. Escape to Casco Bay this summer.

TIme
Bailey Island 5 hrs.
Crui.e
45 min.

> 7.50

$6.00

$4.00 ~

Mail Bo.t

2 hrs.

10 AM &; 2 PM

$ 8.50

Sun.e'
)tun

2 hrs.
30 min•.

5:30 PM

S 8.50 $ 7.50

>4.00

Diamond
fass
'
Moonlight

1 hr.
45mins.

9 AM. 11 AM. 1: IS I'M.
3;15 PM; Wed.:9AM.
Noon.3PM
9:15 PM

$ 7.50

$ 6.S0

$3.50

$ 7.50 $ 650

$3.50

~
,......

1 hr.

I
'1
I
I
I
I
I

45~

--=:::Fri~·.:2::::hr:.....
•. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---;
3Omins.

Music Cruise
jligChief& 3hrs.
Continentals

Sun.5PM

$10.00 $ 9.00

55.00

,Music Cruise (Over 21 only; State ID Required.)
Jenny &; The 3 hrs.
Wed./July V; 7:30 PM

$10.00 In .dvance

WoodMen
'I'h. Sense

$10.00 In advance

3 hr..

Thur.lAug. 1: 7:30 PM

Portland
Wine &Cheese
We're ~oving
57 Exchange Street
--'
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(lower level)
GLoBin/? on Forest Ave. JuLJl15
Re-open.n The Old Port on jiJ.y 16

!:P~~lODle[naC~e SOUI?S • Salads
';OllTnrlet

SandWiches

Tel: 772-4647
Fax: 772-5294

HAIR·ON·WHEElS
Classic Styles that Come to Your Home.

.

Specializing in perms, cuts & highlights.
5aNing Androscoggin. Cumberland. Oxford and York Countias.

675-3289
Call for an Appointment Soon!

All prices are round trip. Seniors 65 and over. Children 5 to 9 ycars old.
Children under 5 ride free.
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"Dos and Don'ts" Parenting Guide

.... --- --_ ...
WE ••• _ ..

R

A sensible, direct and
easy-to-read parenting guide.
Designed to provide direction for
parents, to furnish them with
understanding of their child's
behavior and to Instill confidence.
Issues and behaviors are
common in childhood and
adolescence. Tells parents what
to do and what not to do. Indexed
and alphabetized. Written by Carl
Metzger. M.D., who has a private
psychotherapy practice In
Portland, and hosts "Health line,"
a weekly radio talk show. Send
$10.95 check or money order to:

Good Parenting Guide
P.O. Box 15237, Portland, Maine 04101

